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BfTHOBlrGTlOM

Any alien student of Mexican politics begins work with the 

handicap of Ms own knowledge of, and participation in politics some

where elsea The. best means of overcoming this handicap is a study 

of Mexican history an# on acquaintance with the Mexican people $ suf

ficiently thorough to impede questionsa whose basis is the impatience 

of a mind geared to the relationships of a country more politically 

mature than Mexico*,

In what is effectively a one-party democracy, where both 

ruling and opposition parties have as their only requisite tradition an 

adherence, wholly or in part, to Revolutionary principles, it becomes 

necessary to examine the other factors which influence the political 

life of the country. Such factors as geography with its effect on 

transportation and communication? history as much traditional as 

factual? social structure within the very heterogeneous population? the 

Indian both accultured and unas similated as a member of the population 

grouping? land tenure the basis of the social revolution? the church as 

a dominant or dominated element in government? education facing the 

tremendous problem Of illiteracy? and economy whose program must 

raise the total standard of living of a rapidly increasing population? 

cannot be ignored by any politician or political party hoping to succeed 

in Mexico, Only by understanding the effect of the interaction of all

1



the above items 9 can the student intelligently examine the data of the 

contemporary period and eyaiuate Mexicoss progress toward political 

maturityo . . . .

With the background cited above firmly e stablishedg . it will be 

possible to measure,, in the light of political parties generally in ■ 

Mexico® the action of each party individuallyo Then having withheld 

judgment so far as is humanly possible up to this point® the general, 

questions of politics® including electoral law and procedure® govern

ment® and democracy can be discussed and some conclusions drawn*,



GEOGRAPHY

The physical entity which is Mexico presents a. forbidding 

aspect to even the most enthusiastic exponent of national progresso 

Rigorously divided by mountain chains and the climatic conditions they 

produce@ the country itself is the first and one of the most formidable 

hurdles facing growth of any kind --political development being no ex-

Basically3 Mexico is divided into five regions whose boundaries 

follow lines running generally north to souths The Atlantic or Gulf of 

Mexico and Pacific coastal zones form two of the regions0 Both are 

composed of a relatively narrow strip of hOta wets typically tropical 

countryo Bordering these coastal zones is a second pair of parallel 

regions greatly resembling each others They are the Sierra Madras* 

labeled Occidental on the west coast and Oriental on the east coast.

The two mountain chains differ from each other only in that the eastern 

chain is lower and has an escarpment less steep than the one on the 

west coasts The heart of Mexico both geographically and politically 

is a great plateau shaped into a,triangle by the converging of the coastal 

mountain range So This, triangular plateau stretches northward from 

Mexico City to the Hnited States border^ The capital* as well as oc

cupying the southern apex of the triangle* represents also its.highest 

elevations about seven thousand feetQ From this point* the plateau



descends gradually until in the vicinity of Nogalesg Soriora9 the center 

point Of the base of the triangle, the altitude is about three thousand 

feet0

These north.'.to south geographic divisions of the country create 

problems of vital concern to the nation®s political partiese The simplest 

of these, probleins are the basic ones of transportation and communica- 

tion0

Mow can a truly democratic' party system grow where major 

highway trunks run only north and south to connect the larger urban 

centers? Mbw can modern transportation aid in political development 

if even to reach major eastern and western sea ports a long and circuit 

tons route is necessitated? How can true popular Control-of the country 

become a reality in the face of a topography which all too frequently 

still leaves the human being; as the most efficient means of transporting 

goods to market? These are questions which must be considered not 

only by Mexicoss political leadersa but also by lanyone trying to evaluate 

political progress within that nation0

The stranger to Mexico must not be misled by the words ^major 

highway trunkss in the first question posed above@ into thinking that 

s econdary roads are  r eadily available a s. supplements 0 They a re  nets 

Rural people must still use a burro, mule@ or themselves for trans* 

portatien outside the vicinity of the large urban centers. In many cases 

where the distance from home to market is great enough to prohibit the 

transportation bf perishables, consider how much more that same

"*"Nathan Lo Whetten, Rural Mexico, (Chicago: University of 
Chicago P ress, 1948), p». 8,



distance would prohibit participation in politics on the national levelo 

The extent, of the political isolation of the rural people can be more . 

easily visualized in Frank Tannenbaum$s articleg ^Technology and Race 

in Mexico9 88 published i-n,Political. Science. Quarterly9 LXVg (September, 

1946)5 pp0 365 -383* On pages 375-376 of that article he gives the fol

lowing statistics*

I* The average market is one to ten kilometers away from the 
source of the products*

2* An estimated percentage in the high nineties have no train 
or automobile@ and little bus service* .

3* Eighty.per cent have no telegraph, telephone» post office, 
or newspapers*

4* Fifty per cent still carry their wares on their back to the 
market*

The mountain barriers which physically cause this political iso

lation have compounded the problem of the politician by cutting rural 

communities off not only from the nation as a whole9 but from each 

other as well* Having no opportunity to share in the advantages which 

the modern science and education of the urban centers offers or to learn 

from Ms neighbors® the rural citizen continues to live according to the 

customs and traditions of his forefathers* Often he may be completely 

unaware of the fact that more efficient methods and techniques have 

been developed* Thus each of these communities develops a distinct 

inherited culture of its own* The result has been to foster a local in- 

ward view and a political aloofness^ and unfortunately^ this localism

2
Ibid* $ p* 9* .

3
Ibid* g p* 4 *

4Frank Tannenbaum@ The Struggle for Peace and Breada (Mew 
York; Knopf* 1950), p* 3*



5transcends rather than contributes to the larger political unite

For a time the problem of localism must increase as Mexico 

seeks the solution to the even greater problem of its population explo- 

sion0 Land hitherto: undeveloped whether for geographic, economic, 

or health reasons must be made to support human life@ The develop

ment of such areas must mean an even greater dispecsement of the 

population with all the attendant problems already presented by the cur

rent localized rural population,, /

At present the centers of local political power and prestige

concerned with national government are the twenty-one cities with a
6population Of twenty-five thousand or more. So far, attempts to inte

grate the surrounding rural population have followed the obvious course 

Of transporting the populace to the cities0 Unfortunately9 even where 

modern transportation can be used, bus or truck loads of citizens 

feel competitive toward one another, and not as though they were 

mutually supporting any facet or figure of national government,. This 

method would appear to be as logical as a child®s drawing of a house 

which begins with the roof rather than with the supporting structure,, 

Greater success has met integration efforts made in the field of com- 

municatioUa It has been possible in many rural areas to provide tele

vision or radio presentation of national issues directly to the pee pie Q 

By eliminating the local powers involved in the transportation methods, 

the individual citizen is offered a better chance to make an intelligent
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personal decision,

National political growth, toward democracy is definitely con

stricted at present by rural localism,. Only by taking national politics 

to the people rather than vice versa can this localism be broken down. 

Once this has been accomplished and the political concern and aware

ness of the people is directed toward the nation as well as.the munici- 

palitya perhaps true party government popularly controlled will begin 

to growc,



SOCIETY

The mountains and the transportation, problem they pose aggra>- 

vate another related problem; that of developing a unified national 

culture^ The physical isolation of rural communities has already been 

mentioned^ To this are added the problems of differing languages 

customs,^ traditions-g and beliefs due to differing tribal origino It is 

obvious then that the social scientist interested in making an amalga

mation that is 88Mexican® from all these diverse parts has: his work 

cut out for him<s And the politician who must work with all these 

constituent elements s whatever their level of acculturation at the time, 

has an even more difficult task? In order to evaluate better the prob

lems facing the politician who must deal with such a heterogeneous 

population, an historic examination of the culture*s political traditions 

is advisable®

The Pre-conquest Indian tradition was socialistic® with no 

strong sense of personal individuality0 The welfare of the tribe tran

scended that of its individual memberss and this welfare was represented 

by and embodied in the person of the tribal cacique® The basic social 

pattern for all the tribes was the sam e--a collective ownership Of land 

with group decisions made through the control vested in the head of

1■ 'H0 ..Bo Parkes 9 ^Political Leadership in MexicOg.® Mexico Today, 
edo Arthur Pi Whitaker0 [Philadelphia; American Academy of Political 
and Social Science, 1940)3 pc 14„



each family,  ̂ • .

At the time of the Conquest the Indians did not constitute a  nation* 

hut were scattered throughout the country as tribes. The most politi- 

cally advanced of the tribes, were organized as city-states, ' However* 

the important thing to remember is that the disparity found then in terms 

of language* customs, traditions, and general cultural development has 

continued to the present time. . Quoting from Eyler M. Simpson’s, The 

Ejidos Meagiee’s Way Out, (Chapel Hill, 1937)* P« 232:

Some of these tribes, like the Aztecs whom many grudgingly 
acknowledged.as master, had reached relatively high stages of 
development. Others were the most primitive type of wandering 
groups snatching a meager and precarious living from forest and 
stream. But each of these tribes--and this is the important point 
to note--”differed in greater or less degree one from the other.

Their religious beliefs and practices were unlike, their eco
nomic organizations, were dissimilar, their social systems were 
diverse-•»• In short, at the fim e of the Conquest, Mexico was an 
agglomeration of culturallydisparate groups, scattered oyer a 
vast area and, except for the loosely held together Aztec Con
federacy, either, for all practical purposes, isolated, or having 

■ only such contacts as those involved in warfare of desultory and 
intermittent trade.

This native population; was deeimated by more than ©ne—third

in the process of the Conquest, and by diseases introduced by the
" y t  -

Spaniards which the Indian had no natural immunity for. Thus it was

that a small number of Spanish conquistadQres Wbke sgbgngatA'tb®

Indians* establish themselves as a ruling class, and superimpose their

■ Gilberto Bosques. The National Revolutionary Party and the 
Six Year Plan, (Mexico, Bureau of Foreign Information of the National 
Revolutionary Party, 1937), p. 3,

3Ibid. , p. 3.

4-W hetten, pV 22.



own institutions: and culture on the previously existing native culture.

Tbs tribal social pattern was changed to resemble Western 

European feudalism. F irst$, land ownership was vested in the crown 

by the Pope, Then royal grants to individuals created a ruling caste.

In addition all elements of the Indian culture that were, entirely, incon

sistent with, or antagonistic, to the Spanish culture of the period were 

eliminated. Only those, which were neutral or fitted well with the 

Spanish tradition were undisturbed. For example, Indian communal 

ownership of land was. retained. It was accepted by the Spaniards as 

a means of keeping personnel available for political and economic
- g

measures. The re s u lt of the admixture of imposed Spanish traditions 

with undisturbed compatible Indian ones is today^s very complex rural 

Society,

During the Colonial Period, the caste system expanded to the , 

degree that Social, political, and economic distinctions were made on 

the basis of race. The four major divisions of this caste system weret 

the Gachupines of Peninsulars, Spaniards born in the Iberian Peninsula; 

the Criollos, persons born of Spanish parents resident in Mexico; the 

Mestizos, persons born of. mixed Spanish and Indian parentage; and last 

in this descending order were the Indians. These groups, as you might 

expect, soon represented distinct political philosbphies. The Gachupine 

embodied all that pertainedfo foreign control. The Criollo was the
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6reactionary. The Mestizo reflected liberal thought,, The Indian,, a

stoic by nature, could impose only a passive resistance to the new way,

which he considered, as he did anything new, a threat and in consequence

feared greatly. , . '

The rigidity of.the system and a  developing class consciousness

among the Crjollos who were prevented, from holding high civil, military,

or religious office, was a sit©ng factor in the revolution for independence.

Its successful termination did not, however, relieve the rigidity, but

merely supplanted the Gaehupine control with a Criollo dictatorship.

This new regime, then left the Mestizo in the position of biological and

Sociological inferiority recently vacated by the Criollos. It was not

until If 10 that a freer more fluid society came into being. The Mestizo

with his banner, "Effective Suffrage and No Re-Election,. " joined the

Indian, and his slogan, "Rand and Liberty, " to fight a. coalition of the

military machine, foreign investors and their governments, the Church
1and the dictatorship. Today the only one of the original caste groupings 

which has not managed to better itself is  the Indian. He still lags be

hind the Mestizo economically and in, the utilization of modern technologi

cal advantages. ' -

Economic success has come to be the dominant factor in social 

stratification, and race as such is no longer a barrier to social or 

economic progress. The former aristocracy of the landowner has been

—    - » •
6Herbert: Cerwin, These Are the Mexicans, (New York; Reynal 

and Hitchcock, 1949), pp. 25?29.
7

B o sq u es , p. 9.
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8replaced by' a plutocracy of political or industrial fortunes. It is  the 

latter, industry, which is  creating a new social stratum in Mexico—a  

Middle Class, Composed of skilled workers, white collar workers, 

lawyers, doctors, merchants, business and industrial promoters, and 

independent farm ers, it is described by Lopez Mateos as; T,A group 

which works and lives on a regular salary at a regular j ob. Its mem

bers are literate, ambitious, with dreams for their children and their 

. country. All the dreams may not come true, but these families
Q

Struggle and never stop hoping. " The development of such a group 

is the newest gleam of hope for progress to be found on the political 

scene today.

The persistance of Indian culture in a land where a ll the ad

vantages seem to lie in abandoning it can be understood by remembering 

the following points. (1) Thirty per cent of Mexico's populace is
1.0racially and culturally Indian, . rep resenting thirty-three known tongues.

In fact, counting by languages spoken, the census found five million 

persons whose food habits, tool equipment, family and social organi

zation, basic attitudes, and notions about the world were Indian, rather 
11' than European. . (2) A conscious and conspicuously positive valuation 

is  placed on the country's Indian heritage by Mexico's political and

8. -Hubert C. Herring, A History of Latin America, (New York; 
Alfred A. Knopl, Inc,, 19 5 5j, p. 390. r 1

^"Paycheck Revolution, n Time, December 8, 1958, p. 30.

^F rank  R. Brandenburg, ''Mexico1 s Blueprint for Democracy, % 
Latin American Report, I .(July, 1956), pp. 16-19.

Tannenbaum. The S tru g g le .. , p. 12.
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intellectual leaders, (3) Rural geographic and cultural isolation which

permits & condition such, as that described by Eric R. Wolf, "Types

of Latin American Peasantry: A Preliminary Discussion,, n in American

Anthropologist, EVII, June, 1955, pp. 456-457.

In Latin Am#rica> the persistance: of Indian culture content de
pends primarily on the maintenance of a corporate community 
that maintains a bounded social system with clear cut limits, in 

.. relation to both outsiders and insiders,, and has structural identity 
over a period of time.

In such a community. Non-European physical features prevail. 

There is a preference for the native language, and strong Indian ele

ments in the material and non-mate rial cultures. The people regard 

themselves as different from the surrounding white and mestizo com

munities. ^  The true Indian has been defined by Dr. Alfonso Caso as 

one, "who considers himself as a native|; part of an indigenous com

munity. Such gr oup consciousness exists only when the culture has 

been totally accepted; when he has the same ethical, esthetic, social,

and political ideas, and shares in the collective likes and dislikes taking
13part in community actions and reactions. w

NeverthelesS, the Indian world is being slowly modernized. The

difficulty facing the exponent of modernization is its incompatability with
■ 14 

Indian philosophy which does not accept wealth as a basis for status.

12Juan Comas, ^Making Mexico One, 11 Americas, VI (March, 
19.54), p. 19. • .

13Ibid. , p. 19. .
U . . .

'Kingsley Davis, nPolitical Ambivalence in Latin America, "
The Evolution of Latin American Government, ed. Asher N» Christensen,
(New York: ■ Henry Holt and C ompany, 19 51), p, 244.
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Their combination of Oriental fatalism and religions fanaticism pro

tects a culture based on daily subsistence, personal satisfaction 

attained in the traditional manner, and no trust in the future0 ̂  Such 

fatalism, indifference and mananaism lead to a sense of futility and. 

an irresponsibility which do not produce the best of citizens for demo

cratic operation of the republic0

The problem will not be solved simply by giving the Indian 

laud, tools, education, and better health and communication^ It in* 

volves breaking down the numerous barriers which separate the indige

nous groups from each other0 One method of attacking these barriers 

has already been implemented through'the teaching of Spanish to pro

vide a common medium of communicationc The next step must cer-  

tainly be the extension of transportation facilities so that a system of 

sustained contacts can be established among therm Patience will be of 

inestimable value here since the cultural pattern of a people who for 

centuries have had a low standard of living, owned little or no land, 

gotten starvation wages, and existed with unsatisfactory housing, 

sanitation, educational and working conditions, will not change over

night.

Fortunately, acculturation ia  Mexico is made a little easier by 

the high rate of intermarriage. These marriages provide cultural 

models and reference groups for the more conservative individuals

15 ’ ' •Cer win, p, .81
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still living in the native*-oriented. Indian communities„ ^  As we have 

already noted9 the: sdeio-^cnlt'y.ral system is npt only open for the move

ment of Indian groups toward integration^ but also.is fostering wherever 

possible just such action0 On this subject it is interesting to note that 

Lusiano Joublanc Rivas3 commenting on a Russian request that the

United Nations make an ethnic study saids 15The inclusion of the con-
17cept Of race in census questionnaires is utterly unacceptable;, 18 This

might indicate one of several things: (1) a feeling of inferiority because

of Mexico8s polygot blood lines; (2) a kaowledgable rejection of the

impossibility of the task of untangling the puzzles created by the rate

of intermarriage there; (3) the desire of his government to make a

nation of Mexicans rather than a collection of tribal groups by breaking

down the distinctions that such a study would only serve to emphasize*

The last would seem to be the most important, and it is supported by

statements such as the one made by Gilberto Bosques in his book.

The National Revolutionary Party of Mexico and the Six Year Plan0

The State recognized the existence of economic and cultural 
inequalities among the people,,

• The State is in justice bound to give the classes that are econom
ically and culturally at a disadvantage every aid requisite to bring 
them to a plane where the equality desired becomes a facto

The more accultured groups 3 therefore, have had contact with

• 16 'Evon Zo Vogt, 88Acculturation of American Indians, 88 Annals 
of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, . (May, 195 7), 
po 144 o

17New York Times, January 22, 1953, p« 10,
18Bosqufsj, po Ho

/  '  "



the nationally directed rural school program, or with the I n d i a n  B u r e a u .  

Wndey a one party system, both of these are, of course, reactionaries 

of the P. R. 1, as well. This does not necessarily mean that either the 

government or the party are looked on with any particular favor. In 

fact, to the contrary, both are tolerated as economic necessities, but 

are faced with the Indian culture's basic and wholehearted resistance 

to change. It does mean, however, that when acculturation of the 

localities reached by the services of the school and Indian Bureau is 

ultimately achieved, P» R. I. will possess a definite political advantage.

, Under the tutelage of the P.R . I, representatives working with the 

native rural communities, the formalities of democratic procedure 

are fulfilled. In spite of this, however, the elected officials are really 

named by a local jefe, and the form of government is paternalistic, 

with control vested in the community's religious leaders. ^  Even the 

symbols of civil authority have a religious significance as well. So 

far, this p s eudo - demo c racy Is saved only the the wisdom and authority 

Of the jefe. Election to civil leadership through such authority does 

bring prestige to the chosen individual, but actual physical protest to
   ̂' 2 2c ' •his election by the candidate concerned is not unusual. This is be

cause of the financial hardship which accompanies the prestige. The

IQ
Aguirre Beltran y Goncalo y Ricardo Pozas, "Metodos y . 

resultados de la politics indigenista en Mexico, ’* Memorias del 
.fnaitutO Kaclonal Indigenista, . iMexico!- Ediciones del Instituto . 
'Maclohal'indigenista, 1954), p.

2©« . ,
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elected candidate3 in order to perform the duties of Ms offices must

actually live on his savings or borrow money to support himself during 
23Ms term 0 • . .

The governmental program to correct and improve this situation 

has several points of attack available. It must secularize civil power, 

limit the number of functionaries required to administer the community's 

strengthen the power of the municipal presidents and pay for civil se r

vice., The problem is not in recognizing what needs to be dones but 

rather in finding the means to accomplish it»

At the same time,, Mexico must strengthen and expand her social 

and economic institutionso Agricultural productions practices and 

techniques must improve,, The educational system must not only cope 

with the tremendously increased school population, but also with the 

problem of adult illiteracy,, The inadequacies of the health and social 

security programs must be overcome,. Too, often has history left for 

the Mexican heritage disaster and disillusionmente The pessimism in

duced by such a record can lead only to feelings of inferiority and false 

nationalism,, It is only through faith in their country and its future that 

Mexicans will find the true patriotism vh ich spurs creative political 

thinkings and individual incentive to participate in government,.

23Ib id0 a p» 262.



EDHGATXOK

No one will dispute the fact that education of the total popula- ' 

tion is  ah ideal greatly to be desired by a  nation wishing, to establish or 

maintain a truly democratic form of government.,' On this basis s', i t  is. 

not difficult to envision the problems of a  dem.Qcrs.cys a majprity of 

whose members are illiterate, 4 Nor is it impossible to for see the ef

forts which.will be made to amend this failings .and the vital importance 

of an early and successful implementation of those efforts,

Mexico wass at its inception, just such a democracy. Today 

the education of'her growing population is still a pressing matter 

whose total solution Is as yet unknown. It is to be hoped that the cat

alyst of economic improvement will effect a reaction favoring, in the 

beginnings simple literacy, and pr oviding ultimately the sheer volume 

of intelligent citizens necessary to a successfully functioning democ

racy, ' ..

Mexico has long recognised that mutual understanding through 

education is. a  basic part of any solution to the problems posed by the 

heterogeneity of cultures found within her borders.

H istorically, the education program can be traced to pre -
— • . r . - -. ; . • .... 

conquest days. The Aztec had training schools, for boys planning to

hold public office, enter the army, or enroll in the nationfs priest**

18
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hdodo Thereforeg the schools established by the church during the

colonial period, in which education of the low caste Indian and mestizo 

was secondary in importance, were no innovation to the native popula

tion of Mexico. The mission schools of the period^ however, did pro

vide, for a limited number, a  curriculum based on the current life
2

- needs of the agrarian folk culture the priests found there. The early

nineteenth century saw the offerings of the church school decline as i t

became, due to its  increasing wealth, more interested in politics and

secular power. Unfortunately, it  was at this same time that Mexico

was trying to establish democratic institutions in a land where eighty-

five per cent of the population was illiterate, and the ecomonic system

was geared to provide only subsistence living for the masses of the

people. Herein lies the basis for all of Mexico's problems in the field
, 3

of education for the ensuing one hundred years.

The reaction against the church as a secular power took the 

form in 1867 of a law secularizing education. Not until forty-four years 

later, in 1911, did the government accept the responsibility for its self • 

appointed task in the area of national education. Even then, little prog-

1William P. Tucker, The Mexican Government Today, (Minne- ' 
apolis. University of Minnesota P ress), 1967, p. 351.

: 2  I M S
3
Walter V. Scholes, "Mexico: Illiteracy and Land Reform", 

Current H istory,, XXII, (March, 1952), p. 130.
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regs was made, until 1920s when Jose^yasconcelos was appointed to 

direct the Ministry of Public Education and Fine Arts* The greatest 

factor in his success lay in the fact that he sought his own method 

rather than attempting to adapt a foreign method to Mexico’s need. ^ 

With this plan and the backing of the government, he hoped to expand 

the primary schools and make, an attempt to reach people of every age 

who needed an elementary education. •

... ;. Article Three of the 1917 Constitution represents a landmark 

in terms of declared educational policy.

Education is "to develop harmoniously all the faculties of 
the human being and shall develop in him, at the same time, a 
love of the Fatherland and a  consciousness of international 
Solidarity, independence, and justice. " Freedom of belief is to . 
be maintained in education by the exclusion of all religious doc
trine and by basing teaching "on the results of scientific progress. " 
EducatiOh shall promote democracy as a way of life, as well as 
in the political sense. "It shall be national . . .  without hostility 
or exclusivism. " It shall contribute to better human cooperation, 
promote "esteem for the. dignity of the person, " and produce an 
appreciation of "the general interest of society, " At the same 
time, it shall avoid "Privileges of race, sects, groups, sexes, 
and individuals. " Private schools are allowed,, but their au
thorization may be refused or revoked without appeal. Their 
programs must be adjusted to comply with official plans and 
programs»' Ministers and religious bodies may not participate 
in educational work. Prim ary schooling is to. be obligatory; 
and government schools are to operate without charge to the 
students.

The program initiated under this article was designed to spread ele

mentary schools, extend primary education to adults, eliminate, il

literacy, train teachers, promote cooperation between the school and

%>ld.
s T u ck er, p . 353.
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the family, aaid coordinate federal, state, and local school efforts«, 

The problems facing these early educators still face most 

educators today. They were (1) Where to get the teachers ? What 

lode stone could draw men and women to a task where pay was poor, 

and opportunity to be found only in Such isolated areas that the educa

tor was cut off from all contact with those things bis own education 

had taught him to appreciate ? Even assuming such persons could be 

found, the sheer volume of demand would eliminate them as a sta

tistical advantage, (Z) What to teach? Which academic offering 

would best meet the needs of a school population with no common de

nominator of intelligence, culture, interest, or even age ? How justi

fied is  the expenditure of a majority of the teacher1# time on training 

the students in Spanish? How can compensation be found for the per

sonally unrewarding task faced by a teacher with much more to offer 

than language yet unable to present this further knowledge ? (3) Whom 

to teach? Where do you begin education for democracy ? Citizens 

responsible for current voting rarely have time in the struggle for 

survival to devote time, to education. Young people who are still 

minors, are, in a primitive .society, frequently too concerned with 

finding their economic and social place in that society to. spare time 

for the education they see their elders unable or unwilling to attempts

^Ibid, , p. 354,
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Childreix can. most easily be spared by the commaaity, and if en

couraged at home will, spread much of what they learn  among the 

older members of their families. Does this mean that the nation 

must wait fifteen years before i t  can count on a continuing supply of 

literate voters ? If the reply is affirmative, the next question which - 

arises is: Gan the nation wait that long ? Is this a background pro** 

hibitive to the. growth of a  bi-party or multi-party system ? Does the 

responsibility for Mexican political thinking today lie at the feet of its 

inadequate voter education? How many undesirable patterns have 

been or may be established before the general populace is ready to 

cope With them? HerhapS, even then, because of present indoctri

nation, they may be unable to recognize the weaknesses of those pat

terns. ■ •

The law requires the attendance of all children under fifteen, 

but this is an ideal rather than a real situation.  ̂ Many communities 

have no school available for the children to attend, and those able to 

provide such facilities can offer in them only the first two years of 

basic elementary education. True, these two years are better than 

no education at all. In that space of time a student could reasonably 

x be expected to acquire a simple reading vocabulary, and master the 

pencil sufficiently to write most of that same vocabulary. It is  doubt

ful whether a real grounding in the values, of democracy can at the 

same time be successfully grafted to the centuries old paternalistic

^W hetten, p . 411.



inheritance of the Mexican* Indian, or mestizo* Now* expect this 

student to use the imperfect tools at his command in the creation and 

support of the world's most complicated political system, and chaos 

is the only result anyone has a right to anticipate=, Anything better 

than chaos which evolves is more to be commended than criticized^

The first practical thrust at the problem of national education 

was made under Vasconcelos through the medium of the village school*
g

referred to as la  casa. del pueblo. It was designed to offer not only 

the Three lUs, but also to provide a  necreation center for the com

munity, an agricultural extension service, and a public health cen

ter,  ̂ Total enrollment in 1942: was 2, 154g.3680 ^  By 1957, this 

number had increased to three million boys and girls, in primary

schools, eighty-six thousand in secondary school, and fifty-five
11thousand enrolled in schools of higher than secondary standing.

The greatest problem facing the educational System was and

still is that of literacy. In 1953, fifty per cent of the people Over six

could read and write, but one-third of those between six and twenty-* :
12five years of age had never been to school. Handicaps to the re«*

Herring, "Mexico Today, " Current History, XXXLH, 
(April, 1957), p, 225, ‘ ~

9Md„
I f)

Whetten, p, 413,
II Herring, Mexico Today, p. 225®
12New York Times, August 2, 1953, p, 30,
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duction, of illiteracy are found in the limited rnonetary resources 

available for education, wiiMal'lliob:'. often the hand of politico in the 

administration of. such fundsj the high birth rate, rural lethargy, re 

ligious antagonism, and. the complex linguistic and cultural patterns
13of much of rural Mexico. With only a rudimentary education pro

vided, literate persons in a rural community have little social or 

economic advantage over the illiterate. Examine if you can the ma

terials currently available in. our own elementary program. How many 

of them would even interest an adult, much less provide him with any 

superior knowledge or status presumably accruing from education? 

This, compounds the problem since ..only something of immediate prac

tical value is  likely to stimulate a  population which has gotten along 

this many years without it. NevertheleSs., the federal government 

under Avila Camacho organized a  three year program t# reduce i l 

literacy. Under, the program it was compulsory for those who could

read and write to teach, and it was also compulsory for those who
14could not read and write to accept that teaching. To implement t 

program the federal budget was increaSed.from.more than seventy- 

ei g ht m  

in 1946.

eight million dollars in 1940 to more than two hundred seven million 
15 . '

^  Tucker, p. 350. 

14Whetten, p« 421. 

15Ibid.



With such appropriations., new schools were built, the govern

ment printing press gave free books to such schools, and anyone with 

three years of elementary education was asked to teach others to read 

and writeo The whole plan evolved into a series of ''cultural missions" 

which included in their curriculum: hygiene* first aid, agriculture, 

and carpentry, It soon became evident that education must be linked 

with land reform. This is because the social and cultural progress of 

a  static population is  linked inseparably with economic progress, and 

economic progress in Mexico cannot be separated from land reform. 

The. "cultural mission" has been the most successful part of 

the whole educational program, .They set out with the avowed purpose 

of rehabilitating the ruralfC.ojmmunitieshy^rhisingtherr economic Stand

ard of living. Specifically,, health and sanitation must improve; a de

sire for an improved standard of living must be fostered; diet and 

dress must improve! organized social and recreational activities 

should be provided; an interest in personal and community cultural 

improvement should be Stimulated; and patriotism should be encour

aged, It was felt that by thus bringing the level of the rural commu

nities 1 development closer to the accepted living standards of the 

modern world, they would also become more easily integrated as 

parts of the Mexican nation.

One big job carried On by the "mission” was in-service train

ing for teachers; a  vital factor in the total program since it was the

^Scholes, p. 131,



local teacher who would take over as the "mission" moved on to an

other area. Such on the joh trainees working with the adult community 

had to fill the breach until normal schools could be built; staffed* and 

turn out graduates. Even, with large classes coming from such schools* 

it will be many years before the supply of teachers in rural areas ex

ceeds the demand. That the in-*service training was designed to cover 

all phases of the adult community life will be noted by enumerating the 

staff of a typical "mission". The members, included a director* a 

social worker* a nurse and midwife* a teacher of agriculture* one or 

more construction teackers* two or more teachers of trades and in

dustries* a teacher of mechanics* a motion picture projector operator*
'17

a teacher of music* and a leader of recreational activities. All the 

work of teaching elementary sanitation* sound health practices* ways 

of making a living* minimum housing standards* plus the develop

ment of communication facilities had to be done before literacy as 

such could have any value.

The problem facing any effort at the education of a primitive 

society is: how to convince these, under-developed perople that they 

are capable of making a better life for themselves* and getting them 

started toward that goal. The UNESCO Pilot School# founded at Lake 

Pcutzcuaro in the state of Miokoacan* found that a simple gift was not 

the answer because of the tendency of the uneducated to resist any-

Whetten* p. 406,
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thing new, ^  The approach had to be one of making the people aware

of their needs; convincing them that they could satisfy those needs
19with their own resources; and showing them how to do it.

If we examine the school at Patecuaro in a  little more detail, 

we find that tihe students have been nominated by their own govern* 

meat as meeting the qualific ations of experience in the fields of edu

cations home economicss physical education, nursing, hygiene, or 

sociology o After a  training period a t Patr cuar o, they are expected

to return to their own countries and set up similar teacher training
. • ■ ■ n /

centers. Two principles have already come from the Patzcuaro ef

fort, PirSt, the teaching team must find the problem that the vil

lagers feel is most important to improving their health or economic 

life. And second, that technical knowledge is much less Important
2 i

than the ability to gain the confidence of the villager s. It is  only

with this confidence in the teacher that a  desire fOf' improvefnent will 

be coupled with an assurity that it can be done, always providing that 

the ingenuity of the teacher holds out,

- Patzcuaro was chosen as the site for this pilot s  chool because 

the problems of the surrounding area are the same ones faced by one

18Flora Lewis, "Roots of Learning: United jNations Pilot
School, " New York Times Magazine, (May 31, 1953), p, 32,

’ 1 9 I b id °

2 °Ibid,, p, 33.

21Xbid.



billion, two hundred million other people in the world. These are:,

lack of water for irrigation, drinking, and fishing; forest fire and

destroctlon of trees from primitive tapping method s; and XL LITER-*
22ACY. Another reason for using this site was that it is  what the 

sociologist calls a relatively "closed region". This means that in 

evaluating the'success of the school's program, there doe S., not have 

to be too much allowance made for outside influences.

Primitive people who are illiterate must be given an incentive 

to learn. The pilot school felt that this could best be done by showing 

the villagers how knowledge could help them overcome their imme

diate problems of poverty, hunger, and disease.. The idea of teach

ing the essential minimum of practical information needed by a  human 

being in his own region and country was called "fundamental educa

tion, 1,24
Since many of the teachers in rural areas often had only a 

bare minimum of education themselves,, an interest grew in the pro

motion of a rural normal school program. The purposes of such nor

mal schools were to be: the preparation of socially and culturally 

retarded groups for incorporation into the life of the nation] prepara

tion for teachingnnrural .communities], and practical training to help

. 22 •Bernardine, Bailey, "Mexico, Laboratory of the Future, "
United Nations World, VI, (December, 1952), p. 47.
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prospective teachers improve the economic development, of the com-
25.mitiiity they lived in. As part of this program, many monolingual 

groups were taught to read and write their own language As: a firs t 

step toward learning Spanish, This particular innovation was very 

popular because it was felt that this means of raising the cultural 

level of the people could be done without the loss of native folkways. 

Then with the additional language it would be easier to foster the mes

tizo way of life as combining the best elements of both cultures, ^

The lag in Mexico’s education can be explained in several 

ways. First* the church* which had provided early instruction on 

levels stretching from the simplest religious instruction through uni

versity training* became such a threat to secular power that the right 

of educating the people was taken away from her. And, although the 

government filled the breach on paper, there was no one to actually 

take over the job formerly done by the mis sionaries. After the church 

had been removed as a  teaching force* men dependent for economic 

and political success on a  menial, class opposed any effort to educate 

the masses. They were so successful in this that at the end of. the

Diaz regime, seventy per cent of the people ten years old and older 
■" 27were illiterate. Ever since that time the country has been trying 

to catch up, and her high birth rate has not made the problem any

25Whetten, p, 407, 

Comas, p, 21, 

2^Whetten, p, 403.



give step has complicated an already almost insurmountable tasks, 

and that is  the increasing number of unisexual schools. The creation 

of Such schools is  based on the acceptance of a belief in vast differ

ences lying between the social roles played by men and women. To 

most observers this. Seems a waste through duplication^ where fa

cilities are already overstrained. And to the economical politician 

the waste is especially frustrating in view of the nation's average 

time spent in the schoolroom? coupled with the fact that today women 

as accepted yoters under the law need the same type of schooling that 

will produce intelligent male voters.

The measurable results of the education program to date are 

seen in the drop in the illiteracy rate?, the drop in the infant mortality 

rate? and the decreasing localism evidenced by increased interest in 

world affairs. Tucker cites education in Mexico as "outstanding in 

the world today for its efforts to improve the conditions of health? 

housing, work and recreation in .rural communities. " The size of 

the job and the problems met have not changed the aims to be achieved? 

but have merely modified the methods of approach.



THE CHURCH

The position of the Church in Mexico is difficult for a  non- 

Mexican Roman Catholic to understand. Hew much more difficult it 

must then be for an individual who is  neither Mexican nor Catholic to 

accurately evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of that institution in 

the political life of the nation. Even though every effort has been made 

to present the facts systematically and without personal bias* conclu

sions drawn in this chapter from those facts must be read in the light 

of critical allowance for the author's personal religious training and 

belief So.

During the conquest, the conversion of the Indians to Catholi

cism was an integral part, of Spanish policy. The native races came 

to regard acceptance of the new religion as just one more facet of 

their military defeat. So thoroughly was the religions dominance of 

the .Catholic Church established, that four hundred fifty years., a war 

for independence, a war of reform which forcibly separated church 

and state, a Social revolution which reaffirmed that schism, and ex

tensive Protestant missionary work have failed to change significantly 

the religious complexion of Mexico,

Early control was. made easier by such means as: building on 

the site of former Indian Shrines, substituting Christian saints for 

pagan idols in the places of worship, using fam iliar ceremonies.



methods^ and dates of worships and adopting those Indian rituals and 

legends which could be reconciled with Christianity.

The colonial period saw the Church become even more an 

agent of the empire. Church patronage rights had been granted by the 

Pope to the king. It was he who appointed clerics to office, collected 

tithes, a  portion of which he was even permitted to use for govern

ment expense, and acted as an intermediary between Mexico and Rome/' 

Thus freedom of political thought became not only seditious but heret

ical as well, and heresy was punishable in the special courts of the 

Inquisition.

It was not until independence left the nation without a king that 

church patronage became a political problem. The church hierarchy 

claimed recovery of the rights which had been vested in the person of 

the king. By successfully defending itself against the counter claim 

of the government, made on the grounds that exercise of such power 

so long considered political pertained to the nation,  ̂ the Church cre

ated a picture of itself as a rival political power within the state.

This self-made portrait grew uglier in the political eye as the Church's 

economic strength and institutional Stability reflected the weaknesses 

and instability of the government. These weaknesses have been item-

"*"Whetten, p. 457.

2
Henry B. Parkes, A History of Mexico, (Boston, Houghton 

Mifflin C o., 1950), p. 105."
3

Tannenbaum, Struggle, p. 128.
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ized as: lack of political faith or honesty in public officers^ perw

si stent subversion of all principles of government., unending change

of policy and program, perpetual shift of political personalities, and
4absence of party government.

It is not surprising that anti-clerical laws developed from this 

Strained relationshipo What does puzzle the observer is that Mexico 

remained devoutly Catholic despite such COngressional actions as the 

Ley Juarez. In 1855 under its jurisdiction* the fuero or privilege of 

special courts was removed from both the Church and military group. 

Juarez thus created a solid bloc of political opposition determined to 

retain its Special preyileges whether religion was the end or the 

means. A year later the Ley Lerdo struck at the economic power of 

the Church by prohibiting a  civil o r religions corporation from owning 

land other than that* in the case of the Church, . specifically devoted to 

worship. By Selling land confiscated under this law, the government 

hoped to establish many small land owners. However,, since only the 

wealthy could afford the purchase price and taxes on the confiscated 

land, the net result was the creation of a new landed aristocracy as 

much devoted to the protection of its special privileges as. the Church 

had ever been. Such subversion of its  intent did not prevent the em

bodiment of the Ley Lerdo in the Constitution of 1857 which was to 

serve Mexico as the supreme law of the land until 1917. Nor did an-

4Frank Taimenbaum, Peace by Hevolution, (New York, 
Columbia University P ress, 1933), p. 51.



thors of that document forget to include a, prohibition against Church 

ownership of mortgages on land, since they had hitherto added greatly 

to the economic and political strength of that institution. ' Also included 

among the Constitutional prohibitions were those contained in the Ley 

Igldsias which: excluded the clergy f rom politics as presidential or

congressional candidates^ nationalized cemetaries under the Depart^ 

meat of Public Hygiene, and limited fees for the administration -of 

such Church sacraments as marriages, baptisms and burial services,. 

The use of clerical garb was .restricted,, and religious instruction was 

not permitted to be given in public buildings.

The problems of the devout Catholic^ sufficiently versed in 

political m atters to be a participant, rose over such issues as mar

riage, burials and the oath of allegiance to the Constitution. Failure 

to be m arried in the Church meant the commission of a  mortal sin in 

the eyes of his religion. Yet m arriage was now a civil contract, and 

the Church ceremony was not recognized as being sufficient by civil 

authorities. This problem was still unresolved in 1953 when a census 

showed that of -seven million couples living together, 1, 7.95, 167 had

neither religious nor civil ceremonyl and 1, 427# 037 had only the re- 
”5ligieua ceremony. Burial of deceased family members after 1857 

had to be in State controlled cem etaries, but could these be hallowed 

ground? The oath of allegiance to the Constitution which created the 

above two problems was regarded as such an anathema by the Church

~5N0W York Times, August 2, 1953, p. 30.



that men who took it as required faced the dire consequences of ex- 

communication in a land ninety per cent Catholic.

In defense of this Constitution^ Ju^r.en fought Zuloaga5 Maxi

milian, an uncooperative Congress, former, soldiers of the liberal 

army, and Porfirlo Diaz, Only death in  1872 was successful in end

ing the career of this man whose integrity had achieved so much for 

Mexico, Each of the above struggles found the Church supporting the 

opposition in the. hope that any more conservative successor to Juarez 

must recognize the injustices done to the Church and act to eliminate 

them. None of those thus supported proved worthy of this hope until 

1876, when Diaz in his drive for economic success, agreed to .re** 

frain from enforcing existing anti-clerical legislation in return for 

Church support of his personal dictatorship. Thus the. Church sur

rendered its right to become identified with the people in their search 

for social reform, and reverted to being an instrument of despotic 

power as i t  had been under the Spanish crown.

Government power passed by revolution from Diaz to Madero. 

The latter was betrayed and supplanted by Victoriano Huerta. Once 

again the Church chose to support a man.whose interests might per- ; 

mit a regaining of Church power and wealth, but who definitely did not 

have the. greatest good of the general population on his mind.

Another revolutionary, Venustiano. Carranza, began his drive 

for power by naming himself the avenger of Madero, and the re s to re r 

of Constitutional government. Thus the Church by its former decision 

to support Huerta again found itself fighting against its par is boners'
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demands for social reform rather than with them, jn  the ensuing 

.struggle for power between Carranza and Villa, the Church took an

other unpopular step by supporting those who favored United States 

intervention. True, the United States might have provided the pro

tection the Church sought from vengeful constitutionalists angered by 

the support given Huerta, but foreign intervention or dominance was 

no more palatable a panacaea for the Mexican people to swallow.

The only possible result of such political activity was a reaf

firmation in the 1917 Constitution of anti-clerical laws passed during 

the Juarez, reform era. This was done even though most of the mem

bers of the Qtteretare Convention were professing Catholics, It stipu

lated that: priests must register, ownership of religious property was 

vested In the state, no religious officer could vote, hold office, or 

organize political parties, religious.publications and personnel were 

prohibited from comment on public issues, states could fine the num

ber of priests permitted to function within their boundaries, foreign

ers were prohibited from being p riests. Church primary education 

was illegal, education must be lay and secular, and religious cere

monials outside the churches were prohibited.

With Such a burden, the obvious questien which occurs is,

'How has Catholicism managed to survive in Mexico?" One p a rt of 

the answer lies in the Overwhelming number of persons trained in the 

faith, many of them politicians operating uuder this Constitution,. An

other part of the answer lies in the political situation in  Mexico which 

we are attempting to analyze and evaluate. F irst, the Constitution or



any part thereof does not become effective until .actual enabling leg

islation is passed covering the issues, in question^ Second? in a, one- 

party democracy? the power of the executive to support or limit stich 

legislation is virtually unbounded. .

Under ©bregbn's administration^ Mexico was. internally more 

peaceful than It had been for many years. Perhaps it was. tliis overt 

peace which tempted the Church to republish in 19.26* after Calles had 

come to power? a protest against the anti-clerical tone of the Consti

tution. As might have been expected* the existing anti-clerical laws 

were immediately enforced in a more stringent manner. Over the is 

sue of registration of priests with the civil authorities* the Church 

decided to s tr ik e .. July 31, 1926, priests left the churches not to 

return until 1929. In rebuttal, the government ordered citizens1 

committees to keep the churches open. For the most part this 

seemed to satisfy the average church goer. However, the criollo 

group took up the cause of the Church and led in the formation of the 

Cristero movement. Even the armed rebellion of these unofficial 

Church forces might not have been so drastic had the caudillos of the 

day not used it for their own purposes„

fn 1928 Obregtih was re-elected only to be assasinated by a 

Catholic. Congress wisely chose Emilio Fortes Gil provisional 

president. Therefore in 1929 the Church had the opportunity? in re

turn for accepting the; civil demand for registration of priests, to be 

granted spiritual autonomy and the right to give religious education 

within the church building. When ©rtis Rubio, was elected president



at CaUes * behest, the Church did face the persecution of an executive 

who was actively anti-clericai under his sponsor 's guidance« His plan 

was to cover government mistakes by picturing the Church as still 

dangerous to the Revolution, He o f f e r e d  as proof of this the riots of 

church members against the treatment accorded the Church by his 

administration. The retaliation of the Church took the form of rumor 

attacks, on "socialistic" education sponsored by the government. 

Teachers promulgating this anti-clerical system by means of incul

cating a scientific view of life lived dangerously in rural areas where 

Church rumors among the ignorant peasantry pr oved most effective.

In 193? the Church finally came over to the side of-the people 

by supporting Cardenas in his program of oil expropiration. But 

during the war years it slid backward,, The administration of Avila 

Camacho, working closely with the United States in its  war effort* 

was embarrassed by the growing strength of the pro- Catholic Sinar- 

quistas who were anit-United States materialism, anti-Russian 

atheism, and in favor only of that portion of the principles of the 

Revolution which advocated agrarian reform, •

Apparently haying appreciated the rewards of reticence in 

politics, the Church through Archbishop Luis Maria Martinez ordered 

native clergymen to abstain from all forms of political activity in re- 

gard to the 1946 presidential election. In return, he could reason** 

ably expect that if PR,!,candidate Miguel Aleman were successful in 

-  —  -

New York Times, May 16, 1945, p, 3,



winning the election, he: would be unlikely to object to small violations 

of the law regarding church-state relations as long as the public
7

schools were free of clerical influence^

President Aleman was. to finds as other chief executives had, 

that so long as basic religious freedoms of the Church were undis

turbed, it  would wholeheartedly support the current governmehi re 

gime, This support can be put to very effective practical use as it 

was in 1948, At that time, only those pilgrims who had been vacci

nated by the federal health department against smallpox, were admitted
8to the Shrine: of Guadalupe, Another Virgin, she of .Fatima, serves

the government in the political arena as an ally against Communism,

Catholics are taught that the presence of the Virgin of Fatima in

Mexico is  to remind them that only by daily prayer will the danger of

war and Communism disappear,  ̂ Such a reminder was sufficiently

effective in 1953 to achieve Catholic support in the recognition of

Jose'' Gomez Robleda as Under Secretary of Education, At the same

time the national policy on textbooks was stated, A direct blow at the

then Gommunistic control of that agency Of government, it. provided

that textbooks must conform to historical truth, ideological neutrality,
10and absence of any political tendency. 

Hew Y o fk ,T im e s , A u g n sf ,2% 1946, p , 8.
Q

Time, LII, Becemher 20, 1948, p. 37, 

^Hispanic American Report, HI, .January 1950, p. 11,

^QNew York Times, December 28, 1953, p. 6,
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By 1953* chtMch-»state relations had so far improved that .it 

was possible: to hold the firs t National Congress of Catholic Leaders
II

since the Revolution,, Also for the firs t time* the Church* rela

tively free from State control in practice if not in principle, seemed 

as concerned with the. physical, social, moral, and economic well

being of its adherents as i t  was-with their spiritual welfareo. Such 

interest could make the Church a profound social force in rural areas» 

The Indians1 traditional mystic outlook on life, and his veneration of 

the priest who is the intermediary between himself and his. God, 

could provide an unequaled teaching medium for self and community 

improvement. Too long has this possibility been negated because of 

the persisting clash with the government and its  agencies, hi. answer

ing the Church's avowed fear of Protestantism* the government posi

tion is that such deviation f rom the traditional faith would be unneces

sary if the Church wOuld play a  more active part in improving the 

social and economic life Of the community, . Directed self help must 

supplant simple faith in miracles to. move the nation forward to a  

bette r  way of life. It has been shown that where Catholic Youth groups

are  taught the importance of sanitation, cleanliness, and wholesome
X2recreation,, the entire religious program is strengthened. Tucker 

sums up this whole aspect of the Church in Mexico by saying:

 ̂* Tucker , p. 34,

■*"̂ Whetten, p. 483,
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The Church must link traditional religion with a clear 
understanding of the social gospel of Christ, and with a 
practical growth in Christian ethics.

Politically, the Church again became overtly active in 1956,

Members were urged to exercise their civic duties and interest them-*

Selves in  public affairs, If the statement had stopped there, there

would be many fewer worries about a renewed church—state clash,

Howeyer, it went on to solicit support for those. political candidates

favoring the greatest degree of good for the Church and nation in that 
15Order, This theme was further developed October 17, 1957, in a

Statement issued by the Church hierarchy. In it. Catholic citizens

were condemned for their "political abstention, " and were encour-*
16aged to "make full use. of their franchise, " Later, three direct

fives were issued by the same group, (1) Catholics may belong to

parties only if those parties make no attempt against the rights of

God and Church, (2) Catholic citizens should vote for the candidates

offering the most guarantees for the public good, and the rights of

God and Church, (3) P riests and prelates were to be consulted to
17determine approval of such candidates.

If the Church1 s greatest desire is  not renewal of its dominant

place in Mbxican politics, methods such as that described above are 

^Tucker, p, 34-35,
1 A

Hispanic American Report, November 1956, p, 465,

15 Ibid,
16 G, Baez-Camargo, "Query Catholic Aim in Mexico, " 

Christian Century, LXXIV, (January 16, 1957), p, 90,

17Ibid„ '



inadvisable^ to say the. least. It may be merely a failure in communi

cation technique. After all, the Mexican Catholics have had all ques

tions of Church dogma and policy answered in this way for centuries. 

The acceptance of such absolutism does not, however, leave much 

hope for a spirit of tolerance in. the Catholic participant in politics.

And tolerance is an essential element in successful bi-party govern

ment.

The greatest problem in the church-state question today is  that 

the improved relatiohs have come about without benefit of any legist 

lative changes. Militant Catholics had hoped that woman suffrage 

would restore Church privilege in, Mexico. However, in spite of the 

devout faith of the women of that country, their vote has followed that 

of their husbands in supporting the candidate most likely to assure 

some personal advantage to themselves rather than political advan

tage for the Church. In view of existing legislation in Mexico, and 

the power of the executive under their current one-party system, it 

is indeed unfortunate that fear of a renewed church-state struggle over 

increasing political and economic power, does not seem to lie with 

the Church.

It is also unfortunate that this large segment of opposition can

not divorce itself from the Church politically. Numerically,, it  repre

sents the possibility that once beyond the stigma of such a political 

position, and with a  non-religious issue to support, the first acceptable 

second party Mexico has. ever seen might develop. To date those
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second parties have either been just campaign machines for p resi

dential candidates., or have espoused a  cause so anti-Revolutionary 

that the bulk of the Mexican people have regarded them as either 

worthless or enemies of the State. The Church historically falls in 

the latter categoryb So hope for the deyelopmetit of a strong second 

party within her ranks at present seems futile.



ECONOMY

In the light of practical politics, let us consider the elector

ate of Mexico. How many of them are there? What is their present 

economic condition^ and what factors were active in producing it? 

What economic goals do they expect to attain as individuals and as a 

nation? What will be expected of the government in attaining those 

goals ?

Mexico's central plateau held an estimated eleven million 
2.people in 1519= We have already noted that this number was reduced 

by more than one-third in the process of the conquest, and that the 

decimation may be attributed not only to the battles of that military 

action, but to the diseases introduced by the Spaniards for which the 

Indian had no natural immunity as well.

By 1950* in spite of the nation's turbulent political history,
   2

thirteen to fourteen million people inhabited the same area. In

te r m s  of population  d istr ib u tio n , th is  m eant that n e a r ly  h a lf of M ex ico 's

total population was crowded into less than one-seventh of the total land

t •

New York Times:, March 19* 1950, p. 9=

2Ibid.
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area. Most of these people,, interestingly enough, are located at an 

elevation approximating 6, 500 feet except in the impassable areas of 

the Sierra Madre: Occidental. The only exceptions to this general re 

lationship. are found in Tehuantepec, Vera Gruz, Yucatan, and Sinaloa. ̂  

Two reasons for the natural selection of this altitude become evident 

when we remember the difficult problem of disease control in the 

tropical sections found at lower elevations, and the presence in the 

selected area of suitable soil with adequate rainfall for the production 

of corn. For just as a true republic is an irreplaceable goal in Mexican 

politics, so is corn the irreplaceable staple in the diet of her constitu

ent s. fSven those urban families, culturally nearer the United States 

and Europe than the rural groups are* prefer to purchase mas a for 

tortillas rather than wheat flour or commercially prepared bread.

Mexico’s, population has been steadily increasing since,about 

1920. The phenomenal part about the increase is that it is almost en

tirely natural^ that is  the annual number of births (45. 4 per 1, 000)
g

exceeds the annual number of deaths (17. 9 per 1, 000). The only non

natural elements to be. considered are the end of the Revolution, im

proved census methods, immig rati on following World War II, and the 

repatriation of * wet-backs. * Statistically the result appears as 

follows.

^Whetfen, p. 30.

4Ibid.
's’"Mew York Times,, dun# 3, 1951, p. 30.
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W # , •' » . » . . o , . . , 16,500,000
194S . . . . . , » , , , . « 19, 600, 000
1950 . . . , . .. , . . ... . 25,500,0006
1952 . . . . . .  . ... , . . . , 27, 020,576?
1957 . . . . . , . . . . . . . 31,426,1 9 0

Infant mortality today is ten per cent compared with thirty-five per 

cent fifty years ago.  ̂ The greatest killers are still pneumonia and 

diarrhea. The only dim view in the outlook for new Mexican, nationals 

is that currently fifty per cent of -them under age fourteen are under

nourished, and of that percentage 1, 500, 000 have thereby been impaired 

in their physical and/or mental growth. ^  Surprisingly enough, in spite 

of their propinquity to active political life, it is the city slums of the 

central mesa which demonstrate the worst conditions leading to such 

statistics^, , '

In view of these figures*- it is perhaps just as well that the 

population is  still predominantly rural. There* economic and thus 

political problems can be expressed in  terms of the previously cited 

topography, language, and lack of arable land. The 195@ census 'found 

2, 447, 609 persons above five years of age who spoke an Indian tongue,
TT ■ >

and of that number only 1, 652, 540 were bi-lingual. What economic

6Ibid. -

^New York Times, January 7, 1953, p. 50.

8New York Times, June 19, 1957, p. 5*

^New York Times, August 2, 1953, p. 30. '

' C om as, pp. 19-20.
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field is open to such citizens save subsistence farming? These rural 

members of society amounted to an average of thirteen inhabitants 

per square kilometer, However$, since only about ten per cent of 

Mexico's total land area is profitably arable due especially to the 

shortage of water#, a more accurate ratio is  the one which shows 164 

rural inhabitants per square kilometer of cultivated land. Some of 

these people simply must be absorbed in non,-agricultural phases of 

■ the economy. Mexico's: number of farm ers cannot continue to increase 

as it has in the past when the 1940 percentage of fifty-five grew to 

seventy by 1955. 1̂

By the year Z„ 060? it is estimated that the population will num-
14ber between fifty and sixty million. ' Such an increase would indicate 

a  rate of growth greater than that at which new wage earners could be / 

absorbed by present industry. This would again mean an increase in 

the number of subsistence farmers of Which the country.already has 

a  surfeit, unless the amount of land under profitable cultivation was 

Sharply increased# possibly by extended irrigation. Perhaps as Eckels 

predicts, "One day Mexico will .Support comfortably a trebeled population

- V 7 -Jose Gorostiza, ^Integrated World Social Program, * United 
Nations Bulletin, XIII, (August 1, 1952), p. 128.

Gonzalo Blanco, "Big Farms or Small, " Americas, VII,
(April, 1955), p. 4. ”  1

"^David L. Graham, "Mexico Goes to the Polls, " New Republic, 
CXXVn, (July 7, 1952), p. 16. — ^
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. . I S . 'of eighty million in prosperity. " Bnt to most observers that day’s 

dawn seems still fa r distant.

In a country whose all too few productive, acres are crowded, by 

its rapidly expanding population* what is.the .living standard of the 

average citizen? Our Juan Fulario has a cultural background that com

bines both Spanish and Indian elements. The mixture is  a direct result 

of early and .strenuous efforts on. the part of the c onquistadoreS to 

eradicate all Indian customs: and habits which were inconsistent with* 

or antagonistic to Spanish culture at the opening of the sixteenth century. 

On the other hand* Indian traditions which were neutral or fitted well 

with Spanish philosophy wer e left undisturbed.

Evidences of the Spanish culture are found in the continued, use of

Spanish style Still dominates architecture both in the individual structure

presence of such items as beef, pork, sugar, rice, chicken, eggs,
17milk, potatoes, wheat flour, chickpeas, citrus fruits, and spices are 

the tastes of the conquistadores reflected in the life of today's Mexican.

^Richard P. Eckels, ^Hungry Workers, and the United States* 
Border, h Reporter, X, (April 13, 1954), p. 32.

the burro, horse, mule, hen, cow* wheel, ox* and wooden plow.

built around a patio, and the entire pueblo laid out around a central 

square with the houses connected to each other. Even in:the dietary



The majority of the people are poorly clothed, undernourished, 

and miserably housed; conditions which are undoubtedly responsible, 

for the disease and disaster rates. High on the list of disabling

diseases are: pneumonia 15%, tuberculosis 2. 5%* malaria 5., 6%,
. 2 g ^

dysentery 20% and typhoid. The most common disaster is  drought

which all too frequently means starvation for residents of the stricken

area.

- .QfXall these problems, none is more serious than housing which

so greatly affects the health and vitality of .Mexico*'# fifty-seven per cent

rural population. The greatest segment of this problem lies in the

field of sanitation. With no window#*--S- dirt floor, complete absence

of sewage facilities* and lack of water, it is. no wonder that the family

crowded into a one room dwelling faces a  health hazard.

. The New York Times offers the following statistics for 5* 259, 208 
19listed habitations.

2, 283, 695 . ,
1,9 @9* 442 . .

633, 850 . ,
. 432, 221 . .

Whatever the source, the water supply is  the direct cause of much ill 

health in rural Mexico. It is considered the chief danger to health in 

the tropical areas near the coasts. Other areas find water of any kind 

scarce, and pure water virtually non-existant. Inadequate local Streams

.. get piped water 
. haye wells .
. depend on cisterns 
. have no regular water supply

Graham, p. 15.

Mew York Times, August 2, 1953, p. 30.
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must often serve gcs laundry and .bath in sdditiLon to providing such drink

ing water as is  to be found. To combat the health hazard of impure 

water, every rural education program includes an intensive campaign 

for boiling drinking water.

Of these same homes, fifty per cent were made of rain per

meable adobe, twenty per cent of wood, and the remainder of scrap 
.. • 20 '

material. ' The term  scrap is meant to include wood slabs bound

together with vines, bamboo, or even organ pipe cactus eonsiruction.

Vithin the house are found no such conveniences: as stoves,

tables, chairs, or beds. 'Whetten found that in fhe total population,

three persons in five slept in a bed or cot; one in four slept on the

ground or floor; one in eight slept on a board platform; and 2. 7% used 
21 ■

hammocks. Regardless of the poverty of the dwelling there were

always present the hearth, griddle, grinding stone, and pot, unchanged
22

in form and function from the pre- Golumbian period. Using wood or

charcoal the woman kneels before the hearth to do her cooking. This 

basic part of the home more frequently than not is without a chimney, 

and its smoke is responsible for many eye infections among fhe families 

cooking in this manner. The lack of ref rig e ration and screening also 

exert, an adverse influence on the health of the nation.

However, it has been found that housing does not necessarily

2QIhid. 

Whetten, p. 291. 

22Ibid. , p. 290.
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improve with increased income0 The extra money goes instead for
23more modern clothing, and a wider variety of food0 This means to ' 

both the sociologist and the politician that raising the living standard, 

at least as far as improved housing conditions is concerned, is more 

a problem of altering basic culture patterns rather than merely, pro

viding an increased income^

The national diet is corn, beans, and chile. That it is inade - 

quate not only in nutritional value, but also in the quantity consumed 

needs hardly to be noted. To quote an authority on the subject. Dr, 

Manuel Garnio.

This unilateral diet lacks the amounts and varieties of proteins, 
vitamins;s, and mineral salts which are necessary for normal body 
development.

Depending upon the geographical location of the community, meat,

milk, wheat,bread, fish, fruits, wild herbs and plants, nuts, seeds,

and cactus may supplement the basic diets Even the consumption of

pulque is considered in the summation of sources of nourishments

With poor nutrition accounting for much of the worker s * inefficiency,

it is no wonder that Under-Secretary of Agriculture Jesus Merino

Fernandez said:

An adequate d iet and h y g ien ic  res id en ces, a re  to be p r e fe r r e d  
to m ed ic in e  and h o sp ita ls ,

23Ibid0 a p« 303,
24

Manuel Gamio, Algunas consideraciones sobre la salubridad 
y la demografra en Mdxico, (Mdxico City: 1939), Ps 21e '

23Hispanic-American Report, November, 1948$ p0 40



In 1948s, Senator Gabriel Ramos Millans President of the

Mational Corn Commisslona reported to the third Mexican Medical

Congress that the average daily per capita intake was six and one-half
26tortillas unsupplemented by meat9 milk9 or other protein rich foods©

It is not surprising therefore that seventy-two per cent of Mexicoss

then twenty-two million people had not the opportunity to satisfy their 
27appetites„ Accepting the dependence of Mexie08s populace on corn 

as the staple in their dietg correction of this condition could only 

come through improving the defective agricultural system^ and develop

ing new and better types of corn which would give a greater yield per 

acre with more protein content per ear0 This program would seem 

to support Whetten$s belief that food habits, adapted to the country8 

which have taken centuries to develop should not be changed until

economic arid social conditions can be improved to the point where
28something really better could be substituted,

Byl95 2a the per capita consumption of agricultural production
2-9 -was up nearly thirty per cent since 1939© Factors in this improve

ment were increased yield per acres improved techniques, and the 

increased number of acres under cnltiyation due to irrigation© 3h
301957, however, the per capita caloric intake was still only 2210 daily©

26Ibid,

27Ibido
7 8  'W hetten, p© 314©

2^Graham, p© 15©
30'

Herring, Mexico Today, p© 224©
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.Dietpiry: deficiencies in, Mexico became directly involved with

the politics of that nation in 19530 The United States through the

facilities of ©ARE (.©ooperativ'e for American Remittances to Europe,

Inc0) offered Mexico 500$ 000 pounds of powdered milk valued at

seventeen cents per pounds Mexico was required to pay only the cost

of tramsportation0 The milk was to be given daily for six months to

28$ 000 Mexico City school children to counteract their condition of
31advanced malnutrition^ The milk was rejected on the pretext that 

it was unhealthful and unsanitary, the same basis for the 1949 rejection 

of milk offered by the United Nations International Children's Emer

gency Funds hi reality, the probable reason for the rejection lay in 

pressure brought by local milk producers encouraged by the govern

ment's protective attitude toward its native industriesQ The depths 

of irony were reached when on the same day he made the rejection

statements Bre Mo rones Prieto gave a speech naming malnutrition as
32the direct cause of the ten per cent infant mortality rate0 In the 

same speech he cited a school lunch program which after two months
33of operation found apparently retarded children to be perfectly normals 

In addition to poor housing and diet, inadequate clothing is also 

a health problem in M ex icoM en  usually wear shirts $ pacts s hats, 

and serapeso Women are dressed in skirts $ blouses and rebpsoso 

This would seem to be sufficient until you remember the low tempera-

Mew York Times, August 7$ 1953$ p„ 10o 

32Ibida

3 3 Ibid.
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tures found af the altitude where the majority of the population is

loeatedo Of the total populations about fifty per cent can afford some
34-type of shoeSg but 4g 768, 827 always go barefooto This practice, or

the wearing of simple huarachas, is the source of many foot ailments;
• .35

particularly parasitic diseases9 bites, and bruise infections0.

The government^ most significant effort in the field of national 

health is found in the medical cooperatives: available through the ejido0. 

These vary in scope depending on the ability of the ejido to support 

some of the cost0 Their primary goal is the prevention and control of 

contagious diseases? Utilizing the services of a physician^ midwife, 

nurse, pharmacist, and sanitary officer, great strides have been made 

in the control of epidemics, environmental sanitation, and personal 

health services especially those for women and children? These 

efforts haye been aided by the establishment of local infirmaries where

the ejido can support them, and of regional hospital units staffed with
37 *a surgeon, obstetrician, and dentist? When a nation has .2400 people

38for each urban area physician, the rural health program receives 

substantial support from such requirements as that established by 

the University o f Mexico, stating that all medical students must com-

34
New York Times, August 2, 1953, p? 30?

. . ;

Whetten, p® 3.24®
36 Tucker, p® 348,
37 Whe.tt.en, p® 350®
38Herring, Mexico Today, p® 224®
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plete six: months of work in a rnral aroa prior to graduation0.

It must too fairly obvious toy now that in a country like Mexico9

with its rapidly growing population and a relatively low per capita
^ 0income ($l69o 00 in lf50)s the need for a broad program of welfare, 

healths and social security coverage is necessavyo" Such a Social 

Security Law was passed under the administration of Camacho in 1943, 

and amended in 1947 and 1949o By 1953 nearly half a million workers 

were insured under this law, plus three-quarters of a million dependent 

chiidren@ The, new program set op in 1949 provided for: (1) an in

creased administrative staff; (2) adjustment of fees to achieve financial 

stability; (3) increase in monthly pensions from sixteen to fifty pesos;

(4) increase in the funeral allowance from 200 to 250 pesos; (5) the 

disabled widow8s pension was to equal thirty-six per cent of her previ

ous monthly earnings; (6) orphans8 monthly allowance was to continue 

Until they were, sixteen, or if disabled .until twenty-five# or while they 

remained enrolled ima public school; (7) employers were required to

pay the medical expenses for uninsured workers hurt in industrial
42accidents; and (8) layettes were to be furnishedo It was reported 

at the time the law was amended that due to an increase in the number 

of families enrolled in the previous program there had been a twenty-

30
Gorostiza,. p0 1280

^H erring , Mexico Today, pa 2240
4 1  1 Tucker, pe 334p ■
42Hispanic-American Report, February 1949s Po 70
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one million peso deficit in 194 7« The extra money to cover this deficit

and balance the services provided with the money expended will come

from an increase in the social security taxes to be paid by the employer6

The contributions of the government and the employee will remain, al- 
43

most the same0

In spite of the government policies of protection of industry 

and broad social security coverages the gains made especially by 

uns kill ed and white collar workers have-been largely nullified by in- 

flationc The .present administration faces the serious problem of 

bringing the purchasing power of the masses into a reasonable balance 

with prices9

; Land Tenure

Since economically the government must consider the greatest 

good for the greatest number^ it seems wise a t this point to consider 

the farmers who form a large majority of Mexico?s gainfully employe do 

Their rights as property .owners, are established by Article 27 of the 

Constitutiono These rights of land tenure have been in the past and 

are now of primary importance to the politician as well as to the people0 

Aggravated by an unequal distribution of natural re source s$ Mexico ®s 

economic and political struggles have always been closely related to 

the problem of the land, its distribution and useo

Pre-rHispanic codices and the writings of Spanish missionaries

43Ibid»
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reveal that the land of the Aztecs was divided according to quality

and among five social groups0 In descending order these were:
44royalty3 nobility» temple<, army, and the people@ The lands held 

by the commoners had to support their families and furnish tribute 

also0 To provide for this, title to the land was vested in the com

munity with the produce of the fields controlled by the families who 
45worked the lande

Following the Spanish conquest the king, divided the land among 

high government, officials, soldiers of the conquering army, the Catholic 

Churchy and native communities0 This is the type of thing which made 

the conquest easier since no change in the order of life was necessi- 

tatedg but rather just a switch was made in the personnel at the top©

The legal history of land distribution began with the confisca

tion of Jesuit lands in 1767o Then following the establishment of her 

independence, Mexico passed an act in 1823 which permitted.the disso

lution of large estates, Anti-Church pressure finally led to the laws 

passed under Juarez, in which real estate held by religious groups 

and not in use for their own special purpose was to be sold to the 

tenants«, Since at this time the government believed that mines, indi

vidual initiative, foreign immigration, and foreign capital were the 

essential elements to a strong economy, they were not too disturbed 

by the fact that much of the property was merely transferred in large

44
Blanco, pQ 40 

45Ibidp
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blocks too private owners. This consolidation of the land into large 

properties held by a few men was to continue until it reached its 

height under Diaz. Then the poverty of the masses and their hatred 

of foreign expolitation was to lead them to revolution as the only 

solution of their problems. The consolidation was aided not a little 

by a law passed in 1883 which provided for large land grants to be 

. given to companies surveying the public domain.

These large private estates3 called haciendas or referred to 

collectively as latifundia* were originally made possible by the intro

duction into New Spain of the encomineda. Under this system a man 

was given a grant of land which included the services of the Indians 

resident on that land. Although the program originally was intended 

to be a temporary gift expiring with the death of the recipients it was 

not long before the grants became part of family inheritances and a 

feudal dynasty developed. The encomienda was also responsible for 

the growth of a rigid social structure with the few at the top; and the 

many lacking any personal freedom at the bottom. There was virtually 

no one in between and the unbridged gap came to represent in the minds 

of the people an economics socials and racial barrier. The barrier 

became a legal one also when with the introduction of the 88company 

storee; (tienda de raya) a system of debt peonage sprang up. Thus it 

was that the Revolution when it came was truly a social one even though 

the spark was the political issue of the presidential succession. Only 

by violence could the peon combat a system which.by 1910 had all of the
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' 46rural property in the hands pf less than five per cent of the population0

Criticisms of the hacienda system have been summed up by

Blanco under the following headings0 (1) Low income to the workers

led to debt peonage; (2) the fertility of the soil was destroyed by

extended use without fertilizer or modern techniques; (3) debt peonage

made for a restless rural class demanding agrarian reform; and (4)

peones through poverty and ignorance could not become autonomous
' ■ 47 .

member s of the national economyo :

■ The revolution begun in 1910 by Maderp for political reasons 

soon became an agrarian struggle for economic ahd .social principles,. 

The disinherited farmers exploited since before' the conquest were 

hungry not only for justice but also for bread and lando Following his 

successful revolt-against Diaz3 Made re made one vital error o That 

was his failure to understand that the country’s basic problem was not 

political but rather was one of true agrarian re£orm0 When he failed 

to act on the problem of distributing land to the peasants $ one of his 

own supporterSs Emiliane Zapatas took up arms against him with the 

battle cry of Tierra y Libertado

The first positive step in the right direction came in 1915 under 

the'administration of Yenustiano Carranza0 On. January 6 of that year, 

an Agrarian Law was passed which legalized the subdivision of large

Blanc Og p0 5 0 

^^Ibido 3 pG To ■:
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'estales to give land.to farmers from whom it had gradually been 

taken*. By its: pr©visionss villages could petition for the return of 

property taken from them or ask for an outright grant wherever 

necessary* This law is still the basis for agrarian legislation in 

Mexico* Two years later on February 5 it was made a part of the 

new Gonstitutiong Artiele 27 to be exact* and still contains some of • 

the most advanced social and economic provisions regarding land 

tenure to be found anywhere* To say that it profoundly affected the 

economies social* and political life of the country would be a vast 

understatement of the case* Private property was subject to the 

will of the state making possible the change to public domain wheneyer 

necessary for the welfare of the nation* It is interesting to note the 

reflection of this ideology in the official concept of property held by 

Mexico !s controlling political party*

.Ownership of all lands, and waters is originally vested in the 
Nation* and it is by virtue of title granted by the State that 
private property exists*' . .Th# State therefore has the inalienable 
power to take away any manner of private property*: The exer
cise of this, right is imperative when the public good demands 
it* * * * Property constitutes no private or individual right* but is 
wholly a social function to be regulated by the government so .as 
to favor the interests of the majority of the people* No one is • 
abs©lute master of his property* Above all is the welfare of 
the community*

Under the new constitution much of the land distributed by the 

survey grants of 1883 was recovered* and some of ft restored to the 

native communities* However* almost twenty years were to pass

4.8Bosques* pp* 14** **17*



before L^zaro Cardenas» the first president to make liberal use of 

its provisions to distribute land to the peonss, Game to power. That 

land distribution is  still a vital factor in the nation*s economy is wit

nessed by the statement in .195 5 of Adolfo Ruiz Cor tine s., then president 

of the republicg 88The problem of the land has been and is a fundamental 

oneo '®4 9  \

. In discussing land tenure? we cannot forget that the division of 

the land into small parcels is open to criticism  also. One of these 

is that the plots are often too small to provide regular work, or sufficient 

income for adequate maintenance and support of a rural family. ̂ 9 How-, 

ever9 it cannot be forgotten that Mexico led the way in large scale . 

agrarian reform 9 and her mistakes are there to be avoided as well as 

her good principles are there to be followed. The beauty of agrarian 

reform in Mexicolis that if no longer needs to be accomplished by 

means of bloody revolution. The welfare of the nation is so dependent 

on the well-being of its rural population, that improvement of their 

standard of living will be used as the best way of barring the spread 

of undesireable political doctrines.

The ruling party has further allied itself with this economic 

group by offering protection from the alienation of its propertied status 

through a prohibition against the sale or mortgaging of land distributed 

by the federal agencies. In addition, noting the gains made through

4 9
Blanco8 p. 4,
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unionization of industrial labor? the government caused agrarian 

leagues to be formed and supported,. It is immediately obvious that 

none of these benefits is completely unselfish,. As more and more 

persons participate in governments power will ultimately rest in 

numerical superiority at the polls. Therefore? by creating a large 

bloc beholden to and dependent upon it? the P p RoT. establishes a 

firm political beachhead for the future. The statement by Emilio 

Fortes Gil fits not only its subject? but the political group he repre>- 

sented also. - .

. Since the public administration began to regard the fulfillment 
of the agrarian aims of the Revolution as a fundamental and ines
capable duty® no revolutionary movement has been able to suc
ceed. This has been so because in the course of our history the 
farmers were the ones who contributed the blood? who made the 
triumph of rebellions possible; but today? seeing their funda
mental aspirations and needs satisfied? they are the first to 
offer their enthusiastic and sincere aid to the Revolutionary
regime.yl ' . )

Within the nation? land ownership has settled into three forms: 

ejidos? small and medium sized private properties with a few remain

ing large properties? and colonies. The two most common are the 

ejidOs and the small land owner with a maximum of 100 hectares of 

irrigated land. •

The most desirable type of farm has proven to be based on 

family-sized holdings where ownership? management? and farm labor

51IH d^  p. 8.
c o

G erestiza?  p. 128.



are concentrated in the family members» , These were the people 

held to a low standard of living# and kept in a State of illiterate ig

norance by their deep poverty. The government hopes to raise their 

living standard by using irrigation to increase the land suitable for 

cultivation. With more land on which to raise vital food crops their 

diet should improve# and the same irrigation projects which provide 

them with water for farming will# for the first time in many areas# 

provide pure drinking water# a sewage-- system# and electricity. In 

1946# fifty-five per cent of the population was tilling just such small 

farms of three hectares (8.1 acres) Or le s s# ^  and because of Mexico's 

topography they were dependent Upon direct human energy. But in the 

almost fifteen years since that time more of the government agrarian 

reform program has gone into effect.

' The policy of the expropriation and distribution of hacienda 

land had reached a total by 1955 of 76# 5 70, 000 acres. ^  Of this total, 

five per cent was irrigated farm land; twenty-two per cent was unirri

gated cultivable land; forty-two per cent was pasture or range; eighteen
• . _ - . • S- &

per cent was forest; and thirteen per cent was other kinds of land.

Other policies of technical aid, credit facilities# crop insurance#

mechanization where feasible^ irrigation systems# and better distri-

53 ; , - - - 1
"Latin, American Seminar on Land Tenure# w United Nations

Bulletin# XV# (October 15, 1953), p. 386.
- 54

Frank Tannenbaum, 81Te chnology and Race in Mexico, 81 
Political Science Quarterly, LXl# (September 1946), p. 372.

55B lan co , p . 6 .
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bution. of the harvest in xnore renuraerative markets have been imple~
57

mented to a greater 0r lesser degree,,

' The effect of such land distribution and improvement poljcie s 

has been to create a middle class of pseudo property holders who 

tend to be rather conservative^ Even though forty-five per cent of the 

monolinguals still own no land, and must work for someone to earn 

wages, M the majority of the Indian population has derived enough 

advantages from the relative stability of the times to not want to return 

to the old land holding systemo You can hardly blame them in view 

of the fact that almost anything would have been better than what they 

had, • ' '

- Ejidds

Any discussion of land tenure in Mexico must include the ejido.

This type of communal ownership was. familiar to both the Spaniards

of the Conquest, and the Indians they subjugated. The only post-

conquest change was the loss of the clan as the controlling factor,

and the substitution of mere residence in the village as the basis for

use of the communal lands. The word ejido is derived from the Latin
59exitus meaning located outside the town. The loss of these communal 

lands through the consolidation of land holdings over a period the three

^ Ib id ,, p, 8, 

Comas, p. 45,
59 B lanco , p , 4,.
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centuries caused the ejido te> become the principal objective of the 

Revolution^ It was also to become the chief criteriun by which the 

success of the Revolution was me a sure do In the recreation of the 

ejido as a contributing factor in the nation's economy» the govern

ment had to solve the problems of organization, function, coloniza

tion, irrigation, conservation,, and the application of techhelegy to 

agriculture.

The greater part of today's ejidos are the individual type where 

crop lands are worked by individual families^ and pastures and wood

lands are used collectively by the village. Arable land must be culti

vated by those who will benefit by the harvest of the crop, and it

reverts to the community if it is permitted to lie fallow for two conse- 
60cutive years. Such ejidos contain about half of the agricultural

population, and use about half of all the crop land and one-fourth of
' 61

the total agricultural land in Mexico,

An ejido is formed when at least twenty farmers petition the

government for land. If they can prove that the land once belonged

to their, village before the conquest or during colonial times, it is

restored to them immediately. Lacking such proof, they are awarded

lands taken from neighboring estates for which the owner is paid in
62bonds which amortize in annual installments. The government of

6.0Gorostiza, p, 12g,

^Tucker, p, 282,
6 2 Blanco., p, 5,
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the ejidp then devolves upon six members dempc ratically c ho gen from 

among the petitioning group, . The importance of these farmers in the 

local and ultimately the national political seene is recorded in the 

strenuous efforts made by locally existing national parties to gain 

and/or maintain control of the ejido in order to place in these offices. 

their particular adherents.

The - p roblems facing such an ejido arise- from the distribution 

to it of poor land» insufficient acreagej land unimproved by irrigation., 

distance from lines of communication and centers of supply and com-* 

sumption, insufficient water, no credit facilities, corruption of govern-* 

ment agents, and the fact that often the workers are not ready to accept

the responsibility of self government as designed for the operation of a
63cooperative ejido.

Production on the ejido has proven generally less efficient than 

on privately owned farms. In. fact many of them are operating on a

subsistence basis with very few products for sale, ^  Much of the 1
: ■ '

difficulty may be rightfully attributed to the lack of equipment, training, 

and experience. Land amounts which are frequently too small or too 

poor to provide a family living, with present methods of production, 

call for efficient management and a labor force sufficiently self disci

plined to be dissatisfied with subsistence living. Nevertheless, total 

production in the.nation Is up, and business activity such as appears

63fbid,„ p, 6,
64 W hetten, p , 566



in the Laguna area is so much greater that it suggests a wider distri- •

bution of the profits of agriculture among the local inhabitants rather

than their collection by an absentee landlord^

Credit is now being made available to ejido farmers through

the National Ejidal Credit Bank0 Loans are made to a credit, society

formed by the ejido which makes each member responsible for the ’
66repayment of the loah0 Such money has been used for irrigation 

projects, rural schoolss hospitals* clinics9 and local roads. The 

aim of this credit facility is to improve the way of life on the ejido in 

all respects.

Unfortunatelys credit of this type is available to only fifteen

per cent of the ejidos. The high rate of interest is due to the fact that

the land cannot be mortgaged or transferred. Another factor involved

with interest rates is that of production often being insufficient to pro*
 ̂7

vide the necessary surplus to pay off a loan. Loans are also re 

stricted to areas in which the, ejido can be rather carefully supervised. 

However much we may regret such a limitation on credit, it is true

that the supervised ejido is using modern farm machinery and agricul-
68 " ,  

tural techniques,. It is. hoped that these ejidos will serve as attractiv

models for the extension of modern practices to the country in general.

65Ibld, . p, 568, 
66Blanco, p, 6,
67 ^Whetten, p, 566,
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This is certainly a goal to strive for, but one which may take many

generations to accomplish,,

T here a re  at p r e se n t so m e  15j, 000 ejid a l corrxmunities w ith  a
69m em b ersh ip  of two m illio n  m en  and th e ir  fam ilies®  T h ese  people

represent forty-two per cent of the working population^ and own
70forty-seven per cent of the nation's agricultural land® The results

of this large a population on the collective ejido show that individual

differences in production are due to differences in fertility and location

of the land* choice of crops, time and effort spent on improving the
71methods used, the number of children who helped, and accidents®

The advantages to a farmer in such a community are better 

housing, modern furniture^ good drinking water0 medical services, 

better clothing, and increased purchasing power® The last item has 

already contributed to the welfare of the nation by boosting its national 

economy® In addition there are the social and psychological advantages 

of not being completely directed by a higher authority, and the satis

faction of participating in the profits of his,labor®

One problem still to be faced is that involving the rapid growth 

of the population® If some other solution is not found the amount and 

quality of land available for distribution will reduce more of the popu

lation to subsistence farming® Some possibilities suggested by Whetten

Blanco, p® 6®

7QIbid0
71S e n io r, p® 20®
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for the solution of this problem are; sharecropping^ labor for wages,

migrant labor, gathering of wild plants and forest products, cultiva-
, 72

tion of rural arts and crafts, and industry,

Blanco evaluates the ejjdal program as follows®

In spite of errors in the job pf handling millions of uneducated 
people with little direction, ejjdal farmers have a better standard 
of living than they did before 1915o, They are also aware of the 
new social, cultural, and economic position they have,attained by 
getting back their land, 7̂

Agriculture

The general problem of agriculture in Mexico is very aptly 

expressed by Tucker, “It is a country where two-thirds of the popu* 

lation are farm ers, in a land one -eighthnf wMch is potentially arable 

with only one -third of the possible farm land level enough to be truly 

suitable for crops, and most of the country deficient in rainfall, 31 ̂

The problem is further complicated by the mountainous nature of the 

country which encourages technological isolation, and the lack until 

recently of malaria control which would permit the use of the coastal 

areas where rainfall is adequate. These coastal areas though possess

ing adequate moisture for farming lack at present sufficient markets 

to make them an asset in the government's planning.

E co n o m ica lly  the fa rm er  has b een  bothered  by the develop m en t  

of in fla tio n  s in c e  1938, T his in c lu d es two d evalu ations of the p e so . In

^W hetten, p, 257 ff,
73Blanco, p© 6,
74T u c k e r, p , 282,
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1946a sixty-two per cent of the employed were farmer s9 yet they re*
75ceived only eighteen per cent of the national income0 Breaking that

down to the individual farmer® it amounted to an income of between 

twentyi-five and sixty cents a day. To improve this condition# education 

in the fields of conservation and modern technology are indispensableo

In conservation specifically the difficulty can be seen in the
• 76doubled volume of timber products harvested between 1941 and 19510 '

The resultant destruction of forest cover aggravated the already

serious problem of erosion, caused a silting problem for the irrigation

systems, and increased the problem of scarcity of water by causing
77the ground water,, lake, and well levels to drops The greatest cor* 

rective aid would seem to be some type of effective agricultural ex

tension services

The application of modern technology faces two problems, 

both of which originate in the native traditions of the country. F irst, 

it is difficult to foster mechanization where the ox has always provided 

not only motive power for the plow and the wagon on its way to market, 

but is also a source of meat and leathers' Second, is the superstition 

about the steel plow poisoning the ground. This one fortunately is 

fast disappearing, but its hand maiden the tradition of the milpa is
l ’ . ■ •

proving much more difficult to eradicate. Allowing the land to lie

Graham, p0 15,
7 6 Tucker, p, 289,

77Ibido
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7Rfa llo w  for  ten  y e a r s  a fter  one or two y e a r s  o f u se  g iv e s  us an  

in ter e st in g  v iew  a t the p a st * s p r im itiv e  e ffo r ts  at conservations, but 

i t  does nothing to en s our a g e  the e ffo r t to le a rn  and p ro fit fro m  the 

m o re  m od ern  m eth od  of fe r t iliz a t io n  application^ N eith er  does it  ' ' 

sp eed  the p ro fitab le  d evelop m en t of th o se  ex tra  a c r e s  so  d esp a ra te ly  

n eeded  by the n a tio n ’s e ce n e m y 0

One teaching method which successfully overcomes these prob

lems is that of Bo Spencer Hatch, a representative of the International 

YMGAo He actually lives in an area® building a home of available 

native materials and improving through scientific method the local 

crops and livestock,, In addition he will add new crops suitable to the 

area0 In his opinion, the farmer the world over is inherently con- • 

servative* He must be convinced by seeing that something will work 

for him before he will copy it0 The success of Mr, Hatch’s program 

consists of supplying the Indian with only as much as he is ready to 

absorb and ho more. He feels that by maintaining their curiosity 

much more can be added to the culture than they at first realize. It 

is essential to avoid pauperizing them by forcing them to accept 

charity. The Indian has a tradition of pride, and prefers fo pay as he

goes. In a phrase, the key to success is ’'self help with intimate®
79ex p ert c o u n se l, ”

^Senior, p, 21,

79J, F, McEvOy, "Neighbor in a Mexican Valley, " Survey 
Graphic, XXXIY* (June, 1945), pp, .290-301,



P erh a p s the ev id en t s u c c e s s  of Mg methods, in  the f ie ld  o f  

eco n o m ics  should  ca u se  the p o lit ic a l s c ie n t is t s  to  r e -e v a lu a te  th eir  

technique So C r it ic ism  is  e a sy  w here n e c e s s ity  d oes not; fo r c e  a ttem p ts  

at im provem ento A re  w e a fte r  a l l  exp ectin g  too m uch of a  p eop le  so  

r e c e n tly  provid ed  w ith  freed o m  of p o lit ic a l thought? Is i t  n e c e s s a r i ly  

bad to have only one p arty  so  long a s  its  in te r e s t s  a r e  th o se  of a peop le  

groping upward fro m  the a b y sm a l depths o f p overty  and ign oran ce?

The attitudes of centuries of tradition are not easily broken by the 

mere imposition from aboye of what, the intelligencia feel is a better 

way* Coyernment by the few is not democracy regardless of the out

ward trappings* Teach the people a better way of life which gives 

them creature comforts and some leisure time from the task of sur

vival* Then you may find they have enough vital energy left to be 

concerned about how the country is run and by whom.

A g ricu ltu re  is . in itia tin g  the f ir s t  o f th e se  s tep s  by im p roving  

i t s  sta tu s in the n a tio n ’s econom y* Between 1953 and 1955 the to ta l

agricultural output including crops such as wheat,, corn® cotton, and
80coffee increased by fifty per cent. The farmers are aided not a 

little by the government program, especially that part begun by 

Gortines with his "March to the Sea* 81 This particular part of the 

total view is developing the areas of southern Baja California, and 

Quintana Roo, made possible by the control of yellow fever* It in

cludes the expansion of the existing fishing fleet; development of such

on
T u c k e r, p* 293*



harbors as Ensenada5 connecting mines, vinyards9 citrus and oliye

g r o v e s , and cotton farms with improved roads; and expanding the
81coastal shipping and foreign trade* In addition, due to new land

being put under production through irrigation, more intensive use of

formerly idle hacienda land can be made* With all these plus a shift

to products better adapted to the soil, Mexico, in spite of her growing

population has been able to increase the total export of agricultural
/  82products to a level higher than that of the period of the Diaz regime*

The new agricultural regions of Mexicali, Sonora, Sinaloa,

Nayarit, and Jalisco, where irrigation is ready and the rehabilitation

of the railroads already begun, are expected to produce enough to

r a is e  th e to ta l pdpnlatibm above the hunger level*  W here sp e c if ic

products are in sufficiently produced, it is hoped that a fifteen per

cent ad valorem tax will subsidize their importation as well as prevent

any further rise in the cost of native products* Beyond this immediate

goal lies the hope of self sustenance and a balanced national trade

ledger by means of increased agricultural production^ : These aims

seem optimistic until statistics show that they may be probable as 
83well as possible*

Navajoa 1939 78,000 tons of wheat
1956 Mozucari Dam completed
1957 612, 290 tons of wheat

81 Eckels, p* 32*

^ Whetten, pp* 567-568*
83New York Times, November 4, 1957, p* 12*
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Sonora 1949 4, 000 tons of cotton
1951 Alvaro Obregdn Dam completed .

, .1957 285a 935 tons of cotton

Any consideration of agricy.ltu.re in Mexico must take into ac

count the migrant worker,, These are provided in quite large numbers 

by the rural communities where men must seek work outside the 

community to provide support for their families0 Within Mexico the - 

wage scale has not changed since pre-1910 days® A man still earns 

between one and one and a half pesos per day® Payment in kind although 

objectionable to the worker still exists® Also the tienda de rayaa out

lawed since the Constitution and labor laws of the Carranza adminis-
I

84tration, still persists® To escape the poverty of such a situation, 

many migrant workers enter the United States in search of employment® 

They may do this legally under the contract arrangements first for

malized in the Ellender Act Of 1951, Or illegally as 11 wet-backs® 11 The 

legal entrant has a contract guaranteeing a certain wage, adequate 

housing, meals provided at a cost to him of only $1® 75 per day, and

fare home provided for through a bond posted by his employer guaran-
85teeing his repatriation® But the working conditions and pay of the 

illegal entrant are pitiable indeed® Investigating the problem of illegal 

entrants in Southern California, Eckels found that they came from 

TamaulipaSg Vera Cruz, Mexico, Zacatecas, San Louis Potosi^' 

Guanajuato, Sonora, Sinaloa, Nayarif, Jalisco, and Michoacan® The

84Tannenbaum, Technology, pe 371® 

^^Eckels, p0 30®



only things they seemed to have in common were their age (18-27),

their languages, and their advanced state of malnutrition (average
y  ' . ;. g V

weight 100 pounds)o

Industry

One solution to some of the eountryss agricultural problems

may lie in her expanding industry* The government is encouraging ■

this development by means of a. protective tar iff 0 tax exemptions s
87price-7fixed raw mate rial ss and guaranteed profits* The net results 

to be hoped for from this growth are an improved living standard for 

the whole nation, and an economically independent country* At the 

same time must be countered the historic colonial type of economy 

where sale of raw materials provided funds for the pur chase of 

manufactured goods; with the industrial nation supplying capital a s ' 

well as a market*

Businessmen like politicians have become greatly concerned 

with the lot of the farmer* Here, they feel, lies a  great internal m ar

ket once the purchasing power of the group rises along with the im<- 

provement. of Hying conditions* Yet it is extremely difficult for 

commercial production to surpass that done at the subsistence level 

when many local markets, in serving as social and recreational centers 

as well as economic: ones, still rely on the barter method of exchange*

86Ibid*, p* 29=
87 Graham, p* 16*



In spite of this fact and due to government aids loans^ joint 

ownership and direct investment the average annual per cent of increase
Sg

in industrial production has risen0 ,

1929-1939 4.4%
1940-1944 7.0%
1945-1949 3.0%
1950-1955 5. 0%. (included 2 years of peso

devaluation)
1955 8. 0%

Many of the technical problems of industrial expansion have 

been solved through the assistance of the International Cooperation 

Administration. This organization is the agency by which the United 

States provides for technical assistance to underdeveloped countries.

Its purposes in Mexico were to increase the gross national productivity, 

to increase the take home pay to labor® and to decrease, retail price 

to the consumer. The specific tasks of the technicians who began 

work |n 1955 were to eliminate bottlenecks in the production of

agricultural products, cotton textiles® tanning, and clothing and shoe
89 ' I '

manufacture.

The industry having the greatest influence on the nation in 

general presently is the tourist trade. Actuated by a desire to capi

talize on this economic possibility* Mexico is being forced to choose 

between the old and historic, and modern sanitation. The result, it 

is anticipated, will fall somewhere between the two. That this trade . 

is important to the nation will be more readily appreciated when we

Q Q
Tucker, p. 8.

^Efew York Times* February 3, 1957, p. 27.
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realize that in 1956 tourists spent half a billion dollars in MexicOo

This represented enough to off-set twice oyer the defreit in international 
91tradeo The people are very conscious of their past* and encourage

the preservation of traditionss native languages<, and the archaeological 

evidence of their history0 Old patterns are continued in architecture^ 

and the shoeless farmer carrying his products on his back# new patterns 

appear in the presence of modern hotels and good major roads® Mexico 

still does not want economic or cultural domination by the United 

StateSg but prefers to select the modern conveniences of assistance 

to her without making any effort at imitation®

Just as farm and government are closely linked, so are industry 

and government® And the synchronization of the three makes for mutual 

support and a resultant improvement in . the status of all population 

members thus represented® A higher living standard for the average 

citizen, achieved by bringing the wages of the white collar worker and . 

farmer on to a par with organized labor, means a better internal ■ 

market for business® The economic and social changes fostered by 

government policy to create that higher living standard are thus con

sidered worthy of support by industry® That the new economic and 

therefore political power represented by the citizens at their improved 

level will of course support the forces responsible for that improve

ment is obvious® It would seem that such a triumvirate should be able

^R® L® BuffuSs ^Mexico Goes Modern Unmodernly, ” Mew 
York Times Magazine, (September 29, 1954), p® 45®

9I ibid®
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t© surmount any obstacle @.© long as it adhered to the principles of 

honesty and diligence, and made an intelligent use of the nation8s 

natural resources® . The question then becomes one of whether a 

second political party is an obstacle® If the answer'proposed by 

today1 s ruling party8 and applauded by these faithful supporters re- 

mains affirmative as it. is now, the hope for a truly democratic govern

ment in Mexico seems dim indeed®

Labor

What'is the place of orgamzed labor in this economic -political

picture of Mexico ? A. single reading of Article 123 of the 1917 Gonsti- .

tution shows just cause for labor8s eonsefvatiye, pro-government

position® The Article permits workers to organize into labor unions$,

makes collective bargaining mandatory,, gives labor the right to

Strike,: p re scribes minimum hours and wages, and provides that an

employee may not be discharged without three months pay in advance®

Thus labor like capital and the farm worker became a dependent of

federal government^ and labor unions became a part of the existing

political machine rather than a force for democracy® Fostered by the

politicians, the union movement has been nationalistic in tone advocating

political and social democracy, protesting the feudal economy, and
92expressing the whole country^ anti-imperialistic feeling® Bartering

political support for pro-labor legislative programs under Obregdh

92 ■Robert J® Alexander, Labour Parties Mxhatin America, .
(Mew Yorks League for Industrial'Democracy, 1941), p® 4® ' ' .
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and Salle3» the vmion$s chief function became one of being the vehicle 

for the policies of the administration0 In return, for this support, 

wages in well organized industries such as oil and railway were in

creased.

The distinct feature about the Mexican trade union movement
93

is that it has grown beyond the element of personalism, . The organi

zation has proven to be greater than any controlling individual, Alr- 

though many Communists are active within the labor movernentg they 

lose ground against the very nationalism previously cited. The average 

M e x ic a n  takes pride in the fact that in his c o u n tr y  you may hold a n y  

political belief. However, en m a s s e ,  he objects strenuously to any

effort to impose on himself or his nation ideals manufactured abroad
- 94whether they happen to fit the Mexican situation or not.

The lis t of unions supporting the F, R, I, includes the following,

GROM Confederacion Regional de Obreros Mexicanos
STM Confederacioria de Trabajadores de Mexico
CNC Confederacidn Macional de Cultivadores
ChiOF Confederacidh Nacional de Organizaciou.es 

. . >■ ■ Fepulares

One splinter group the UFCM, Union Federal de Campesinos Mexicanos,

formerly a part of CNC sought to break away from the party. The

ultimate political fate ,of such splinter groups is typified in that of

Vincente Lombardo Toledano, Recognized as the spokesman for

93Frank Tannenbaum, "Significance of the Mexican Labor 
Movement, " The Genius of Mexico, ed, Hubert C, Herring and 
Katharine Terrill,. (New York: Committee on Cultural Relations with 
Latin America, 1931), p, 187,

^R icardo Trevino, ^Mexican Labor Movement Todays M The 
Genius of Mexico, ibid. , p. 18:9.



Mexican labor in 1936, by 1947 Ms aim bad. developed into a bolt from 

Po Rolo controls He hoped to form a new party of labor, farmers,, 

and civil servants. The result was a split in his won GTM when the 

majority of the union expelled from its ranks three officers who wanted 

to support Toledano a# a political candidate through his new People’s 

Party, Toledano him self was called upon tos remain a part Of P, R0 L 

and of President Aleman’s political organizations When he failed to 

do so, the union expelled its founder leaving him with no legal standing 

in the FTLA-, Pederacidh de Trabajadores de Latino America, of which 

he was president) and the World Federation of Trade Unions of which 

he was yice-presidento

It is not at all unusual for labor unrest to develop during a 

presidential campaign. This should not raise any false hopes of a 

split between government and one of its major supports. Rather it 

represents an effort to impress the new government withIhee.growing 

Strength and influence of the sector. The tighter the control of a 

union president oyer his members in a stress situation, the greater 

will be the power of his voice in advocating pro-labor legislative 

programs) and in protecting himself from presidential action to wrest 

that control from him, should the "executive feel that it were necessary 

to do so, /

Organized labor aims with the other economic groups to raise

^New York Times, October 5, 1947, p, 38,

Hew York Times, January 8, 1948, p, 32,
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the general standard of livings and achieve ecpnomic independence 

for the nation0 Like capital it heartily endorses, any government inter- ' 

veation in the economy which is likely to achieve those aims0 Politi

cally the whole union moyement is summed up by Tannenhaum in 

these wordso

What is true of the peasant organizations is still more true of 
the labor unions and the labor movements » 0 They are essentially 
creatures and instruments of the government, they are strong 
with the strength of the administration that breathes life into them0 
There is no independent trade union movement of any consequence 
in Mexico© o o The government has protected., financed, and nur
tured the trade union movement as a stick to lean upon or to be 
used against its political enemies in and out of the country@ 9 =, The 
unions and the ejidps serve one important function; they give the 
President % seeming and, in a measure ? a real support among 
the peepleo ..

97 Tannenbaum, Struggle, ppe 85 ff<,



©EMEZAL PARTY STATES

Parties in the mature political world, represent the means by 

which the peoplefs demand.s are made known to and mandatory upon 

the governing officials„ Under a democratic system they are strength* 

ened by the existence of such items as a constitution^ secret ballots 

legislatures check and balance system, judicial review, vetOg limited 

term  of office, recalls and referendum^ ■

The problem here is to determine to what degree the political 

groups in Mexico meet or fail to meet these standards a What causes 

underlie the points of departure signaling partial failure? Can they 

be corrected, and if so® how? -

The first fifty years of independence for Mexico (1821-1871) 

saw a division of political thinking among the populace that came to be 

labeled Centralist and Federalisto The Centralists were conservatives 

representing the army® the Church, the hacendados® and the wealthy0 

Their purposes were to defend the rights of the Church and preserve 

order for the purpose of maintaining the status quo0 In order to 

achieve these purposes and insure the perpetuation of their special 

privileges® they felt that a centralized government® preferably mon- 

archial in form with the Distrito Federal dominant® was essentials

Tucker® p 0 410
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The Federalists were liberals representing the merchants» professional 

groups* all anti~clerical elementss and the peones0 Their position was 

one of opposition to corporate ownership of land held by the Church* 

to corporate ownership of previously held communal Indian lands, and 

to special privileges claimed by the Church and army personnels 

Their sole positive planks called for free competition and social revo

lution,, The gavernmental form favored by this second group was a 

federal one deriving its power from the local and/or provincial 

cacique So The issues faced by both these incipient parties were (1) 

separation of church and state* (2) centralization of government* and . 

(3) personal or factional quarrels0 Pierson has categorized this early 

struggle as one between ®®©rder even through despotism* ® and ^liberty
3  i -

ev en  w ith  an arch y 0 ® In the stru g g le  for  pow er during th is  p er iod  

n e ith er  ^party® in clu d ed  the Indian a s  an a c t iv e  p o lit ic a l agent,, It has  

on ly  b een  in  r e c e n t y e a r s  that a  d e term in ed  e ffo rt to in co rp o ra te  the  

n ative  group h as b een  m a d e0

Permanent political parties in the current sense of the term
4 -hardly existed until 1900„ But not then nor even now could they be

compared either with the national political parties of the United States

or those of Europe,, They had no party line* no traditions* and were

2Tannenbaums Struggle* p0 43„-.
3

William Wo Pierson and Federico Go Gil* Governments of 
Latin America* (New York: McGraw Hill Book Company* 1957)* p» 317e

^Tucker* po 41*
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founded only for the purpose of sponsoring a particulsr candidate0

Then should he prove unsuccessful, the party passed out of existence
5since it was only as strong as the man. who controiled it0

In 1908 Madero9s Liberal Opposition Party and the Constitutional 

Progressive Party were restricted by Diaz from becoming strong., 

well-knit groups0  ̂ Even the overthrow of Diaz did not produce strong 

political partieso Rather, the decade between 1910 and 1920 was one 

Of chaos in which party labels meant little, and perSonalistic leader

ship usually based on army support controlled the reins of political 

powero Such parties as did exist under this regime had no degree of 

permanence beyond the prestige of the caudillo around whom they were 

organized0 Typical of such groups were the Constitutional Liberal

Party founded in 1917s and the CROM sponsored Mexican Labor Party
7of 1919® neither of. which attained lasting national success. They had 

been established to elect President Obregdn, and® even though success

ful in that aim® were unable to survive his four years of personal .rule0 

During his term  of office (1924-1928) President Calles was sup

ported by shifting coalitions of labor leaders, agrarians, m ilitaristss 

and others,  ̂ If was the determination to perpetuate his control through 

political machinery behind the scenes that led to the formation of the

 ̂Cerwin, p0 316,

^Tuckers pi 42,
7 'Bosques, p0 35„

^Tucker@ p , 42 , .
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BISfcR(Partido Hacional de la RevQlacion)0 Financed by involuntary 

deductions from the payroll of government employees^ the party seen 

became synonomo'ia.s with the national government and has remained 

so to this day in spite of name changes and varying emphasis on the 

principles expressed by the Revolution,,

- In such a one party system where the strong element of per

sonalism makes the executive the agent of virtually all political change, 

it is not hard to understand why parties rarely presented a concrete 

platforms Party members did not struggle for the triumph of ideasj 

their goal was the triumph pf an iadiyidualo In fact, usually the candi

date formulated the party platform after his nomination, thus eliminating 

any defense based on action according to the mandate, of his party.

Weaknesses in the Mexican political system have been itemized 
9by Pier son as follows,, . "

lo Practical if not constitutional limitations of franchise,,
20 Lack of political information or availability to it„
30 A  socio-economic pattern tending to prevent free expression 

, of opinion®
40 Defects of electoral admini'stratlon0 
'5 o' Defects of party organization® ' ;

If we accept these as valid criticism s, if becomes obvious that such an

environment is not favorable to the development of an effective party

system® Until it is changed, no matter how many second parties

appear in the political firmaments none will be more permanent than

the shooting stars which preceded them® Nor can we expect them to

be otherwise when we realize that their fragile strength is further

9P ie r s o n ,  p® 314®
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weakened by the lack of discipline within the party organization0 .

Members are permissively allowed frequent and easy change Of party? 

nor is support of a program not in line with party idealogy unknown0 . ' 

And in a nation where the majority of any party®s members are 

Catholicss who have absorbed the Church tenet of absolutism with no 

concept of tolerance? aggressive unwillingness to accept the verdict 

of the voters is the rule rather than the exceptioho It. is no wonder 

in the face of these facts that the average citizen feels a repugnance 

toward politics causing him not only to refuse to participate as a 

candidate? but also to shun other forms of political activity*

Minor parties which have appeared in Mexico have been com

posed of a polygot of social groups with little or no cohesion or disci

pline* Such structure can only mean that the issues they represent 

are similarly difuse? tending to increase the lack of c ohe si on within 

the party* Because of the diverse membership and issues to be pro

mulgated? the minor party often finds, itself faced with the problem of 

little disparity between itself and the ER1. How then can it expect to 

draw voter strength? If the citizen exercising his right of franchise 

can see no worthwhile difference between the F«RJ• and such a minor 

group? he will feel no compulsion to support the latter just for the 

sake of establishing a second party* ,

ha addition? the revolutionafy tradition of the. FlE&,kas#ar:c:ed. 

the opposition to be conservative^ And with a populace depending 

largely on the government to achieve the social, reforms it is demanding? 

conservatism is not an appealing party standard* If the currently in-
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: evitable defeat of the opposition were less crushing, the second party 

political picture would be brighter0 Howeyer, at present, the defeated 

opposition is so much, less potent a force than in other democracies, 

that the Bouts,E frustration leads them to believe that their only recourse 

is violence whether implied, verbal, or actuals Unfortunately9 the 

result of action based on that belief can only lead to an even harsher 

suppression than that administered by defeat at the polls0

It is true that an increase of political activity by the masses 

has been recordedo In the main, this activity has centered around 

the labor unions0 Labor as a political force in Mexico has the choice 

of forming a second party or of seeking to exert enough influence within 

the achieve its aims* Just so long as the official party is willing

to attempt the correction of economic inequalities brought to its attention 

by labor, in that measure will labor as a second party force be elimi- 

natedo

In this relatively dismal picture of political progress in Mexico, 

it must be noted that there still remain several rays of hope. F irst, 

the press is relatively uncensored, and free-speaking editors need 

have little fear of reprisals Unfortunately, this very freedom of the 

press created a problem for the political education of the masses which 

Mexico is trying to include in the operation of the republic,. Recognizing 

the power of the printed word, parties in Mexico including the PfRII£lfiftd 

the control of one or more newspapers essential to the conduct of a 

campaigns It is the accepted thing in these papers to print as news 

campaign literature which in the United States would be labeled paid
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political advertisings The well-educated voter iss l am sure® aware 

of this and. reads the. papers accordingly^ But how about the rural 

peasant who® proud of his new found, literacy® is still, uninformed re 

garding the intricacies of national political campaigns ? The only a s

sumption possible is that® lacking the political sophistication necessary 

for evaluation® he will accept the ®news® at face value and act upon ito 

i Thus it is obvious that as a key to effective opposition® the influence 

of the press must depend on the development of a creed calling for 

responsible reporting®

The second hopeful aspect lies in the increasing influence 

exercised by local and state governments in the national political 

scheme® The typical Mexican party® representing a more temporary 

than permanent group of citizens following a leader and united by com

mon or compatible interests® has in the past been faced with the diffi

culty of having its wishes ignored and even its elected candidates 

supplanted® The centralized national government® feeling the need of 

strong local support® has always insisted on candidates at state and 

local levels being acceptable to the national executive® Many times 

this has meant the barefaced imposition of machine candidates over 

freely chosen opposition ones® Recently® the enlightened populace 

has rejected such impositions and forced the acceptance of their freely 

expressed political desires® If the voice of the people continues to 

grow in volume and influence as it should in a true democracy® inclusion
i

of the opposition at the state and local levels may lead to a bi-party 

national government yet®



Mexico and her electorate must learn that opposition can be a 

good things Where the majority rule3$ it is not necessary to suppress 

opposition completely* When the administration at any level can function 

successfully even without the party unity which has heretofore been so 

essential in the mind of the Mexican politician^ the nation will have 

taken an immense step forward on the road to political maturity0 

Policy disagreement then will be a matter of legislative debate rather 

than an attempt at change made only once in six years by means of 

success in a presidential elections '

The third hope for the growth of a strong and accepted second

party lies in the increasing percentage of the popular vote credited to
10 ’ ' 

such groupSs . • '

1 9 d 0  o o' o s  - s o o o ' 7 %

1  6  o  " Q ' O S  O © 6  o  2 1  ■

1952 o o © o S 8 8 8 26% , •

How much of this may be attributed to an actual increase in voter

strengths and how much to a growing sense of honesty and fair play 

in elections may never Tm known© We can only hope that the ruling 

partys watching this growing strengths does not develop a fear complex 

over its decreasing power margin, and act illegally or extra-legally to 

eliminate the threat© The possibility of such action becomes hopefully 

more remote when the reader realizes that the twenty-six per cent in 

1952 does not represent one opposition partys but rather is.divided 

among five well-known groups and some additional splinter ones©

10 •Tucker«, p© 5 9©



FAN o o .o o- Partidp de Accion Nacional
FPo e o o o Fuerza Popular •
PPo o o o o Partido Popular
FPP o o.o o Federacidn. de Partido s Popular eg
PCo o o o o Partido Communista

The essential qualities of an improved political party system
'  ]2 

in Mexico have been listed by Gil

lo: Non^-identification of the party with any one person 
Eo Priority of party principles over, personalities 
3o' Unity on a national basis 
'40 ' Periodic renovation of party officers
5e Separation of the. executiye functions of party committees 

1 from the deliberative functions of conventions 
60 Subservience of programs and candidates to: 

a0 Honest fulfillment of. the law 
bo Morality in adminis tration ■ 
c0 Effective exercise of popular sovereignty 
do, Recognition of provincial and municipal autonomy

If the PcR'qlo. were toadheTeitothese principles^ the. development of a

second party would be. greatly facilitatedo However» until it does, or

until some of the other hopeful signs come to full fruition, the nation

must depend on competition, between the sectors that make up the ruling

party for any expression of opposition.

^Federico Go Gil, “Responsible Parties in Latin America, ® 
Journal of Politics, XT, (August, 1953), pp0 333-334g



SPECIFIC PARTY STATUS

The author of any comparative analogy must always make a 

choice regarding the arrangement in the text of the factual material 

which is to be considered. F r om a literary Standpoint^,'in dealing 

with data on political parties whose national standing varies signifi

cantly in rank, the horns of a dilemma immediately become apparent. 

In the case of Mexico, where will the presentation of information on 

the P. R. I. be: most effective ? As the first item in the agenda;, the 

uhe qualed power of "the Party1* may so over shadow the delayed relation 

of second party efforts that the present frustration felt by members of 

such groups may transfer itself to the reader. As the concluding 

item, immediately prior to analysis, the same power might lead the 

reader to ignore the analysis as a useles s sophistry.

The decision with regard to this paper has been to discuss the 

P. R. I. first. If the background material up to this point has created
' - I

a sympathetic picture* most proponents of political democracy will 

read about.the P. R. I. in an attitude of critical search for weaknesses 

which might be exploited by the opposition. Then the examination, 

of the efforts made by second parties /to overcome the handicaps facing 

their development, will be viewed in the light of what has been done, 

what heeds to be done, and what could he done..

92
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P. R. L

Prior to the formation of a national political party, hopeful 

cauhidatess for elective public office in Mexico had been forced to 

juggle the voting power represented by the army, the labor unions, 

and the hacendados. It must be noted in addition that the voting power 

of these blocks was also a reflection of their potential physical force 

in creating a military rebellion if the juggling was so mishandled that 

an awkward defeat a t the polls resulted. The hope of avoiding just 

such a military rebellion at every change of administration led in 

1928 to the organization of the then P. N. R ., Partido de la Revolucion 

Nacional.

The diplomatic skill which firs t achieved the compromise of 

so many conflicting political ambitions in the creation of a new ruling 

class is responsible for the persisting pre-eminence of the party. By 

successfully uniting the army} state political bosses; labor unions such 

as the C. R. O. M. (Confederacidn Regional de los Obreros Mexjcanos) ' 

under Luis Morones, and the C. T. M. (Confederacidn de los Trabaja- 

dores Mexicanos) under Lombardo Toledano; and the present organiza

tions typified by the C. N. C. (ConfedOracion Nacional de Campesinos), 

any possibility of strong opposition was eliminated. Instead of a three 

way struggle for power, the new coalition provided a candidate with 

an unequaled solidarity of backing from all the influential economic 

groups found within the nation he sought to govern.

The development of the new party was fostered by Calles, who
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saw in it a means- of maintaining control of the executive in spite of 

his being constitutionally prohibited, from holding successive presi

dential terms himself. At his instigation, a functioning committee

under the chairmans hip of General Manuel Perez Trevino was estab-
- 2

lished December h 1928. January 5, 1929, the committee issued

invitations to all revolutionary groups to join in the formation of a new

party by meeting in convention at Queretaro, March 1, of the same year. ^

By March 4, the P. N. R. was Constituted, and the first step toward

achieving a semi*-official status, that of using the national colors with
3- .the party initials for an emblem, was taken. The second step toward 

such status, in which the party is the government and vice versa, came 

one year later when its financial s t r u c t u r e  was officially based on 

involuntary contributioris from the salary of each government employee.

The components of the new party: army, politicians, labor, 

and capital. Were permitted to retain their identity, submitting only 

to control by a national executive committee through which Galles1 

plan to continue his. control of the executive was to be achieved. Claim

ing that the P. N» R. no w r epr e sented. the inte r e sis of all Mexicans,

Calles actively discouraged the organization of the masses outside 

the control of these charter groupsi Then by maintaining a substantial 

balance of control over the organizing elements, he controiled both

1 - •
' Bosques," pp. 3 7 -3 9 .
2Ibid,
3
Ibid.



the party and* through it, the government. Thus throughout the term s . 

of Portes Gil, Ortiz Rubio, and Abelardo Rodriguez, most of the 

national policies were dictated by Calles. Not until 1934, when he was 

personally becoming more conservative, did the liberal agrarian and 

labor elements of the party force the. nomination of Lazaro Chrdenas, 

who was successfully to supplant Calles as the true leader of the P, N, R, 

At this point where Calles personalism ended, and. party col

lectivism began, an examination of the effect of the P, N, R .. on Mexican 

polities is in order. The binding together of regional and state political 

machines with the major interest groups into a permanent '!official'1 

party had in Tucker’s opinion (1) minimized the need for charismatic 

qualities in a presidential candidate, (2 ) provided the opportunity for 

selecting better administrators, (3) institutionalized the power and 

authority of. the presidential office, and most important (4) changed the 

basis of power fromfregl&nally bas ed political-military chieftains to 

regular state party units representing the main organized groups—labor, 

agrarian, and military. These were unquestionably steps forward in 

the direction of democracy and away from government by revolution.' 

However, side effects which today militate against the growth of a 

second party were also present if not immediately apparent at this 

early period of the P. N. R. rs history. Two. of these factors, were the 

early opposition to the organization of the general populace, and the 

obvious advantage of membership in a party which controlled the govern-

4 T u ck er, p. 42.
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$aent, . '

Cardenas1 success in evading Calles' control was made possible 

by Ms unexpectedly vigorous campaigning. With the firm  purpose of 

substituting the institution of a strong party for that of a single strong . 

man, he took the problems of government to the people in search of 

support .against the very regime. wMch had spons ored his election.
I

D uring h is  s ix  y ea r  term # 1934-1940, C drdenas in itia ted  the

b rea k  w ith  C a lle s  b y  e n lis t in g  th e  a rm y  su pp ort he had to  have in  ord er

to challenge Succes sfully the rule of the jefe maximo. Then# having

achieved this end, he replaced Calles supporters, holding government

and party jobs, and turned to the task of incorporating as part of the

party .those peasants form erly excluded under the Calles regime.

• These men# organized for the first time into local, state# and national

' groups, were eventually to replace the founding interest groups as the

bulwark of the party. , "

March 1938 saw the. first in a series of re organizations of the

party, each complete with a change of name as well as a change in 
■ ■ - • , V  ■

internal structure. The new P. R. M. # Partido de la Reyolucion

Mexicana, avowedly had the fuhdamental task of preparing the people

' for the establishment of a worker's democracy as the first step toward

the Revolution's true goal—socialism, ^

T he new ly  reorganized party was to be built on four autonomous

sectionsr the labor and agrarian ones representing economic force.

5  Gil, p. 347.
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the popular one representing political force, and the army representing 

physical force. It was hoped that by thus including the army within the 

party the possibility of military coups would be discouraged. Of the 

four sectors, the popular one was to hold eventually the greatest 

political value. It broadened the base for party membership by in

cluding within its ranks federal civil servants, cooperative members, 

and any individuals who did not fit in the other three groups. Even the 

army was. encouraged to abandon its separate status and become, a 

part of the popular sector.

By making these organized groups integral parts of the new 

party organization, Cardenas tended to weaken the control of local 

political bosses, and make possible a centrally controlled balance 

among the elements of the party. Today, the operation of this balance 

represents the nearest approach to democratic political action within 

Mexico. That conflict of in terests ' which in other nations is reflected 

in inter-party struggles within the framework of government, is, in 

Mexico, an intra-party struggle resolved outside th# realm of legisla

tive debate and beyond the public, ken. ,

These improvements including the elimination of Calles and the 

creation of a strong party did not eliminate the bug-a-boo of executive 

personalism entirely. Cardenas kept it alive with his passion for doing 

things himself. Suggestions were heard amicably, but that did not 

mean that they influenced the decisions ultimately made by Cardenas 

himself. In addition, it was he who for the first time established the 

pattern of the president f ather than the party deciding who his •
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cabinet members were to be. With the power of the executive what 

it is in Mexico, these factors would not tend to reduce the problem of 

policy change via routes other than administrative change.

In 1940 General Manuel Avila Camacho, former Secretary of 

Defense, received the party’s nomination for president. It was under . 

his administration that the next step forward, the elimination of the 

military sector as a separate party unit, was made. Members' of the 

abolished group were encouraged to join the popular sector, adding 

their strength to that group already further strengthened and institu

tionalized by the establishment of the C. N. O. P. (Confedefacidh 

Nasional de Organizacione s Populares). The latter brought into direct

personal contact with the federal government for the first time its 

membership of: small merchants, small industrialists, small farm ers,

women’s groups, professional groups, intellectuals, artisans, and
6 *Students. W ith th is  reo rg a n iza tio n  under C am acho w a s inaugurated  

a Shift tow ard  m od eration  in  g o v ern m en ta l p o licy  w hich  c lim a x ed  th e  

e r a  of c o l le c t iv is m  and th e p er io d  of in s t itu tio n a lism  was. begun.

In preparing for the 1946 elections, the P. R. M. could look 

ahead cheerfully to another success at the polls. After all, this was 

a national election, and they were the only nationally organized party. 

How could opposition, from any quarter hope to overcome, such a. 

handicap ? '

Miguel Aleman was chosen by Camacho as the 1946 party

^ T u c k e r, pp. 44-56 .
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candidate text president. The power of the executive within the party 

could be no better illustrated than by the fact that the campaign for 

the election of hie choice,. Aleman, was being prosecuted by a National 

Directive Committee long before the formal party nomination was 

made- The choice of Aleman, by Camacho effectively ruled out two 

other potential presidential hopefuls. One, General Henrd-quez 

Guzman, who had been thought of as a strong candidate was passed 

over because he had been unable to gain the support of former president 

Lazaro Cardenas, The other possibility, Ezequiel Padilla, was ruled 

out because of his known policy of cooperation with the United States, . 

Party members envious of his success in the field of foreign relations 

particularly at Rio in 1942 and Chapultepec in 1945, announced a fear 

that the United States would intervene in the election to.support Padilla, 

Since close association with the United States is even more of a political 

death blow in Mexico than failure to gain support from ex-presidents, 

it is' not surprising that the nomination of Aleman was- virtually unop

posed. Intra-party competition could not possibly materialize in the 

face of caucus support for Aleman from governors, senators, deputies, 

C. T. M. leaders, C. N. C. (Confederacioh Nacional de Campesinos) 

leaders, and the F. T. S. E„ (Federation of Civil Servants). To this

already imposing; lis t was added in June 1945, the official support of
7the syndicate of railroad workers with a membership of 70, 000.

Politics being what they were in Mexico* it was also not v  '

^New York Times, June 11, 1945, p. 3,
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surprising to find the nominating speech at the party* s January if46 

convention being made for Aleman by Vincente Lombardo Toledano.

Since nomination by the party was tatamount to election, presumably 

if was possible: to ignore the hypocrisy of a leftist nominating a rightish 

The important thing was so to marshall radical support for Aleimdn 

that he would condone a free ride to political power on his coattails.

The most important Work done by the party convention In,

January 1946;, was once again the reorganization and renaming of 

the party. Emphasizing the stability and increasingly conservative 

nature of the party, a new name, which has endured to the present, 

was adopted-,-the Partidd de la Revolucion. Institutional. Thus the - 

slogan of the change from P. N. R. to- E, R. M. * "for a democracy of 

workers, ** shifted in the change from P. R. M. to P. R. I, to one Of
g

"democracy and s ocial justice. "

Undoubtedly the shuffle within the party a t this time was oc

casioned by an adverse reaction among Mexican public opinion regarding 

the party*s electoral policies and methods. No politician could fail 

to realize that ultimately the power of the party lay/ with the people.,

So, if change of policy would retain the good will/of the electorate, 

why hesitate ? The only caution to be exercised was that which pre

vented the general public from realising the true cause effecting the 

change. .Therefore^ the official reason submitted for publication was.

Q
Howard F. Cline, The United States and Mexico, (Cambridge: 

Harvard University Press, 19h3), p. 309. . r '
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11 It is necessary to- adapt the official party to requirements of the new 

electoral law calling for the nomination of candidates by individual
Q

rather than sector vote. il/ ThnSy, once againy the improvement in

democratic action was made within the party rather than within the .

general framework of national polities«

The new organization made intra-party election procedure

more flexible. ^  However, Aleman still insisted on dictating the

selection of the party 's gubernatorial nominees.. This reflected a

long standing political belief in Mexico that successful government

required single party centralized control stemming from the president

of the republic, and extending to the jefe of the Sm allest village.

In the area of national executive control of state and local

politics:, intra-party opposition has been unavailing. This may prove

to be the first crack in the wall of opposition to the growth of a second

party. The best part about the extra-party opposition to- such control

is that it has not been a nationally organized attempt, but rather one

Involving the people on the scene. Within the State of Michoacan,

the citizenry rebelled against the Imposition of party candidates over

elected independents at Monterey, La Piedad, Apatzigan, and 
llZaraorra, Imposition attempts had involved the use of federal 

troops to prevent the swearing in of successful opposition candidates.

<a ' •

New York Times, January 1% 1946, p. 9.
10• Tucker, p. 45. 
i i  ;

New York Times, January 5, 1946, p. 17. >
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In th© case of Monterey,, Felix Gonzalez Salinas,,, brother-in-law of 

the governor* and the candidate the P, R, I. sought to impose On the 

town over the truly elected Senor Barragan* was faced with a silent 

parade of 15, 000 Barraganistas. All of the party efforts includingj 

the use of a ten year old voting list, registration and voting of deceased 

citizens, disenfranchisement of opposition voters, and the use of city

. health trucks to transport two hundred repeat voters to the polling
12-places had proven insufficient to gain control of the town without 

physical force.

At Leon in Guanajuato, the P. R. 1. attempt to impose R. Ignacio
- . . ' ' ^

Quiroz over elected independent Carlos Gbregon was uns.uccessfuL

The significance of the opposition here was twofold. F irst, the citizens

fought the army rather than each other, and second, the citizens were

unarmed. No soldiers were killed or even wounded, .yet Governor

Ernesto Hidalgo was forced to order the removal of Quiroz as Mayor of
y ,  ' '

Leon and to appoint a non-partisan municipal board to take his place 

pending a second election. Other reports of citizen objections to 

forced imposition were recorded from Ciudad Victoria in Tamaulipas, 

Ciudad Mante, Villa Lleras, and Tampico. The last three of these, 

like Leon, were successful.

Nationally, however, the P. R. I. was, as usual, successful. 

Aleman had announced that, tfMy main concern today is te  see that the

12New York Times, January 13, 1946, p. 21.
13New York T im es, ■ January 5, 1946$ p. 17.
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Mexican people are allowed to vote in complete freedom and that the 

elections are without any chicanery or pressure* I know that I have 

the people with me and I do not want to give my political opponents- 

any excuse to challenge the legitimacy of what I regard as my certain 

victory*1̂ '  His confidence was: certainly not m isplaced even though 

the electoral success may he attributed to the nearly twenty years of 

effort spent in constructing a smooth political machine which would 

operate on a policy line acceptable to the mass of Mexican workers 

and peasants who make up most of the electorate. -

The Seventy per cent or more of the vote normally claimed, 

by the P. R. I. would seem a  virtually insurmountable obstacle to the 

successful development of a strong second party. Yet it must be re 

membered that the P. R. JE, is an official government party providing 

the electoral machinery for the transfer of power without the need 

for a new revolution over every president. Tannenbaum feels that 

without such a party the vote would Still not reflect true popular suf

frage, and that elections under such a condition would be less free
JLBfrom local violence. ,

■ The. result of P. R. I. % success at the national polls is phrased 

by Tucker as follows, “ftlemanis government, like that of his pre

decessors, was a Strong man regime—the rule of a predominant 

political party under the dominance of its chief. The official party

1 4' 'New York Times, May 6, 1946, p. 9 .
1.5 'Frank Tannenbaum, ''Personal Government in Mexico, " 

Foreign Affairs, XXVII, (October, 1948), p. 53)
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habitually has won the presidency^ the Congress, and the state regimes

because of the advantages it offers to a coalition of the principal sectors

of the national life-- organ!zed agriculture, labor, small business*.

and public servants. Withal,. an increasing degree of popular influences

is being exerted on government policies and programs through the

party1 s constituent sector s, "

Nevertheless* the party sponsored p r ogram  initiated by the

Aleman government was designed to perpetuate its power- For example,

the response to popular approval of the Social Security Law had caused

that service to develop a deficit. Therefore the party at this time re- .

wrote the conditions of the previous legislation to accomodate the need.

Taxes paid by employers to support the program were to be increased

Sufficiently to cover the deficit while those paid by the employee and
17the government were to remain the same.

Also during this administration the party sponsored a new 

electoral law- Initiated in December of 1947* it was first vetoed by

Aleman at the request of the Partido Popular on the grounds that not
ISall interested parties had been heard* then passed in 1949 over the 

coalition opposition of the Partido Popular and the P artido  de Accidn 

■ Nacional. The law provided that (1) election rights of a party may not 

be impaired, (2) e lec to ra l agencies become permanent, (3) parties.

t ft Tucker, p. 21-
17Hispanic-American Report, February 1949, p. 7.
18Hispanic-American. Report, March 1949* p» 7.
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candidates and/or citizens may protest an election, and (4) the law will
tQ

be applied to all citizens. . , .

Reaffirming its position with regard to the 19.17 Constitution, the 

P. R. I. next sponsored a celebration of the thirty-second .anniversary 

of that document to be held around the statue of Juarez. February 5-.,

To further emphasize party strength in this direction, a thorough dose, 

of ]pr.:<#:es!Sidnall labeling of the opposition was offered for popular 

consumption at the same time. . With the Partido de Ac cion Nacional 

as " reactionaries who live with their backs to the people and their eye s 

fixed on the past, " and the Partido Popular as ^extremists who seek 

the solution for national problems in. false and exotic theories# ** ’ the 

P. R. I. assnmed its obvious character as the savior of the people and ■ - 

of the nation.

One year later the party*, moving simultaneously with the govern

ment, set out to organize the youth of the country for the purpose of 

’’teaching democratic ideals. K Both its Instituto Nacional de la 

Jnventud Mexicana and the Comision de Accion Juvenil will Serve a 

very useful purpose so long as that purpose does, not become one of 

political indoctrination. Whether the party will.be able to resist the

19Ibid.

^^Ibid., p. 5.
21 ' .

Hiepanjc-American Report, April, 1949, p. 6.

22Ibld.

22Hlspanic-Ame:rican Report, March 1950, p. 8.



' obvious temptation at all, or for how long. Is an open question.

Early in 1949 the party machine began moving toward the selec

tion of its nominee for the ensuing election. A four point campaign 

theme was developed as follows. ,

Constitution made the last break with Spain and 
oppression.
Constitution and Laws Of Reform under Juarez; 
separated Church and State.
Constitution fulfilled the longing of the people for 
social reform.
Program of the P. R. 1. is-the If If Constitution under 
the regime of adherence to the law as employed by 
President Alemdh. - _

In the light of this theme, and because of anti- Juarez demonstrations

by the Sinarquistas, official qualification for party candidacy was stated

as: "They must be men of honor with a  revolutionary background.

Men who could m eet the above qualifications had until April 2 to file a

candidacy application for an intra-party primary from which those

achieving an electoral majority received on April 30, the blessing of

announced official party status bestowed by General Rodolfo Sdnche'z
26Toboada, ^rational President.

One advance toward more responsible government at the local

level was made at this time in requiring the election of party appointed

candidates for vice - repr e senfative right along with the official party
27' Congressional candidates. ' The duty of such an official was to repre- 

■' z4 ;
'Hispanic*-American Report, February If4f, pp. 6-7.

Z5Ibid. .

Z6Hi:Spanic - Amer 1 I f1194% . p. 6.

27Hj.spanic-Amer ican Report# May 1949, p. 4.

t  1824

2. 185.7

3. 1917

4. 1949
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sent the party in the local district while the Deputy was away for Con

gressional sessions. Previously such positions were filled by an 

appointment made by the Deputy-elect to whom the apointde; was 

responsible. The improvement in the new method of selection lay in 

the fact that under such a system the vice-representative became 

responsible to both the party and the electorate rather than to a, single 

man.

The year 195 0 saw the development of a r ock upon .which the. 

party* s ship might have foundered. One of its segments was actively 

fostering the idea of either an extended term  or a  second term  for 

Aleman. Zither of these alter natives would have nec ea s itate d a 

constitutional amendment distasteful to the Mexican electorate which 

had learned to live with futurismo, or the presidential selection of a 

successor,, but had repeatedly rejected contuinismoy or self succession. 

Howe very Aleman both wisely and repeatedly rejected the possibility 

of such a change, and the opposition' s long sought political advantage 

of being with ihespe ople and in the right never materialised. Thus the 

only candidate actively seeking the party's nomination a t that time was 

General Miguel Henriquez Gunman* an unsuccessful candidate: for the 

nomination in 1946..

At the official four day convention of the party which opened 

October 11* 1951, ^resident Aleman was promoting the candidacy of

28New York Times,, September 2* 19SO,, p. 6.
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/  9Q '
Gasas Aleman^ ©overnor of the Federal District. However, ex

cessive graft during his administration caused Cdrdenas and Camacho 

to force the selection of a man with real administrative ability and of 

unquestioned honesty and integrity. They found such a candidate in 

the person of Ruiz Cortines, Secretary of the Interior. Chosen because 

of his. reputation for personal honesty ,̂ his civilian background, and 

his proven capabilities for administration and hard work, the sixty-one 

year old native of Vera Cruz immediately resigned his cabinet post 

in order to campaign.

Known for his efficiency^ the candidate opened his campaign by

announcing the following. No electoral banquets, dances, or other
. "

functions interfering with work and costing too much would be held. 

Public buildings were.not to. be defaced with political propaganda. 

Conferences would be called to determine, the problems of each section. 

In addition, the work Of the Alemdn administration would be continued.

Opposition reaction to this program was expressed by P. A. N. ,
31the P. P. P. # and the Nacjonalisf as. / . P. A. N. labeled Cor tines as a

mere follower of Alemdn’s judgement. The F. P. P. (Federacidn de 

Parfldos del Pueblo) said his party was opposed to all monopolies except 

its own political one which should be the first to be destroyed. The 

Nacionalistaa took the typical minor party position of deploring the non- 

democratic structure and action of the P. R. I. , but nevertheless en-

^  Tucker, p. 45.
30Hispanic:-American Report, November If 51,. p. 7.
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dor sing its candidate. Additional non-party support, for Cortinesr
• • ' 32candidacy came from a union of four independent parties; Centro

Nacional de Accion Reyolucionaria,. Movimiento Idealdgico de la

Revolucl(6  Mexicanay Goalieidn Nacional Reyolucionaria, and Alianza

Nacional de A-gyHpacionea RdYoluciemariJag. If this initial unification

should  p rove s u c c e s s fu l  and e ffe c t iv e , so m e  one hundred f if ty  other

independent parties might be moved to do the same thing in spite of
3 2

th e ir  la c k  of com m on  in te r e s t s .

■ T raditionally the candidate named by the party must conduct a 

thorough campaign in spite of the fact that his P. R. I- nomination would 

seem sufficient to elect him without it. The cost of this one reportedly
3 A

was eighty-five million pesos, or $9, 800, 000. Since the election 

results must be certified by Congress whose membership would be al

most one hundred per cent P. R. I . t h e  money in reality was spent to 

ensure the personal popularity of one man.

It is  of small wonder that the opposition parties find the populace 

fatalistic and politically lethargic. Previously successful revolutions 

supported by the army are out of style, yet nothing as effective has 

filled the void created by their elimination. Consequently* the im

mediate future holds nothing, for second parties save frustration in 

the face of defeat by a more effectively organized party dedicated to 

the creation of a ''popular" president.

32
Hispanic -A m e r ic a n  Report, December 1951, p. 7. 

33Ibid. . ■

3^ T im e, S ep tem ber 14, 1952, p. 36.
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On leaving office,, AlemarLj. who had been just such a popular

president,, defended Ms policy as one of economic progress in a period

when respect for law and the right of the people to live in peace was

stressed- Then for the first time in Mexican history, the retiring

president did not emphasize the necessity for maintenance of previous
3.5administration control to ensure continuing progress- Instead of

leaving his successor a puppet government the position of constitu- "

tional caudillo was abandoned as Aleman refused to name his choice

of the Congressional candidates for election. . The immediate result

' was utter confusion, but once again it would seem that a successful

move for more democratic procedure had come from within the party

ranks, rather than from outside pressures.

True to its unwritten law of survival, the P, R. I, responded

in typical fashion to the expressions of national discontent with one

party rule. To continue holding two-hundred seven of the national
- ' 

legislature's two hundred eleven seats, its candidates must be so

popular that their election would be acceptable to the electorate in 

spite of rather than because of the party. Jf necessary, additional 

seats could be yielded, to opposition candidates for Congress. How

ever, increased Self-criticism leading to a closer scrutiny of adminis

tration policy and personnel, and expanding internal democracy were 

So be preferred if they would satisfy the populace.

35
Hispanic-American Report* June 1951 p. f . 

 ̂̂ Hispanic-Ame.rican Report* May 1952, p. 10.
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The greatest party weakness lay in rural areas where only a 

change of regime could rid the local citizenry of grasping politicians 

who only added to the burden of daily life. To offset this disadvantage, 

the party could count on its superior organization, patronage, and 

army support which negated the possibility of a successful revolution,.

In addition, the numerical strength of its membership rested in,groups 

such as labor and the farm block, who owed their very existence to 

the government, to s a y  nothing of the past, present, and future finan

cial support stemming from the same source. By opening the rolls 

to anyone who wished to belong with particular stress on the recognition 

of the Mexican middle class, party leaders again vitiated a potential 

problem. The necessity for just such oppbrtune action was reflected 

•in the fact that leading opposition candidates t° Cortines were to • 

receive in spite of it a larger vote than they ever had before.

As July 6 approached, the P. R. I. which was becoming more 

institutional and less: revolutionary every year prepared safety 

measures designed to assure election by civil ballot rather than by 

a military coup. One radical element had been controlled by the govern

ment's frankly anti-communist line which tended to limit the registra

tion of members in that party. However, many potential and actual 

communists simply registered as members of the Partido Popular 

creating a group just as capable of radical action as the Partido 

Communista. In Spite of this, the "depistolization8' sponsored and

enforced by the party which had controlled the government for twenty^ 

three consecutive years, successfully created a peaceful election day.
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Since the Communist left and the Sinarquista rights deprived of lfgrist
' 37  ^

for the mill of agitation" by the success of the Aleman administra

tion, had failed to gain the requisite 35, 000 members for official

registration and a place on the ballot, opposition stemmed only from
^  ■

Guzman* s coalition^ and it was defeated.

Innaugurated December 3* in the Palace of Pine Arts, Cortines

announced a four point program for his administration. ^  It would

work for a reduction in the cost of living; an equitable distribution of

wealth; an increase in farm production, transportation facilities,

and manufacturing; and as a key to total support for those items there

were to be no reprisals for political differences. %n fact, immediately

after his election, Cortines, intent on this program of reform, had

moved to secure opposition party support for it; He succeeded with

Toledano’s Partido Popular, and Luna’s Partido de Action Nacional,
/  ■ - • ' .

•but found Guzman adamant even though many of his party* s demands 

were already part of the administration program. The cause of this 

stumbling block was Guzman1 s personal enmity toward ex-president 

Aleman who did not choose Guzman as his successor. An overt ex

pression of that enmity appeared in Guzman’s demand that a bill

designed to punish illegal enrichment of government officials be made 
30

retroactive. Cortines, though in favor of the bill could not purchase

Howard F. Cline, "Mexico a Maturing Democracy,, ” Current 
History, XXIV (#prch, 1953), p. 140. ' ~

. 3 8 Hispanic-American Report, January, If 53, p. 7. 

^^New.York Times, March 6, 1953, p. 7®.,
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the support of one man at the cost of intra-party peace and still pursue 

the reforms he was determined to make.

The immediate goals of the Cortines administration might be 

expressed as honesty and economy. Early legislation required every 

government official to declare publicly all his own and his wife’s 

possessions, both upon taking office and when leaving it. ' Any unac

countable increase: would be investigated by the Attorney General^ and 

cases showing evidence which justified a tria l would be turned over to 

the public prosecutor for action. Cortines ruled that for purposes of 

the law Congressmen were officials* and he himself filed the first form

listing? real estate* bank deposits, stocks* bonds, shares, investments,
4*1and valuable possessions held in the name of his wife and/or children. ' 

Another point which had to bear the brunt of executive action 

was la mordida. The "bite, <{ imposed by every official of the govern

ment on citizens seeking only the services that the official was already 

paid to perform, had led to such extensive corruption that its complete 

elimination was absolutely essential. True, the only real answer 

would be a civil service pay scale capable of Supporting such employees

without their having to resort to la mordida. .However, the business 
42slow down ’ occasioned by the implementation of punitive laws regarding 

such bribes would not appear to be the best way of achieving it.

^H ispanic-American 1.eport, February If53, pp. 8- f .

^New York Times, March 22, 1953, p. 20.

. ^New York Times, October 19, If 5 3, p. 20.



Seme dissension, grew in the party over the new administra

tion' s policy of hone sty and morality in government. Resentment was 

strong over the implication, evidenced by Cortines' elimination of 

Aleman collaborators, assistants, and cabinet members, that the 

Aleman regime had been corrupt- The Cortines1 clean up campaign 

not only led to an incipient party split, but also to the loss of personal 

' support for himself from Toledan©, The latter declared that the new 

president had changed to such a degree that the opposition had actually 

won the election, ' ' However, with the opposition holding only seven 

seats in the lower house and none in the Senate,- it was as well for the 

nation and its hopes for ultimate democracy that internal struggles 

for. power by wings of the party served in some measure to mitigate 

the evils of a one party system.

In the field of economics, the Cortines1 program was one of a 

slower, surer development of the nation's productivity. Replacing 

Aleman's plans for rapid, large-scale Industrialisation and huge 

• public works projects, was a concern for the immediate future of the 

peasant masses. Practical action along those lines took the form of 

a reemphasis on agriculture and moves to curb inflation. Politically 

the economic aims reflected the party, feeling that continued success 

at the polls would depend on its ability to improve the lot of the under

privileged. To achieve the goals thus established was the job of a

^ H i spanlc-American Report, February, 1953, p. 8.
aA
' New York Times, January 29, 1953, p. 12.



State control group disseminating party thinking on the lines of re 

forestation, inflation, the necessity for political competence among 

the youth and the women, the importance of decreasing the nation's 

illiteracy, and the values of strong local government.

The same economic aims also reflect Gortines' interest in 

increasing democratic action in self government at the local level. It . 

was his decision to establish a new policy regarding federal inter

vention in state elections. None was to occur except upon request by

the proper e ivil - author iti es or where local police obviously could not 
45' •'maintain order.

On the national political1 scene the Gortines administration 

continued its anti-communist line by banning Communist textbooks 

from government schools. ' With this, Toledano, finding he couldn't 

"lick 'em, ir decided to ‘'join 'em" i£ possible.. He offered to merge 

his ■ Partido Popular with the P. R. I. In response. General Leyva 

Velasquez, who had stated in January, "We think it is possible to 

conduct a crusade In which all the country's revolutionary forces can 

join without necess arily losing their individual personalities or altering 

their particular programs, " was forced in February to issue a second 

statement that, "the reports of a supposed pact or merger of our two 

parties are completely unfounded. " ' This rebuff did■ not diminish the

Hispanic-American Report, August, 1953, p. 11.

^^Hlspanio-American Report, October, 1953, p. 10.
■ 4 7  xNew York Time s, February 17, 1954, p. 15.
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party’s polling strength since reportedly its 300* 000. active member 

roster, increased by the addition of feminine voters, would provide 

the basis for declaring a minimum of three million registered voters
AO

by May 15. ',

The effective use of this voter strength through control of the 

party was the bit to the reins which would guide the government under 

a new president to be elected in 1958. . The events of 1954, four: years 

prior to that election, exposed two facets of the P. R„ I. structure. 

F irst, that the P. R. L , like the opposition, felt that the executive 

was the government, and only by contr olling that office could the 

party remain-a power in Mexican politics. Second, that the original 

member ship, coming £r om all walks of the nation’s economic life, 

had divided itself on the basis of personalism into three major groups: 

the Cardenistas on the far left, the Alemanistas opposed to the new . 

anti-corruption laws on the far right, and the Cortinisfas between the 

two. Any individual or group failing to fit into one of those categories 

could only threaten,, as P. R. I. Senator General Jacinto Treviho did, 

to form with other 1910 veterans a new Partido d# la  Revolucldn. ^

In fending off the threatened Split, the government while giving 

Cardenas, living symbol of fhe P. R, I, , a vote of confidence, at the 

same time was compelled by popular demand to remove its communist

4.9' Hispanic-American. Report, February, 1954, p.- 9-
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employees. ^  Dissident elements still not satisfied with the compro

mise union of Cardenistas and Cortinistas could contemplate two 

choices: grudging acceptance of the status quo and a continuing place 

with the political "ins, n or union with the Partldo Popular and adding 

themselves to the number of ineffective political "outs. 11

Having eased party tensions, . Cortines, for the good of the 

nation's economy and tranquility*, managed fo delay until 1957 any 

overt political action toward selecting a candidate on the part of the 

party's three divisions. Since the ranks of the party had produced 

every president from Emilio Portes Gil on, and experience had shown 

that the ^kingmaker* usually called the futte, none of the three division 

leaders could afford to allow the others this, advantage if continuing 

political power were his goal.

Cdrdenas was the f i r s t  to open his campaign to that end. Fight

ing the banking and financial interest, supporters of Aleman,, he called 

for more democracy in the country's political System. In his opinion 

the time had come to respect the free expression of the popular vote, 

and the P. R. I. should be reorganized to end political centralisation. 

Whatever his purpose, the latter statement was sure to. appeal to the 

general populace where strong opposition to government enforcement, 

of party candidates at the local level was already present.

It might seem from the fact that three men. representing three

: Hispanic-Amer lean Report, A ugust, 1954, p. S., 

^ New York Times, April 1, 1957, p. 8.
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distinct philosophies sought to name him* that the choice fon a presi

dential candidate was virtually unlimited. Such was not, in fact, the 

case. The qualifications, of the nominee were in the main negative.

He scould not. be a' protestanto He could not publicly he pro United States. 

Politically he could be neither so .far right as to lose Qdrdenas5 support,

nor so far left as to lose Aleman's. The only positive limitation was
"  . 52 

the necessity of membership in the current cabinet.

In spite of the threatened split within the P. R. I. which might 

have produced, the first, true opposition party in Mexico, the only 

effective means of ousting the ruling powers was still limited to that 

produced by a desperate dissatisfaction on the part of the people. The 

alternative, of opposition programs and candidates superior to those 

of the P. R. I. , seemed improbable. How could the opposition counter 

a party line which shifted to accomodate the demands of the populace ? 

Where could the candidates be found if the nation's outstanding citizens 

were all Priistas ? Thus the treadmill of hope returns unceasingly to 

a choice between the twin evils of one party  government, and government 

by revolution..

Late in 1957, Gortin.es set in motion the machinery for official 

nomination of the next president. Promising a truly democratic free 

election with every effort made to have it be a genuine exp res sion of 

the will of the people, he called for a strengthening of the parties con

cerned,. and forbade government employees, to participate unless they

SZapront Runners, " Time, June 24, 1957, p. 39.
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first .resigned their positions^

Within the party,, nomination of presidential candidates was to

be made in advance by means of a petitidn signed by one hundred, voting
.54. ’delegates. ' Then a Grand Commission composed of the central 

executive committed and ten delegates each from the popular, labor, 

and rural sectors would meet to select from the nominations thus sub

mitted the official party candidate. As expected, the convention held 

November 15-17, named f orty-seven year old Adolfo Lopez Mateos, 

Minister of Labor in the Cortines cabinet. The nominee had begun 

his political life as a Socialist, but joined the P. R. I. when he was 

offered the position of secretary to the party chiefs Carlos Riva Palacio, 

in 1931. ^  The fact that he managed Cortines’ campaign in. 1952, and 

helped write the party platform for that year would seem excellent 

indications that intra-party strife to the contrary, the current president 

selected his successor.. When that Selection is a candidate like Mateos, 

not only not objectionable to any ex-president but also sponsored by 

one, it Is just that much better. . Cdrdenas, the C. N. C. , and the 

C. T., M« were among his early supporters.

During the campaign, Mateos followed Cortines’ method of 

consejos, or conferences, to identify the needs of sections and indi-

53
Hispanic - American Report, October, 1957, p. 452.

• ' . ^^Hispanic-American Report, November, 1957, p. 517. •

Daniel James, "Next-door Neighbor’s: Next President, " New 
York Times Magazine, (June 8, 1958), p. 224. ——

5  ̂ Ibid.



viduals. The result of examining reports, gathered, in this way deter

mined the presidential program. • In view of political realities in 

Mexico* the necessity for an extensive campaign has been repeatedly 

questioned. The answer has always lain in the personalistiq politics 

of a nation where post election policies might require mass support, 

from opposition members as well.as P. R. I. faithful. The campaign 

also gives the party a firmer grip on the political machinery* assuring 

the incoming president of unified support and a minimum of opposition. 

Mateosr own statement neatly sums up the case for such a campaign. 

"Don't forget that in Mexico television and radio reach few people,
c n

and there is much illiteracy. " Therefore the only way people can

get to know the candidate and he can get to know the local political

leaders of all regions is to tour the nation.

As a framework for the concluding remarks regarding the P. R. I.

to date, no opening statement could be better than Taunenbaum's. "The

President is  the government*, and all discussion of Mexican politics

must assume that fact. . .  The President of Mexico must be able to do

everything he. wants, or he will be unable to do anything he wants. He
58has either all power or no power; there is. no middle ground. " To 

understand this is to understand the party's necessity to police the 

ballot box,, to count the v#t#% and to convince its members that party 

allegiance and patriotism are the same thing. Under standing, however,

57New York Times, February 16, 1958, p. .9.

5 ^Herring, "Mexico Today, " p. 224.
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must ngt imply permanent acceptance of this condition. If Mexico is 

to progress politically, that very middle ground impossible of tenure 

now is what must be found as a basis for the future.

Considered nationally as a benevolent monoply, the P. R. I. 

has for five decades, provided the republic with essential political 

Stability. It is at the local level that this reputation is blackened by 

the use of violence rather than expedient appeasement in the suppres

sion of opposition, In spite of this,, it is at the local level that the 

most persistant hope for improvemOnt appears. There^ strong ob

jection to the use of the sobre sella do, or sealed envelope has: developed. 

If this symbol of party centralism containing the names of nationally 

selected candidates for local offices could be abolished, successful 

bi-party government might sprout at the Mgrass roots. n With a firm  

foundation there, surely the quagmire at the national level could be 

overgrown. . 1

The strange part of these local movements toward autonomy 

is that they seem in no way to affect the campaign of the party's ■ 

presidential ©f .Congr essional candidates. Yet party reaction to them 

has caused a change from Augustin Olachea Aviles* statement in 1958 ■ 

that such nationally made choices were final and irrevocable* to that 

of General Alfonso Corona del Rosal, President of the Central Executive 

Committee, in 1959. His Solution was a primary election at the state 

level to select several candidates from which the.National Committee

^^Hispanic- AmeriCan Report, May*: 195% p. 191. -
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6 0would choose:. one.- However? it must; be noted that this, like other 

hopeful signs, is still taking place within the bounds of the party.

In principle, P. R. L ’s original organisation was begun for the 

purpose of giving continuity to the reform program pending the develop

ment of other parties favorable to the ideas of the Revolution. T# 

achieve this end," its major task became one of providing a means for 

the expression of the popular will in a nation which had not previously 

enjoyed the privilege of political party life, .

Structurally the party was moved toward the democratic ideal 

in changes including a broader base for party membership, an increasing 

response to public .opinion, and a decreasing dependence on the army 

as a political instrument Hone of these changes has been easy, parti-
• . t

cularly not that of extending repres entation within the party to all 

citizens regardless; of their presence or absence among: the founding 

economic groups. Here the formidable Obstacle of eaeiquismo had to 

be overcome. Prior f© If45, the local party boss or cacique controlled 

his district in a feudal manner through the use of patronage* corruption, 

favoritism and violence. With the change that year from group to indi

vidual member ship the power of such men was reduced although their 

numbers were not. The new membership system also meant that the 

government is actually representing more people. Few indeed are 

those who will not fit within the member ship principles as stated in 

1950. The ranks of the P.. R.. I. . are open to all citizens wh# aspire to

6QHew Y ork T im e s , M ay M  : 195% p. 35.
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realize the program, of the Mexican Revolution, within the bounds of the
61Gonstitution. ,» and for the benefit of all the inhabitants of the nation. 11

The new system has not been an unmixed ble.ssing in the political 

development of the country. Including every group within one party 

has,preeluded the desire if not the democratic necessity for strong op- • 

position. Instead of candidates from different, parties competing fo r 

GQngressional seats, sectors of the one party do so. Qroup Strength

and significance within an area will decide which sector will provide
' ' ' ., " ' , ■ 61 

the party nominee for a Gon.gressional seat from that locality. In.

this manner the seats are apportioned so carefully that P. R. I. candi

dates for each d istric t are able to win almost all of them with only
63 -two-thirds of the national vote. In addition, the bulk of voting age 

Mexicans draw their livelihood from groups,affiliated with the party. 

Thus- If is  not surprising that continuing dominance has been rightly

attrihuted to the effective coalition of the nation's ecohomic interest
. . .  /

groups. Laborers numbering 1, 50Q,.000.ff farmers 1, 700, 000; civil 

servants 250, 000i and lower middle class professional people all have 

*  Strong interest in keeping the party in power .̂ and the party in order 

to retain their support must, continue to keep them happy. The result

^Cline,. The United States and Mexico, pp. 324-325.

^^Tucker#.p*. 4S. '

^^Elspanlc-American^ .Reporti, August 195% p. 363. 
64Prank R. Brandenburg, "Mexico, An Experiment in One-Party 

Democracy, <r . Selected Readings on Mexico (Lansing, 19 57).
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is, of course, sl system of interlocking privilege whose very nature 

precludes the possibility of extending equal opportunities to -non P. R. I. 

groups.

In the past second parties have failed to achieve substantial 

representation in the government Short of armed revolt. We can only 

hope that the future will produce a more acceptable alternative. At 

this point the successful precept of other nations seems to be the'

• greatest basis for the encouragement of that hope. . Mexico is learning 

from the unimpaired patriotism of her returning bracer os that loyalty 

does not have to be built on hatred of a foreign power. Through the 

bracer os and their attitude of pochismo, or admiration of the United 

States, the support for the party’s xenophobia propaganda has been 

weakened, and a way to learning from available precepts opened. The 

remaining requisite, effective use of that avenue in the field of bi- 

party politics, is the greatest hurdle yet to be surmounted.

The P. R. I. has provided Mexico with some.measure of freedom 

of the press, assembly, and speech including the privilege of govern

ment criticism, but its tolerance has not been extended to include the 

right of effective counter organisation.' Today the party faces this 

choice. It must either absorb all degrees of political philosophy, from 

one extreme to the other, providing within the party opportunities for 

all to participate in governments or it must permit the development 

outside of its own structure of a second political instrument by means 

of which the opposition can make itself heard. .The failure to follow 

one or the other of these policies leaves only the choice of suppression
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by force, and the loss as a result of a ll claim to its political ideal, 

democracy.

Partjdo de Accidn Nacional

The most conservative opposition fd the official party is  found

in P. A. N. Founded in If 39 by Manuel Ge^nez Morin, ^  it was definitely

Church oriented* and represented the middle to upper class group led

by business and professional men who supported. General Almaz an

against Camacho. If did hot enter a candidate in a presidential election

until 1952, and its  ■early history was a record of pro-Franco and

Hispanidad, and violently anti-United States particularly as a sponsor
66of individualist democracy and the parliamentary system.

The traditional policy of the party has been a pressure for 

change through the dihsemination of ideas. Such would certainly be 

a slow process* but one surer of achieving its ends than other more 

radical methods had proven to be. Success lay in the increasing sup

port to be expected from the increased numbers of the middle class 

which was rising due to expanding urbanization. These potential 

members could be counted on to note the shortcomings of P. R. I. 

sponsored government programs and regimes* and any awareness 

of failure on the part of the P. R. I. could be capitalized upon for 

making opposition programs more appealing.

65 T u c k e r, p. 59.
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The continuing planks of P/A. N. 1 a platform included: (1) 

criticism  of the centralization of power and the dominance of the 

executive; (2) support for the independence to be desired for the 

judiciary and Congress; (3) demands for effective suffrage; (4) calls 

for greater autonomy and power for local governments; (5) amendment 

of Article 3 of the Constitution which excludes religion from elemen

tary and secondary schools; and (6) abolition of the methods if not. the 

program of sinarquismo.

In 1947, P» A. N. held four seats in the national legislature. ^  

These it hoped would increase with women voting since they were 

more closely tied to the Church* which P. A. N. represeutedj, than 

the men were. Two years later, its position seemed even stronger.

. The Fuerza Popular had been outlawed, the Partldo Communista 

represented an insignificant minority, and the Partido Popular was too 

weak to be in serious contention for seats in Congress. That left only 

P. R. I. candidates to be defeated. The party platform for that year 

called for: (1) amendment of Article. 3 of the Constitution; (2) complete 

and immediate suppression of the P. R. I. ; (3) federal suffrage for 

women; (4) municipal governments in the Federal District and National 

Territory; (5) liberty and social legislation for peasants and workers5 

(6) prohibiting of labor unions from intervention in elections; (7.) ad

herence to international law; and (8) abstention of the state from

/ 7
New Y ork T im es , J a n u a ry  1%  1947.
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68eco n o m ic  a c tiv ity . . •

The y ea r  1951 saw  P . A. N. S till w ith  fou r s e a ts  in  the C ham ber  

of D ep u ties , but w ith  a fu ll  s la te  of can d id ates rea d y  fo r  the 1952 

e le c t io n s . The s la te  in clu ded  for  the f ir s t  tim e  a p r e s id e n tia l nom in ee,

E fra in  G onzalez Luna, P r o fe s s o r  of Law  at the U n iv e r s ity  o f Guada-
. : " a g

la ja ra  and head o f P . A.1 N. fo r  the sta te  of J a lis c o . W ith a  p arty

slogan calling for reformation of the existing electoral laws, the 

platform remained the same as that in 1949 except for the addition of 

two planks and the deletion of one. The additions called for a de

nationalization of the ejido, .and the exposure of suspected corruption
70in the ruling circles. The deletion removed plank number two from 

the 1949 platform;and substituted peaceful co-existence as a possible 

solution to the problem of the suffrage rights guaranteed by the 

Constitution and allegedly violated by the P. R. I.

Though P. A. N. did gain two additional seats in the Chamber of 

Deputies, the number of women supporting its pro-Catholic program

was. disappointingly low. So, except for a protect in 1954 over the
s  - 71banning of th e  F e d e r a c io n  da P a rtid o s  d el P u eb lo  fr o m  th e b a llo t,

P. A. N. nationally became a dormant force pending the next presidential

election.

^^Hispanic-American Keport, March 1949, p. 6.
Aq

New York Times, November 21, 1951, p. 4.
70 ,Tucker, p. 60.
71Hispanic-American Report, March 1954, p. 8.
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The party selected as its 1958 standard- bearer Lnis H=

Alva res,: a thirty-eight year old indiastrialistfrom Chihuahua. His

low budget.but record breaking (520 meeting) campaign based on
72ousting the P. R. L was directed mainly against caciquismo. Ab

solutely essential to a P- A. N, victory was the basic strategy of 

dispelling voters' fears of state and local reprisals if they opposed 

the P. R. I. - ,

The party's platform for tMs particular year demonstrates 

. the epitome of that which makes Mexican politics difficult for the 

Anglo-Saxon mittd to grasp. Here was a party with a cause. None 

of the people enjoyed political freedom where the cacique ruled 

supreme. How could the party or its campaign managers fail to 

protect this advantage for extensive exploitation? People were used 

to hearing P. A. N. inveigh against government centralization and 

P. R. I. rs political monopoly. They were accustomed to statements

about Article 3 of the Gonstitution such as that it deprived parents of
73a rightful jurisdiction over the education of their children. Even 

the suggestion that PEMEX* the nationalized oil industry* be returned 

to private ownership was typical of P. A. N. 1 s conservative economic 

outlook. . None of these offered as much hope of attracting the average 

voter as a simple attack on something that affected him personally 

in the course of his daily life, making of it frequently a  misery he

^ N ew  York T im es* May 10* 1958, p..10.
73H isp a n ic -A m e ric a n  R e p o rt, F e b ru a ry  1958, p. 10.
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could well dispense with, K the platform had stopped there* some . 

measure of hope for success would certainly have been justifiable* 

but. unfortunately it went on and the bubble of hope, burst under the chill 

breath from the grave of the Diaz regime.

What was the use of offering in one hand the solution to an un

pleasant condition existing in the present*, if the other hand held re 

minders of ills so great that Revolution was their, only cure. Not 

even the P. R» I. for all its strength could advocate a return to the 

hacienda system and hope to win an election. Even if the charge that 

the ejldo system was. maintained for the purpose of political control 

of the farmer were true* the lot of that.farmer was so vastly improved 

over that of an hacienda peon that he would never go back willingly 

much less vote to do so. In addition* this same farm er and millions 

of his compatriots had paid in blood the price exacted for the separation 

of church and state. Why any sane group would anticipate a willing 

rejection of .advances made at such cost must remain an unfathomable 

mystery.

No reminders about the government monopoly of federal 

revenues, nor claims that P, R, I. padded registration rolls could 

save the eleotioh for them with a platform like that. Not even the

ingenuity of a  faithful bank teller stamping "Vote for. Luis H. Alvarez"
7.4.

on the nation's paper currency ' was of any avail.

. Going from bad to worse of its qwn volition* P. A. N« x  ' L e v

7 4
New Y ork  T im es* D ecem b er 16* 1958*. p. 12.
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withdrew from the Federal Electoral Commission,, in June, its one 
75

representative. This board composed of eleven members under the 

direction of the Minister of the Interior, Angel Carbajal, had the task 

of superintending all phases of the national elections including the 

investigation of charges placed before it with regard to that election. 

The withdrawal was based on the following charges against the com

mission. (1) No national electoral census had been ordered. (2) No 

steps to guarantee honest elections had been taken. (3) No guarantee 

of equal party representation at the voting booths had been made.

(4) No investigation of violence against the P. A. N. campaign had 

been undertaken. ^  In view of the fact that Jose Jesus Marques, 

Monreal, leader of the party in Chihuahua, had been killed while 

decorating for a P. A. N. rally there, ^  at least the last of the charges 

was amply substantiated. Nevertheless#, even though-focusing the

campaign on the need for reform, the withdrawal still left the 140
:  7 8  ■ . ... ..

' Chamber and 50 Senate candidates with no official protection from

either the P. R. I. or P. A. N. 's closest competitor, the Partido

Surprisingly#, P. A. N. made a better Showing in 1958 than it 

had in 1952, but it still lacked the strength of a true second party in

75 New York Times, December 16, 1958, p. 26. 

Hispanic-American■ Report, June 1958, p. 246. 

^^New York Times, June 22, 1958, p. 26.

^ N e w  Y ork  T im e s , Ju ly  6, 1958, p. 22.
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Mexicaijjs^litiejSo To increase the problems of establishing such a 

party, P. A. N. , s seeming intent was to destroy what small power a l

most twenty year s of effort had managed to create. Citing the fradu- . 

lence of the election, P. A. N. delegates did not appear to claim the 

seats they had won. Even when the newly installed government issued.
■ 70

a thirty day warning to participate by December 3 or be replaced,

the party Remained adamant. In announcing Its program for coping

with the recalcitrant party, the government proposed to offer the

seats to the elected suplentes, or. alternates, and if they were still
80not accepted, a new election would be held to fill the vacancies.

Such is. the nature of party membership. in' Mexico that four of

the recently elected deputies took their seats against the dictum of 
81the party. : Their action might have saved the party* s neck if not its

82face, but P. A. N. promptly expelled the insubordinates. ' How is a

nation which cannot as yet accept, the value of bi-party government to

understand the sudden presence In its midst of four independents who

no doubt were themselves at a loss;?

Perhaps.1 this blow to the old order may mark the beginning of

a new and more vigorous party. As early as 1956, younger members
83..of the "group had begun expressing a dissatisfaction with its methods.

79 Hispanic - Americ an Report, November 1958, p, 539.

^^Hispanic- American Report, December 195 8, p, 596.
81• Hispanic-American Report, January 1959, p. 659.

82Ibid. 4
83 • •

HiSpanic-American Report, August 1956, p. 327.
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The growth of this faction by If59 was forcing a change to a policy of

direct, action with concentration on those areas already strongholds 
84of the party. ' The call for direct action in party convention caused 

the adoption of a new national policy; "Let P. A. N. waste no more 

time in gaining power by whatever means. We have won the people;
•  ̂ _ g£J "

now all that remains is to govern. 11 This policy was further strength

ened following the election as party president of Jose' Gonzalez Torres,,

a thirty-nine year old attorney from MichoacaUj, and by amending the 
86constitution. Instead of meeting only once every five years* the

executive committee was authorized to call for a convention whenever
87it was deemed necessary. ' The party objective as stated by the new

88P. A. N. was the recapturing of control of civic affairs by the people.

With a new goal and accompanying motivation, P. A. N. should 

continue to increase its activity anywhere where rebellion against the 

P. R. X. machine flares up* such as that already occurring in Baja 

California, Zacatecas, and San Luis. ^  So long as the shoals of close 

association with the Union Sinar quista Nacional, which undoubtedly 

plans to as sociate Itself with such-an aggressive P. A, N. progr am.

p. 6.

Q A
Hispanic-American Report, May IfSf, p. 136.

"Trouble in Mexico, " New Republic* CXL (May 11, IfSf),

York Times, March 23, lf5 f , p. .5.

87Ibid. ' ’

88Ibid. •

8^New York Times, May 24, If Sf, p.. 35.



are safely navigated;, the future alone knows the political worth of this 

party in action.

Union Sinarquista Nacional and Fuerza Popular

Just as P= A. N. represents the conservative pro-Catholic right, 

the U. S. N- is  the voice of the extreme pro-Catholic right. Unlike 

P. A. N. , however, it has been officially disavowed by the very 

institution it purports to be restoring to political power in Mexico. 

HiStorically$= Sinarquismo may be considered as a sequel to the 

Cristero rebellion put down so brutally by Calles.- Thus, representing 

a continuation of that struggle for power between church and state, 

it is a distinct source of embarrassment to the Church and to P. A. N. 

They must juggle the two-edged sword of repudiation of fellow 

CathoHcs to insure continued executive lenience with regard to other 

aspects of their position in public life; or association with a program 

whose goals they might really like to see achieved though in perhaps 

a somewhat more subtle manner, and loss of the government1 s cur

rent laissez faire attitude. The very fact that a temporizing position 

of official disavowal in the face: of reasonably presumed advice given 

at the rural perish level has been taken, is  grounds for the assumption 

that any gains made for the Church by I this movement will be only too 

gratefully accepted.

. The Union was founded May 23, 1937s a t Leon,. Guanajuato by 

Manuef Siermino, Jose'Trueba Olivares, Salvador Abascal, and Jose/
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90Ajatmi© ¥rqu.isas J r 0 ' ' All of these yotpag men were former stndentg 

of Hellmuth Oskar Shreiters a German professor pf languages at the 

University of Guanajuato» and in all probability the movement was an 

outgrowth of the Gentro Antj^Gommunista which Shreiter had estab

lished there a year earlier? ^  financed during the formative period 

by local Nazis-, the founders received first hand organizational data 

from one of their numbers Urquisas who had just returned from Spain

where he became familiar with both the Falange and the Italian Fascist
92party during his service With Francos To this nucleus were added 

fhose who had been opposed to the Allies in World War I because of 

'Austria's position at that time as the ^favorite daughter of the Church; 81 

and those opposed to Mexico's May 28? 1942 declaration of war on the 

A xis,93' ' ■ , '

The word sinarqulsmo is the antithesis of anarchism and means 

therefore "with order? " Supposed to be a civic movement of lay 

Catholics who sought the restoration of a Christian social order and 

the status:quo- of pre>-Revolutionary MexicOj, it was organized on an 

authoritarian m ilitaristic pattern permitting no slightest element of 

democratic procedure to invade its ope ration® The vast majority o f,

^3Whettens p® 485?

91Ibldo

9 3 I b i d ®  ;  p ®  4 8 6 ®

93.Lesley B? Simps on s Many Mexicos (Berkeley; University of
California Fress; 1932); p® 299? ,' .
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94the 9Q0S 000 meinberSs, mere than half of whom are womeng were 

enrolled under its banner from rural areas where the average living 

standard has not improved in spite of the government * s program of 

land distributiono In return for implicit obedience to the organization 

and unswerving loyalty to the Churchj, members^ who must be Mexican, 

laymen willing to forego the pleasures of alcohols ^  are offered the 

rewards implied in symbolic self-sacrifice and possible martyrdom,, 

The power of such appeals might he undervalued if the irrational 

primitive mysticism of the Mexican peon were forgotten® To remem

ber that fpct is to understand how martyrdom could be a  prize to be 

desired:rather than a punishment to be dreadeds particularly since 

the Sinarquista code required the group to care for family survivor 

Certainly no better advantage of existing conditions has ever been 

taketto Since living standards would not be apt to improve rapidlyg 

encouraging a dedication to their misery, willingly increased by 

group financial assessments, for the good of the Mexico to come . 

welded together a force whose power was not going to be lightly turned 

aside®

The ideology of slnarqulsmo is based on a. complete surrender 

of will to the requirements of Clod® Church, and family® Every man, 

as a soldier of the dross® must accept unquestioniUgly the decisions

^Whetten, p® 484® 

95Ibid® , p® 501® 

96Ibid®, p® 498®



©f those appointed to direct Mm0 When a sufficient army ©f such 

® soldier a611 he Game available,, their efforts would be directed to rec re 

ating Mexico as a Catholic corporate state under a M erarchial9

authoritarian government which could restore the glory of the Spanish
97

tradition epitomized by the times of Philip 1L This self evident 

Hispanismo of the Slnarquistas which presupposed an opposition to 

atheistic communism also attacked Anglo - American culture as being

pragmatiGs mechanistic9 irreligiouSs dominated by businessmens
eg

and utterly lacking in family life®' Continuing condemnation of both 

Russian and Anglo-American culture patterns in combination with 

eulogies #f the Spanish tradition opened the door to influence from the 

Spanish Fafange which was doubtlessly responsible for the pro-Axis 

totalitarianism of the Sinarquistas during World War %

: The political history of the XJo Se No is a circleo Beginning 

with some violent actions it progresses through periods of government 

suppression and underground reorganizations back to a repititiOn of 

the violence responsible for the pattern in the first place0 The years 

1942-1944 are typical examples0. The attack on the government in 

1942 in addition to the usual charges of imposition of candidates9 

fmudulenfee of elections9 and corruption of offieials9 took the form 

of a denunciation of the war effort to be made in support of the Allied

97
Lesley Simpsons p@ 300o 

^®Whettens p® 495b



Q®
eauseo Bi the face of the violence of these objections, the govern

ment, fearing at so critical a time a repetition of the Cristero rebel- 

lion9 suppressed both the party and its newspaperSo • By 1944, the 

movement, which apparently thrived under two years of persecution, 

reappeared in two. parts, one to continue its activities outside the 

realm of politics $ while the other formed a party, the Fuerza 

P o p u l a r , for the express purpose of direct political action, Wn« 

hesitatingly the new party published two .articles? one, an open invita

tion to the army to rebel against the government; and the ether is, a 

blanket condemnation of that government as administered by President 

Manuel Avila ChtmachOo ■*'® The retaliation which might have been 

anticipated in the light of previous experience was not long in coming,

June 22, 1944, the party was forbidden to hold public meetings, and
102the official newspaper was once again suppressed,

la parts the responsibility for such a cycle with this and other 

subversive minorities lies with the attitude of the government. Harsh 

restriction immediately,following overt acts may be confidently ex

pected, However, exactly the same amount of confidence may be 

placed in the eventual remission of that punitive attitude, ■ As soon as 

it becomes evident that the government has reverted, to a  policy of

99Lesley Simpson, pa 300o 

Tucker, p® 62® 

^^Whetten, p® 484®



cau.tp.QM.S perraissivenesss the suppressed group is ip. business until 

party passions overcome all sense of caution, and the wheel turns 

©nee againB

Typically9 19459 one short year after suppression of the group 

by (SamachOs Giraldo Gonzalez Sanchez a who had recently replaced 

Manuel Torres Bueno as head of the % So , was able to take 

advantage of the government's increasing leniency to issue the usual 

manifesto,, ' Reportedly desiring a solid, disinterested friendship 

with the Whited States whom he admired for the part it had played in 

def eating dictato rship, Sanchez a at the same lime 3 attacked com

munisms Nazi fascism* and pseudo liberal democracy as being 

fundamentally opposed to the teachings of Ghristian philosophy0 

Siich tongue in cheek statements must net be interpreted as meaning 

a change of the gjnarguistas' goalso These still remained the elimina

tion of the gains of the Mexican Revolution* including the destruction 

of the current government in favor of the creation of a corporate . 

clerical state0

Making the greatest headway in areas where the government's 

program of land, distribution had'not yet been effective, the Wnion fed 

on the strength derived from the mass hysteria of super -nationalism. 

It celebrated as special feast days: October 12, Bia de Natal for all
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Mexicans? July 11, M artyr1 s Bay? and May 23, Founder 's Bay®

Special honor as the heroes of the U0 So No was accorded to Biaz,

Santa Ana, and Iturbide under all of whom the Ghurch had flourished, 

and C ortesw ho  represented the colonialism, of the .sixteenth century

when the hierarchy of the Church and noble landowners' was unques -
, 106 tionedo

The actual functioning; of. the Mo So No was based On. the theories

of Ledesma, father of Spanish fascism^ He felt that only by cementing

political force with drill and the blood of martyrs in the exclusive

service of the "national idea11 could a  revolt, stemming from the

creation of great tension and discontent, be fomented.against'the

governments To achieve this end in Mexico, an internal military

structure was adopted by the H0 S0 H0 ; Starting with a basic cuadrb

of thirty‘-two men divided into four squads and responsible to two

jefes, the chain of command extended through the Supreme jefe to
107the secret groups which actually controlled the Organization^ 

Representing an armed political movement more truly than a civilian 

political party, .it refused, prior to the creation of the Fuerza Popular 

even to consider established means, such as.voting, a practical
108method for gaining power® In fact members were urged not to vote®

10 ̂ Margaret Shedd, "Thunder on the. Right in Mexico,!f 
Harpers, GXG. (April, 1945), pp® 416-:417®

^ ^Ibido

Ibid® , p® 421®

^ ^ W h e tte n , p® 505®



(Sloaked. in the claim that franchise rights were not respected in Mexico$, 

.this attity.des realistically viewed^ m irrored instead their belief that 

the people, did net have the right t# cheese their officials,,

Mevertheless# the Sinarquistas "were forced into the political 

arena by Toledano?s accusations in 1945 that they were being armed 

by United States firms a incited by Pope Pius to revolt against the 

government, and organized by the Churches local hierarchy into a 

political party which would force the quisling Padilla on Mexico,as-its 

next presidento ̂  ̂  Typically, the answer made by #afl#s Athie 

Carrasco was a re treat to the protection Of the Very Constitutional 

guarantees his movement sought to destroy,, His protest that, ^Since 

my group is not guilty of the facts and crime s attributed • to it, it is 

clear that a crime of slander has been perpetrated which is punishable 

under Article 356 of the Penal Godeo1®̂'*"̂ , was followed by a call upon 

the Attorney General for an investigation of the accusations and action 

on the results of that investigation^

Although internal dissensions,: the drying up of fund sourcess, 

and failure to adopt an active position in  Mexican politics had tended 

to reduce group membership by 1945, this non apolitical, non-voting 

party elected a member to the National Ghamber of Beputies in July 

19460^  ha January they had also elected Carlos Gbregdn as mayor

New York Times, December 18, 1945®
1 *| fy

N ew  Y ork  T im e s , D e ce m b er 23, 1945®
in

W hetfen, Po 517®
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of LeoB.a and disclaimed all official responsibility for members apfin'g

as. private citizens who rioted when federal troops were Used to im>*
112pose Ro Ignacio QuirOa ingteadb Rdrced to take action by the violence

of the prote#tp president Camacho ordered an official investigation '

which resnlted in the deposing of Quirozs the P0 Ro le,. candidate, the

resignation of the.: state governor, and the shifting to inactive status
113of those army officers involved»

The pro ̂ Catholic, militancy, of the Uo S0 No. boiled oyer once 

again in 19480 . defining religions freedom as privilege for the Catholic 

Church and suppression of all other faiths, it attacked on this basis 

not only the government but also #11 Catholics who did not join the 

crusade-for a national unity of beliefQ Aggressive action to point up 

the crusade was taken Sundays December 19, at the Juarez Monument . 

in Mexico Cityo To the usual speeches critical of the current

revolutionary administration were .added denunciations e l  the policies 

inaugurated by Benito Juarezo The nature of the demonstration was 

such that, it  aroused the ire of a.group of Revolutionary'generals? and 

' their counter moves eulminated in an appearance before the Chamber 

of Deputies demanding, an investigation-of the Sinar quista meeting, a 

discipling Of its speakers, and a declaration of the Fuerza Popular as .

112New York Times, January 4a 1946, p» 9o 

n aWhetten, p. 521-5EZ0

^Hispanic-American Report, January 1949, p0 20



illegal in Mexieoa These demands supported by the P0 Rojo $

Go To M0 > and P 0 P 9 1> were turned over to the Attorney General for

prosecution^ and the National Senate went a step further by declaring

Mar ch 219 Juarez/ birthdateg a national holiday

As usualp the Sinarquistas turned to the Constitution they

professed to despise, for protection0 Claiming under it a right to

freedom of speech,, they protested that they were not the first to

criticize Juarezg and cited writers such as Bulness Justo Sierras,

and EmiliCi Rabasa as a defense against the official demand for dis- 
it ycipline0 Howevers the actions of their youth and the publication in

Ordens, official party newspaper9 of such articles as that by Rafael

Bernal comparing the party’s persecution to that of the early
118Christians who had still achieved ultimate victory^ so related the 

movement to that of the previous gristero  one as to place it outside 

the law6 .

The easily fore.seeabl# result of all this furor was the outlaw

ing of the party as undemocratic,, seditious? and a threat to public 
119ordero Legal grounds for such action lay in the party8s subordina

tion morally to the ShUrch and financially fo the Spanish Falange0 

Such a position is contrary to the Gonstitution which prohibits ’’pacts

115Xbido

118His panic-American Report? March 1949? p0 5e

“Siriarquism in Mexico; in San Pedro del Alto? " New Republic? 
GXX fFebruary 28? 1949)? po l le
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or agreements which, bblige subordination, to an international organi

zation or foreign political parties© ^  The means by which the 

outlawry was officially established rested with a requirement that

legally recognized parties» registered with the Ministry of Interior?
121must pledge their support of the SonstiltitiOUo Thus a group so 

flagrantly brabded by its actions as fascist and therefore, incompatible 

with the democratic spirit of that document simply has its registration 

canceled, and any effective part it.might play directly in the country*s 

national politics stops right there©

With indirection no strange^ in its political life, the U0 S0 N© 

prepared in 1952 for active participation in both local and national 

politics even though its political arm , the I'uerza Popular, had been 

declared illegal© Their program was to he one of: (!) a penetration 

of the E.o I®, (2) an attempt to gain control of metropolitan news

papers, (3) a campaign for the reelection of Aleman designed to split 

the F® Eo Jo» (4) an effort to gain control of labor unions in the rural 

areas, and (5) preparation for the assumption of power at the moment

when the Masons and Gemmunists tried to violate the rights of the 
122. peoplee In pursuing this course, the Sinarquistas took a leaf from 

P 0 R.® I® *s book of political tricks by creating an armband composed of

^^Kew york Times, January 30, 1949, p® 15®
121 G® Baez - Camargo, ’’Mexico Outlaws Fas cist Party, w 

Christian Gentury, LXY1 (April 6, 1949), p® 440®

^Hispanic-American Report, May 1950, p® 11® "



Sie Ba4i©nal colors? The red background with a circular white emblem

holding at its center the shape of Mexico in green was symbolic of the
XE 3Sinarquista hymn? F&l Sangre, y V ictoria? If faith and blood 

could lead to victory their belief that devotion to country should be 

subordinate to loyalty to the Church, those two ifcoins,i would be ex

pended in fullest measure,.

More practically, the usual intra-party reorganization,
124climaxed with the election of Juan Ignacio Padilla as its presidents, 

was taking place? His task  was to be one of either regaining a place 

for the group on the official ballot? or failing that? finding an adequate 

and complacent political coat tail on which to ride?, The first move 

toward achieving the latter objective was the obvious one of-offering 

to support the P 0 Ro 1? candidate Cortices even though his platform 

was wholly unacceptable to the H? S? N? Then? when P? A? H? for the 

first time entered a candidate in the presidential race? Sinarquista 

support shifted to that candidate? h-una? as the man most nearly repre-
,125

seating an acceptable ideology with a chance for election?

Failing in these positive approaches to the problem of regaining 

political status a post election efforts have been made on a negative 

basis? Nothing could be more popular or reflect better on the virtues 

of the U? iS? N? than an attack on the only group with a blacker reputation
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than their own3 the Partido Gamxnimi$taa Using such smear tactics

as the naminga without supporting eyidencea of one hundred forty-two

federal, employees as Communist Party members$ the C0 S0 NV got

the opportunity to shine as the guardian of Mexican liberty,. It was

able in July 1954 to sponsor the demhnd that the citizenship of the

accused be revoked under Article 37 of the Constitution which pro-
127hibits voluntary service with a foreign governments Cohtinuing 

in this veina the Sinarquistas protested the acceptance by former
123

president Lazaro Ca'rdenas of the Soviet Peace Prize in 1956s 

Then sighteett months later s unwilling to risk its recently acquired^ 

pseudo -respe ctabilityg the C0 S0 ISTo announced that it would not parti

cipate in the election of 1958 either directly or as a. supporter of 

Po A0 No 1;s candidate^ -

On the debit side of the ledger for this possibility of a second 

partyp Cline has listed; (1) split, leader ship, (2) internal Strife:) .

|3) a government policy of ridicule rather than martyrdoms (4) a t

tacks by the Church8 and (5) the visible material benefits to the 

Mexican, people of administration polieyv^ 0 To these must be added@ 

as it was to P0 A0 Ho ? the improbability of a general voter appeal 

baged on the party*s fundamental purposes0 The only conceivable

^ ^Mew York Times a, July 268 1954) p0 5o 

127Xbldo

^Hispanic-Amerlean Report, October 1957, pa 4550
12 Q

Hispanic-Ameri.can Reports ©etober 1957s p0 455»

Cline, U0 So and Mexico, pp0 319-320o
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entry for the credit side would be the location of party .strength among

the smaller municipalities of Guanajuato? Queretaro, Michoacan3
X31Jaliscog and GuerrerOo It was in these five states that the govern

ment’s agrarian reforms had been least effective so far as the average 

.resident was concerned^ and Ms active participation in politics seemed 

at least a possible means of remedying the situation^ The head of 

..that coin was the increasing number of citizens making themselves 

heard in a positive way® but its reverse face was the retrogressant 

program of the group chosen to voice their protests,, Adtuallys the 

pos sibility of politcal democracy developing from Sinarquista activity 

is as remote as that of the survival of a snowball in an infernoo. The 

party neither believes in nor practices democracy in any form. Its 

contribution can only be a negative one® forcing the recognition of 

opposition opinion as better than a reactionary revolution, .

Conservatism is an inherent part of.human nature® and there

fore a persevering factor in dem ocratic politic So Only dynamic 
-

leadership can overcome a natural tendency to fall back on the known 

way of the past despite all its errors when the seeming failure of 

.present efforts to substitute the new way as a better one are exposed, 

What Mexico must find is the middle road® which has not been pro

vided by its one party ®democracy, w The very presence of such an 

, extreme philosophy as slnarquismo indicates the weakness of such a 

political structure. It plainly represen ts those Catholics who feel

131
Whettea® p , 488<
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gagged by the inadequate force of Mexican public opinion^ and dig en

franchised by the impossibility of accepting political doctrines repug

nant to their faithQ The great weakness of their position in that 

respect is the overwhelming number of Catholic voters who have been 

able to make peace with their consciences on that point^ and thus 

participate as Friistas in their country1s local, state, and national

Recruiting party membership from among the disillusioned and 

frustrated elements of. Mexico* s national electorate has not been con

ducive to the development of outstanding party leade r ship0. However , 

symptomatic of the great need for political reform there, it has pro

duced the most numerous and substantial element among the organized
'  132 r  '

opposition0 Regretably, success accorded this faction would not 

represent a step forward in the direction of greater democracy, but 

rather a fatal plunge from the tenuous foothold so desperately estab

lished on the precipitous ascent to that ideal. The independence of 

the ejido would give way to the peonage Of the hacienda; democratic 

government would die in the coils of theocracy; and the rejuvenated 

dictatorial state forcibly repressing any opposition would be the 

harbinger of Revolution, A  fifty year treadmill never has been and 

never will be the answer to progress.

1 3 %
P ie r s o n ,  p , 334«
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Pa’rtido (Sommuriisita

Evaluation of the Communist Party in Mexico must be done in 

the light of an understanding of her traditional position with regard 

t© personal freedom^ Pride dictates the observance there of a broader 

scope for tolerance than that exhibited by the United States9 In that 

way3 the penchant of the %olossus of the North* for voluable criticism  

of Mexican politics can be muzzled when necessary by a reminder 

that like the Jordan of old, the Rio Grande washes away sin—in this 

case that of Communist Party member ship o The width of. that stream 

pot only effectively separates the desert of persecution to the north 

from .the promised, land of asylum to ths soufh$ but a t the' same time 

nourishes, the battered ego of Mexico!s political self.

Established in 1919$ the party, which has always been weak in 

membership despite the neutral environment of Mexico3 took no indi

vidual political action until 1921® With a program based on support 

of the existing government in exchange for permission to operate 

legallys, it opened the way for a propaganda deluge designed to under

mine United States economic and political influence^ Even its attitude 

of anti-Yankee imperialism did not, however, protect the movement
134from government repression beginning in 1929 and lasting until 1935®

133S® Fanny Simon, "Anarquismo y anarcosindicalismo en 
America del Sur, s ' Hispanic American Historical Review XXYX 
(February 1946), pe 47® ' -; ' _ — . . '

1 Q A
T U cker, p e 61®
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The termination of this period of underground existence marked 

the peak of Communist power in Mexicoo With the membership roles 

of the 1940*8 totaling 25a 0009 the party announced through fJltimas

Notlcias that the Third International Communist Party was being re -
13organizedo The rank and file members of Mexico's Communist 

Party* reorganized or not* were not considered to be strong spear

heads of Soviet policy the rCo In facts it was Lombard© Toledano* a 

non-party member openly pursuing in international issues a  policy 

line closely akin to that of Moscow* who more nearly served that 

function,.

In 1946* the Communists by courtesy were allotted a place on 

the, balloto . The political strategy of the official party in permitting

the registration of the communist group included three major thesesi
'  , ,  '  ' ■■■■ ' . . .  1 3 7

(1) the party was pledged to support Aleman's candidacy for president*

(2 ) official party candidates for the Senate and Chamber of Deputies 

need have little fear of competition from the proposed slate offered 

by the Communists for the same seats* and (3) ft 'was not anticipated 

that the party would attain the required membership necessary for 

the continuing registration essential to a place on the national balloto•

The strength of Mexican Communism as a political force in 

that nation was weakened by the death of Soviet Ambassador Constantine

135£ t a  -

^ Sfew  York Times * July 2* 1945* p„ 7e 

^ ^ Mew York Times* May 5* 1946* p0 13„
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Oumaiiskyo Because of that event general party headquarters moved
lOO

from Mexico City to Argentina and Cuba, and left behind a group 

Vulnerable to attack by the Minister of Interior and the Attorney 

General on the Constitutional ground of banning parties dependent on

. Be spite its apparent weakness,, the Communist program an

nounced in If49 added to its standard anti-United States policy3 

interests in agrarian reform,, a nationalized industry, and the con

solidation of gains made by labor„ To achieve these aim s, it

sought a coalition of the Bartido Popular .and the P 0 Ro I0 with itself, 

the three to form an anti-fascist bloc opposing the Us So Ho The 

rejection contained in the negative reply to this suggested union was 

compounded by the Ministry of Interior when they refused to act 

favorably on the party's application for official registration as a 

political organizationo The significance of this denial of status 

lay in the fact that without it the Communists as a separate entity 

were eliminated from contention in the appro aching elections <, 

Frustrated in its desire to participate actively in the campaign, the 

party could beheard only indirectly through support of Bartido Bepu-

138,nt- York Times, January Z? 19473 p9 15.

Hispanie-Ameri can Report, M arch 1949, p9 "6, 
140..,,

141 •New Y ork  T im es  a M a rc h  17, 1949, p© 7©



Long responsible for much of the labor unrest in Mexico^ 

the declining influence of the Communist Party  was relegated in the 

government mind9 to that of a  threat to be feared only in the event 

of a national emergency„ Legally the party did not exist; its support 

of P 0 P e % candidates had resulted in the election of only pae| and 

its influence among the unions was waning as labor recognized the 

greater benefits to be derived from support of the P 0 R0 L

Two years of effort were insufficient for the propagation of 

the 309 000 registered party members necessary to acquire official 

statuso Any candidates offered by a group lacking that qualifica

tion would be independent individuals not eligible to run for office0 

Therefor# an examination of its possible appeal to one or more of 

the sanctioned political parties had to be madee Its strength lay 

not in a mass following, but in its hold on Mexico's intelligentsia, 

particularly an important minority of t e a c h e r T h i s  strength 

represented the culmination of a concentrated party effort to indoc

trinate educator a, students, and young army personnels They 

could be depended upon to exploit the is sue s facing the government 

in handlings (1) the rising cost of living, (2) the distribution of wealth,

(3) the rapidly increasing population, (4) the shortage of water, (5) the

^ ^New York Times, January 4, 19#0, p0 510 

^ 3Hispanic ̂ American Report, July 1951, p» 110 

^ % ew York Times, May 7, 1951, p. 150

^^English, "Mexico dam ps Down on Communism, " Saturday 
Evening Post, (August 30, 1952), pQ 410



distribution inadequately solved, by PEMEXo In additions their 

efforts to capitalize on national problems for political gain would have 

international advice frpm the presence within their ranks of numti:ens;; 

of Spanish communis ts^ who had fled to Mexico after losing their civil 

war withFrancQs, and numbers also of Hollywood communistsg who 

had fled from defeat at the hands of Congressional Hn-American 

Activities Committee investigafionso

In 19529 the party^s coalition offer was extended to Guzman 

and the #ede.raeldn, de Farfldos del Pueblop. sponsoring his election^

The proposal did not indicate a change of heart with regard to 

Toledano’s candidacy $ support for which had been previously an

nounce d« Rather„ it was a move to consolidate aH the leftist forces 

behind a single candidate,, and depended upon Toledano’s voluntary 

withdrawal in favor of Guzmaho When this essential shift failed to 

materialize? Toledano1s Fartido Popular  ̂ natural heir to stifled 

Communist political effort? both lost the worth of the legacy in poll 

support? and further taxed itself with the burden of a newly hostile 

former friends. No matter how doctrinaire a Marxist Toledano claimed

to be? his program of wealth distribution? electoral change? and
147national industrial development was doomed to failure when per

sonal political smbitleb permitted him to rationalize his prevention

~̂ N ew  York Tim es? May 7? 1951? pe 150 

^  ̂ English? p0 44o
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of the creation of a unified lefto WsrMhg together as k confederated 

unit the leftist groups might have heen a threat to Po R0 L control, 

but individually they were impotento Such being the case, it was not 

hard to understand the complacent tone of a statement issued by 

Secretary of the Interior, WruchutUo ®'©ur people want their own 

little land, and their own cow0 From such feelings good Communists 

ar e not madeQ

Typical of Mexico's modus operandl in controlling the Com

munist movement was the prohibition against Communist marchers 

in the 1952 May Hay parade0 This perfect squelch was made on per

fectly ''logicaln- groundso May Bay parades in Mexico honored her 

labor force; the Communists did not control any local union; therefore, 

they had no reason for participationo Not to be denied, the Communists 

straggled along the parade route anyway, and left one dead and seven

teen injured"*"^ in the wake pf riots between themselves and the 

authorized parade units0 By thus placing themselves outside the law, 

party members provided the government with a pre-fabricateds self 

righteous position from which to judge the feasibility of punitive 

measures suggested by non - Communist spekesmea<> For example, 

the Nationalist Party demanded that the Partldo Communista be out

lawed; that diplomatic relations with Hus sia be severed; that all 

Mexicans engaged in-espionage for the Wo So So R0 be exiled; and that

M8|bido , p. 41. ' y  ̂ ' '

^ ^New York Times, May 2, 1952, p0 30
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all GQmmmaist front organizatiop.s be proaoribedo These demandss
151

seconded by the C0 To Ma g gave the government a means of testing 

public opinion^ and at the same time painting a picture of itself as 

jurist rather than prosecutor in action necessary to enforce public 

peace* ■

Retreating to the security of its strong point in the field of 

educationa the Communist Party set out to extend its control of the 

Uhidn General de Trabajadoreg^ and the Union de Gampesinos y
iszMaestrosb A three point program of converting rural teachers

to Marxism; fighting any national movement to repeal the ban on

religious schoolsg and increasing the distribution of C om m unist texts - 
■153was adopted* The work culminated June 6S 1955s in an effOr# to 

integrate the Communist cells in Universities9 teacher's college8$, 

and technical training schools into a  national party* Opposition 

to the .creation of such a party stemmed from the Catholic Student 

Organization and other non-Communist groups* The power of these 

youth movements was insufficient to restrain the student rioters at 

Guadalajara in May 1957* Hpwevers their concern did enable the 

Nationalist Party to rally support for its demand that the two Soviet

150New York Times a May 4, 1952, p, 22*

^■^New York TimeSg May 59 1952 9 p* 7* 

l^^Hlspanic.-Amerlcan Reportg ©etober i953g p* 10*

^^^H isp a n ic - A m e ric a n  R eports  June  1955, p* 202*
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155Embassy employees allegedly responsible for the riots be expelled,. 

Aside from the field of educatiQna the increasing number of 

Communists entering Mexico seemed.bent on bolstering the decreasing 

popularity of the party9 not so much in domestic affairs as in the ap

peal of its prestige as an International organization. Nor could the 

possibility of an infiltration of the persisting ^wetbackbrigade be 

ignored, NeverthelesSs Mexico*s toleration of the immigrants and 

their political philosophy should not be regarded as a ’‘take11 on the 

national arm from this innocylation of Communist principles^ quite 

the contrary, Cortines in his state of the nation speech September l s 

1954, said, ^Mexico unequivocally rejects any attempt of international 

Communism to interfere in our hemisphere. National unity has sel

dom been more necessary. We have only one flag, the Mexican 

flag, ' This slap at the left reaffirmed the position assumed by 

Cortines ’ government following the Caracas Conference in March 

1954, At that time, Marc is so Bassols, presidential advisor on foreign

affairs and former ambassador to the U, S, S, R ,, was asked to re- 
1 5  Vsign. An open supporter of Communism, he had been responsible; 

for Mexico1®'.stand against the United States1 anti-Communist reso

lution offered at the conference^ He was to find that the strength of 

United State® public reaction against the ’’Mexican1* attitude wag suf

ficient to cause a presidential review of the position his personal ,

15%Ccw York Times, May 21, 1957, p, 12, 

^ ^ New York Times, September 2, 1954, p, 7, 

"̂ N e w  %#rk Times, ©cteber 17, 1956, p, 16,
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prejudice had eau.S ed Mexico to ag@umes and the review eliminated . 

that prejudice from its favored pOBition for future influence^ Actually 

in the state of tke nation Speech; a  distinction was being made between 

national and international communis m0 The inconsistaacy and danger 

of this differentiation was pointed out to the administration and the 

nation by Antonio Espinosa de-ins Monteros9 former ambassador to 

the. Wnitpd Statess in a newspaper article*

Party recruiting activity in 1956 was directed toward working 

women as a means of .attaining the magic numbers 75S G00s'*‘® v in time 

to permit active participation in the 1958 elections<, The measure of - 

their success can'be. gauged by the nomination of Miguel Mendoza - 

Lopez for presidento This seventy-four year old lawyer and former 

. Zapata follower was' by faith a Catholic9 and by affiliation a socialistJ*" 

Since, he made practically, no - campaign in the name of the atheistic 

communists who had placed his hat in the rings it  was not surprising 

that not only did Lopez fail to draw the' hoped- for 100 000 write-in votes 

from non-Goramunist liberals and former Guzmdn supporterSs but 

actually polled fewer votes than did Mexico *s noted comicg Gantinflas 

Moral victories -are.not built of ^success - like this0

.- Neither is the cause of Mexican Communism aided by the ex-

^Nispanic- Ame.rlean Reports January 1956, p6 55L 

^^^New. York TimeSs February Z3s .1958s pe 2L 

^^̂ Hispanic-American Reports'August 19589 p0 362,
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posure of the Mieddling in internal affairs perpetrated by Soviet Em

bassy official So A raid on party headquarters April 6, 1959s had

uncovered literature prompting the agitation then aggravating the
\ -'ISB

nation"s railroads^ As a result of complicity in this Communist

sponsored railroad agitations two Embassy officials were expelled,

and four more left voluntarily their diplomatic usefulness at an
... , 163 ■ i  -
€i$ldo -

There can be no doubt that Mexico as a part of Latin America 

will be vulnerable to Communism, so long as her social and economic 

problems remain unsolved0 However,, the party as a political group 

is robbed of its influence by two local factors. The Mexican Revolu

tion which ante-dates. their ewns has offered improvement and hope 

to the economic groups which are usually the targets for Communist 

propaganda, and Po Ro L ?s tolerance has avoided the creation of a 

m artyr on which to center an appeal for mass support,, Lacking 

either of these, the. external political ideology represented by Com

munism has no drawing power for people whose greatest concerns 

are  eating enough and sheltering themselves from the elements« As 

a. results, infiltration, so successful in other forcibly converted areas, 

has failed t# the extent that even control of Mexicotg labor unions has 

bsealesto

Since the death of Constantine A@ Oumansky, party activity in

l62Hew York Times, April 7, 1959, pe 17. 

 ̂ Mew York Times, April 9, 1959, Po 149
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the political arena has declined0 Control is now vested in a hoard of 

native raembers advised, by one Hussian and one American whose 

identity is concealed from the general membership^ It is unlikelys 

however^ that they will be any more successful than those whose ad

vice came more directly from Mescow0 The typically individualistic 

character of a  people hostile to the regimentation essential to 

Marxist totalitarianism is not apt to change?. Her will the improve - 

ment in church-state relations-within. Mexico; eucourag# the growth 

of Communism among the Overwhelmingly Catholic population^ The 

position of the average Mexican is well expressed by former 

president Lazaro Cafrdenas9

We reject communism because the adoption of a  system which 
would deprive our people of the full enjoyment of the fruit of their 
labors is not in keeping with their temperament, nor do we desire 
that the old system of capitalistic overlords be substituted by an 
©yerlerdsMp of the State? . ■. . . . -

Partido Popular

A rose by any name may smell, as sweet, but a  Sommuhist by 

another name is definitely more acceptable to the sensitive nostrils 

of national politics whatever the country. Just such a hybrid blossoms 

in Mexico under the guidance of Vincente Lombardo Toledan©? A 

form er prominent union leader and university professor, Toledan© is

 ̂ Stanley Ross, CbmmUnlUm- in Latin America, (New York; 
News Background Report'If©, 19, 1947), p, 37,

William C, Townsend, Lazaro Cardenas, Mexican Democrat, 
(Ann Arbor: George Wahr Publishittg Companys 1952)g p? 212, : '
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regarded there more as a. fellow traveler than as an actual Commurdsto 

However3 his party does offer those whose political complexion is ex

cessively ruddy from over exposure to the rays of the Moscow sWs 

a respectable leftist'facade from which to operate,,

In 19463 Toledano had not yet detached himself and his followers 

from the Pe Ro I0 bandwagons In facts in order to disrupt United States- 

Mexican relations and provide a favorable atmosphere for closer col

laboration with Russia;, he was at that time urging leftist support of 

Aleman and an ^autonomous international p#lley@ *■*" The key to 

enlisting this support lay in an attack on ffuerza Popular*# Padilla

who was labeled as an obsequious follower of the United States State
" ‘ ' . . 167 

department and a recipient Of campaign funds from the same source,,

For one eg this hackneyed escalator to political prominence, failed to 

operate as it had in the past and became instead a shute to the bin of 

lost face whehthe Mexican government disavowed any connection with 

the United States in regard to arms shipments to the Slnarquistas and 

financial support for Padillaek^

Railing to succeed within the framework of the P 0 R0 !„ in spite 

of the credit for sponsoring an economic program which favored in 

dustrialisation supported by laws channeling foreign investment into 

essential fields with an established proportion between it and domestic

^ ^ Hew York Times 3 August ?» 19459 p0 120

i z o
New Y ork  T im e s 9 . D e ce m b er 22, I945s p e 20o
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capitals'*"^ Toledano in 1948 established the Pay tide Popular as a.

separate party0 Its prpgram called for improved educational and
170social sedurity services, and plans for the extension of agrarian 

reformo Ignoring the personal political ambition which doubtlessly 

prompted his actions, Toledano % official statement as the party *s 

founder was, "Mexico finds , its elf next to the United States and the 

fight against this fatality of history is the only historical reason for

the Pariido JPopular.o

Even though the party was reportedly pessimistic about the 

power of democratic principles to prevail in the coming elections, 

it prepared to run candidates for state and national as well as local 

office? Success, particularly in the national legislature# would mean 

the entering wedge had been driven in the struggle for proportional 

representation in government? The people, in striving for a greater, 

more democratic Mexico, need only join or follow the phalanx of 

workers guided by the intellectuals that Toledano hoped would be the 

brawn:and brain of the new party to achieve these aims? The popu

lar response to-his appeal for support in the July elections,netted 

Toledano?s. party one seat in the national legislatnre0 ^ ^

1^9 r]^e;Kico - F irst Law, * Business Week (February 16, 1946), . 
p? 1140 ■ , •

T u c k e r, p , 60o
i  ry ' i  '

Uispanic-American Report, February 19'50, pQ 10o
172Hispanic -American Report, November 1949, p» 9?

173Xbid0



Despite charges of poor organization leveled, at its chief by 

Diego Rivera and other party leaders because of the ineffectiveness 

of the 1949 campaigns f^rtidpDopuhur in .19Sis nominated. Toledano
1 74

for presidenta Well known ftir snpport qf political and economic

independence for Mexico,, his platform.endorsed by Mexicofs Com

munist Party really contained little that, was new or startlingo Its 

six points were: (1) defend the national sovereignty and independence; 

(2 ) strengthen the democratic regime; (3) raise the standard of living;

(4) preserve, and accentuate the rights of the working class; (5) defend

agrarian reforms; and (S) struggle against administrative corrup- 
175 'tiono

The vice-presidential candidate, Juan Manuel Elizondo8 added 

to the campaign an attack on the new. electoral law which he said was 

unconstitutional and a n tid e m o c ra tic O p p o s e d  to regulations whose 

effect was the retention in Congress of members of one party and the 

exclusibn of the majority of citizens from a voice in the governments 

he reiterated a  demand that consideration, be given to proportional
• ■ ’ . I?? . ■

representation a s  a  possible solution® ,

The anticipated support for Toledano from the Independent 

Revolutionary Party and its titu lar chief General Candido Aguilar did .

17a
Hew York Times3 Deeember 17s 1951, ps 3a 

Hispanic-American Report, January 1952, p0 90



materializieo It Was perhaps such support which caused Toledano to 

block the leftist coalition attempts of 1952 by refusing to withdraw as 

a presidential candidate in favor of Gy.zman0 Eyen the possibility of 

being ineligible because of trips, to Guatam,ala? Amsterdam and Prague 

failed to moye Mm0 He was content to let the Electoral Gommissipn 

decide whether the shfc weeks inyolyed in those trips constituted a 

yiolation of Article 82 of the GonStitution which requires a year of 

residence prior to candidacy for the office of presidents

This obstinacy which had robbed the left of cohesion and there

fore effective participation in the election cost Toledano the support 

of local Communistso Without its he had some political fence mending 

to do in two areaSo Internationally he reaffirmed his party-line loyalty

in a letter to Ma# Tse^tung published in the capital newspapers 9
179Novedades and El Wnlyersalo. In it, he praised the Chinese for 

their part in the Korean War> arid criticized Mexico as a "poor9 back

ward country full of barbarous ignorance^ stupid mystlcism9 tireless '

Opportunisms, and a servile devotion toward the ridiculous supersti-
186tions of the Church0 ,!l Mationallyg in an attempt to regain his for

mer influence with labor and widen the split between Aleman and
181 -Gortinesg he announced his support of the latter^ ' The. very fact

1 1 7 8  : . :
Hispanic-American Reports June 1952s pe 70

New York Timess January 18 1953s pQ So

180lbido
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that such side switching occurred on the part of this known political

opportunist was a reflection of the declining influence at that time of

leftist elements in MexicOo

. One year la ter3 Toledano met with General Gabriel Velasunezg

Pregident of the P 0 E,e L to attempt a, coordinatioh of aims between
182their two political groups0 This again was in accordance with the 

Moscow party line which advocated if not a merger at least a  unity 

of purpose with those identified with social reform, How much such 

action on Toledanors part represented an attempt to evade political 

oblivion in the wake of the new electoral law requiring a membership 

of 75a 000 for official registration as a recognized party would not 

be hard to estimate0 Regardless of what happened to the Partido 

Populara Toledano's ambition would never permit him to sink with 

the ship if a rejection of loyalty, to his own creation would .assure a 

place of continuing prominence in national politics^

Following the elections of July 3? 1955$, Partido Popular re-
joq

fuSed to accept the one seat awarded to it in the Chamber of deputies0 

The purpose of the rejection was the: usual futile protest against an 

electoral system which made a  mockery of the people8s yoteo %t was 

the very ineffectiveness of these methods which finally led to such 

dissatisfaction on the part of the party members: in Vera Qruz that 

they disbanded in 1957 and reorganized as the Partido Socjalista

182 . . .  Hispanic ̂ American Reports, February 1954$, p0 9o
183:H isp an lc * -4 rn erican  R eport^ . O ctober 1955$,. Po 4 0 50
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Veracruzg-ria- under Vidal Diaz However, the party within

the DistrltQ Federal Gomtlmheh to follow Toledanols lead, which, after 

a purge of Enrigue Hamirez y h-amfrezg pointed, to support of Pa R0 L *M 

eandidate, Lopez Mateos»

Only by uominatiug sixty-hine candid.ates for the Chamber of
1 © E

©eputies and, tweiify>-oiie for the Senates ' ' could the Partid.Q Popular 

lay any claim to retaining its indepejadeut status0 Thus, administra

tion moves toward an expanded democracy which included rightist 

Bo AoNo members in preference to his leftist group were not to 

Toledano^s likingo Yet he was once more forced into the unenviable 

political position of threatening to use violent means to gain power 

if sfrenuous party campaigns were not rewarded with.Partido Popu- . 

lar 8s repeatedly advocated pfopo-rtional.'repr6aehfcatiohiin:'fhe:‘national
- T r . S  '■ I Q  Z '' ‘ - " ' ...............

gdvermnento

Impotence would seem to be the best word to describe the 

efforts of this second party hppefulo It hag come a full circle from 

Po Ro Ie 9 to independence, to an abortive union with other leftist 

groups, and back to P, R0 L in preference to political oblivion^

^ ^Hlspanic-Amerlcan Report, February 1957, pe % 

^ ^Hew York Times, July 6, 1958, p0 220

^Hispanic-American Report, August 1958, p8 3630



F federacjon  de P a r t id o s  del P u eb lo  and  th e  1952 C o alitio n

The Fo Fo Pe $ though spmewhat longer lived than other small 

second parties in MexicQs was an example of a mianomer typical in 

the politics of that eeuntryP More truly a campaign machine than a 

political partys it was born of discontent by personal ambition0

In 1945g General Miguel Henriquez Gunman had withdrawn 

from the P 0 R0 M<, nomination race because, ’’Party pressure for the 

candidacy of Alemdn excluded all pos sibility of a democratic electionP ̂ ^^ 

It would not be unreasonable to assume thata in order to retain his 

personal.support of the party and its chosen candidate in 1946s he 

was promised the party1 s nomination for president in 1952p P 0 R0 L ls 

failure t# acknowledge its indebtedness after the intervening six year 

moratorium was directly responsible for the creation of this challenge 

to its control of the national governments

At its inception, the FP Po P> was intent only on capitalizing 

on the discontent of groups both within and without the P 0 R0 L for the 

purpose Of .promoting the candidacy of Guzman for presidents Follow

ing the formal nomination of its candidate which was accepted July 29 , 

1951# a platform which would avoid the perpetuation of a government 

party in office; insure the technological and economic improvement 

of the a r m y p r o v i d e  for greater local and State self government.

8̂7Mew York Times, June 11, 1945, p© 20

18gKew Yorh Times# July 30, 1951, p© 5© 
189.



agrarian reforms women's rights, and a curb to inflation was 

written0

Guzman, a fifty*-three year old native of Piedras Mogras, 

and the,first military man to run since 1940,. was counting On strong 

rural backing,, Supported by Ga'rdenas and Gamacho^^ it seemed ' 

that an Opposition candidate for the first time in twenty-five years 

might haye a chance to win an election in MexicOo The great weak

ness in his candidacy was the lack of strong labor support for his 

somewhat leftist program,, This vulnerability did not cause the

party to anticipate a .change in ®doctriae;®: to permit a coalition with
193

either P 0 Ao No or Po Po despite rumors to the effect that the 

Revolutionary, Goastiiutionalists Popular and Farm Worker groups 

contemplated such a union,

March El, the formal announcement of a working coalition

between the Fo P 0 P 0 , Po Po , and Partido de la Reyolucldn, was
194made* By April 1, the Po Go had been added and a  unified list of 

Congressional candidates preparedo The only remaining problems 

were the selection from among Guzman, Toledano, and Aguilar, of

Tucker, p* 630
191 ' ' • ■Pis panic-American Report, September 1951, p* 7o

193Hispanic -Ame rican Report, ©ctober 1951, pe 9o
194 ' ' 1

Hispanic-American Report, April 1952, p8 70



a single presidential candidate) and the reconcilation of their varying 

political views into a common platform. In accepting Guzman as the 

candidate £ the Gommimists claimed the right to the biggest hammer 

in constructing the platform. The result was the following five point 

programs • (1) Peaceful relations with all nations should be maintained;

(2) No intervention in foreign wars should take place, this was an 

obvious reference to the Korea®- conflict; (3) Inclusion of the social 

and economic planks customary to the Communist party was essential; 

{4) Electoral reform guaranteeing all political parties actual partici

pation in the nation^s progressv another bid for P, P,. proportional 

representations should be established; and (5) Defense of the political 

rights of the army should be made.

The fifth plank arose Over a problem generated by the adminis- 

tratiye structure of the Partido Popular, When Toledano accepted 

his party’s nomination for president; he was constrained by Mexican 

law to vacate his office as president of the party in order to run for 

office, ■ General ©ctoyio Yejar Vssquez assumed the duties of pro

visional president only to find himSelf arrested  for disobeying orders 

which had assigned him to a post outside the capital, Technicallys ,

any general On the active list even though he might have no command 

is  still subject to military orders, and disobedience constitutes in

subordination which comes under the ■ jurisdiction of a military rather

^ ^ New York Times a April 16; 1952, p, 8, 

^^^New York Times, April. 15, 1952, p, 5,



than a civil court* Yasquez8 actions tested the validity of orders

issued by the Ministry of National Defense that military men not en~
198gage in politics9 and shifted the issue from one of simple disobe^ 

dience to one of the Gonstitutional rights of army personnel as 

Oitizens*': The official statement issued by General Gilbert© R0 

l/imdn9 Minister of National Defenses was that., ®A11 Mexican military 

men had the same rights and obligations regardless of their political 

convictions* 81 Thus9 though General Rodolfo Sanchez Toboada 

might head the. JF* R» I* , and General Alfonso Co rono del Re sal might 

be Po R01* !s regional. leader for Mexico City9 the provisional p resi

dent of P Q Po s if a general and on the active list, must obey orders 

Or suffer the consequences * . .. . .

hes s, than a month later the coalition, under the weight of the 

personal ambition of two men, collapsed like a house of cards*

Toledano. eaid he was too good a candidate with too great a response 

to withdraw] Guzman said Toledanors platform of immediate national

ization of banks? telephones, electricity, and ether industry was too 

radical for the coalition; and not even the unified llls tt of Gongressional 

nominees survived the wreckage* ^ ^  Officially the coalition, begun 

March 21, ended May 16 of the same year, with Guzman retaining the

Ibid

New York Times, April 18, 1952, p0 50 
2Q0- ,

nNew Y ork  T im e s , M ay 3, 1952, p* 8 *



Support of the 3?o do la Jt0 and the P#, C0 in addition to his own Fo. Po Po^®  ̂

As a result of the collapse of the coalition, hy July 1952, Guzman 

had become the symbol of all opposition to the evils of the P s R0 L For 

example, Oaxaca became a  center of Guzman support as a protest

oyer the yenaflty of the state governor who had been imposed by the
203WP Re lo His efforts to. le v y  new taxes had led to rioting in March, 

and a demand for his removal which the government’s offer to investi

gate immediately following the election did not appease,,

During the election, Guzman supporters marched from the

Alameda. Gentralto the Zdcolo when early returns showed Cortines
204 'polling eighty-four per cent of the votes cast. In conformity with 

the established policy for maintaining public order on election day, 

police met the marchers with guns, tear "gas,, and night sticks?

While such action might represent intimidation, so did the mob, with 

much less chance of being held responsible for its actions.

This unruly beginning continued following the election^ Guzman 

supporters refused to concede and in the time-honored tradition of 

Mexico, threatened revolution to achieve for their candidates what 

• peaceful election had not. Excelsior reported that a, coalition of the 

' FoFoP, and P, G, had even called a Congress to meet in Atatzingau,

202Hispanic--American Report, June 1952, p, 7,

2Q3New York Times, July 3, T952, p® 5,

3 0 ^ H isp a n ic -A m e ric a n  R e p o r t, August 1952, p , 9,



Michoacaris, September i0 There, at the same time that the P 0 Re Xo 

dommated Congress was meeting la the capital, defeated Guzman.

■candidates would declar e their standard bear er to be pre sideat- elect
207of Mexicoo However,, by November and December of 19529 the.

bubbles Of revolution had Simmered down to mass meetings convened

t® protest the loyalty of the members to the PePa P 0 and its candi-
208 /  date* On fhe basis of these m eetings, Guzmdn, supported by Some

army generals, refused to withdraw his demand that the anti*-corrup

tion laws .sponsored by the new administration be made retroactive^ 

The government had two alternative courses open to it in 

dealing with a "party" which refused to either cooperate or dissolve,,

It could take direct action and cancel the partyts official registration 

on the basis of their being a. threat to public order* Or it could just 

wait for the new electoral law going into effect June 30, to eliminate 

the F* Po Po without the necessity for overt adm inistrative.action 

with its connotation of undemocratic suppression* It was hardly 

credible that the Po Po Pp would be able to account for 75, 000 members 

with a spread which placed at least 2500 of them in two-thirds of the 

twenty-nine stateso Therefore, the second alternative was much to 

be preferred, . '

An opposition handicapped by its own inadequacies will never

^ Sfaw Turk Times, July 29* 1952, p, 6, 

207Ibido

2 ^ ^ H isp a n ic -A m e ric a n  R e p o r t, N o v em b er a n d  B e c e m b e r, 1952*
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win a races but one fouled by the whip of persecution may succeed in
. ■ y  '

a second attempts Aware of thisa Guzman chose to be purged rather

than, forgotten,, His published statement that he was* % t the will of 
209the people* though it drew little general response from a public

long leary of generals with a driving ambition for personal power*

was probably responsible for the. riots in the capital*' and the attempt

by Emilio Laing* former, mayor of Las Delieias* to seize for the

party that town* Chihuahua* Meoqui* and Ciudad Juhrez0

Although the vice-president Of the party in.Mexico City claimed

it was not involved* Angel Carvajal* Secretary of the Interior canceled

the .Fo Wo Wp % legal registration February 26* 1954* for “constant
211subversive action*  ̂ The only Other group suffering under a similar 

forced retirement is the XJo SoNo Yet even though the result of the 

canceled registration meant a lim ited influential sphere because of 

disbarment from the federal ballot* Guzman* like. Toledano* refused 

to give up and again announced in 1957 his willingness to serve as a 

candidate* ; .

Splinter Parties

In addition to the political groups which have been examined : 

in some detail* Mexico has. many smaller "parties,r whose chief

2^9lfew York Times* February 10* 1954* p« 13„
210 ' 'Hispanic-American Report* February 1954* pe 9*

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  .

New York Times* February 28* 1954* p0 240
212 " " Hispanic-American Report* October 1957* p* 455o ■
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fynctiopi seems to be that of focusing the attention, of the P 0 Ra h on 

critical problemso The effectiveness of these associations in actual 

elections is severely limited by the shifting policy of the official 

party a Whenever an issue has become serious enough to arouse the 

active interest of a minor political party, its amelioration or solution 

will immediately hei of major concern to the PQ Ro I0 The government 

as a synonym for the party will then move to ease the tension evi

denced by the activity of the minor party 1 . In this way, not only are 

the thunder heads of a possible "cause11 dis sipated, but also the 

Po Rolo can once again claim the credit for maintaining a constant 

thought for the welfare of the people*

One such expression of opposition in the field of political 

action was made in behalf of Emilio Padilla* His statement in May 

more nearly represented that of a presidential hopeful in the United 

States than that of an opposition politician in Mexico* "Ror the time 

being I am concentrating on the work of the San Francisco Conferenceo 

I have a mission to aceomplishp When I have finished it, there will be

time to sound out, not my opinion, but that of the people* • 1 shall
' 213never be a self-appointed candidateo11 Two months later, he had

resigned, from the Foreign Ministry, and asked only that support for

his candidacy for president be delayed until he had completed the task
214

of defending his foreign policy*

?1 -i
New York Times, May 28, 1945, p* 13* 

^ N e w  York Times, July 12, 1945, p* 3*
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Padilla'is domestic policy was stated in requests addressed

to Camacho for executive orders regarding needed electoral reforms,,

These included; (1) forbidding governorS^ municipal president's^ and

other government officials to participate in propaganda campaigns

for candidates; (2 ) enacting effective electoral laws to muzzle the

army; and (3) amending Article. 90 of the Constitution which designated

the Chamber of Deputies controlled by the P e Re X0 as the electoral 
215college,, . When street battles with the Alemanistas developed^, 

one more request for presidential action was added0 This time an 

order granting freedom of expression for opposition parties was the 

desired goal0

IJnfo rtunately the mode rate s 9 who9 it was anticipated^ would 

approve Padilla’s program, had been too recently organized them

selves to serve as a skeleton strong enough to bear the weight of the 

muscle and sinew of a growing political body0 However, an effort 

was made to create a campaign machine: through the founding of the 

National Democratic Party whose six thousand convention delegates

met in the Coliseum, November 23, to name Padilla officially as 
217

their candidate,,

The campaign which began December 2, in Guerrero, where

7'TR ■New York Times, September 4, 1945, p= 12„ 

^ ^New York Times, NQVember 6, 1945, pe 13,
217

New Y ork  T im e s , N o v em b er 25, 1945, p 0 19o
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Padilla had previously been elected to the national Senate, raised

the questions of United States and Roman Catholic Church support

provided for this candidateo ha the case of the first allegation, even

the government, dominated as it was by the P 0 R0 lo, rejected United

States intervention as a possibility. Also, extensive Church support

seemed unlikely to be attracted away from P 0 A, H, strongly oriented

program by Padilla’s statement of policy, .

The institutional life of Mexico requires the continued separa
tion of Church and State,

However, the anti-democratic maneuvers of groups who wish 
to persecute Mexican Catholics simply because theymroclaim the 
faith of their .conscience should be rebelled against,

- . '  (
In fact, the National Democratic Party would probably have appreci

ated support from the well organized P, A,N, in Mdrida, Zacatecas, 

Chiapas, Tabasco, Campeche, and Colima, places where the former 

did not even have an electoral committee.

Though United States financial support had not defrayed cam

paign expenses, Padilla did suggest that a policy of non-recognition ‘

might be used if that country felt that the imare.s of democratic action
221

had been abrogated during the election® This was his alternative 

to revolution in Mexico for the purpose of convincing the government 

that it should abide by the will of the people with regard to the elec

toral reforms his party sought, - ■

218Ibid,

2^New York Times,. December 24, 1945, p, 9,

2^^New York Time s, May 6, 1946, p, %:

New Y ork  T im e s , June 1, 1946, p , 7,
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. Another minor politioal group was the National Gonstitutiom 

alist Party which sponsored the candidacy of General Jesds Augustine 

Castro in 194So Describing Mexico^s government as an absolutist, 

oligar chy9 they s ought ^authentic demo o r acy1,2 2 ̂  in 1951 by supporting 

the Ittdbpendent. ■h.eyolutionary Party^e: standard bearers General . 

Gandido Aguilar0 The latter was effectively muzzled when, having 

withdrawn in favor of the coalition?s candidate Guzman, he was seized 

and jailed for an alledged plot to start a revolt in Vera GruSo 22^

Aguilar cs plight undoubtedly triggered the actions of Ignacio 

Ramos Praslow, leader of the Constitutionalists0 At Ms hall, the 

leaders of the Po de la Ro * the Jj% P 0 Po , and the P 0 Go convened to 

organize a  Gomite Nacional de Defettsa de los Re os Politicos que se ' ' 

Encuentran Internados en los Carceles de la Republica (National
2 2 5Gommittee for. the Defense of Political Prisoners in Mexican Jails)® 

Neither this $ however g nor the efforts of the Mexican Agrarian Labor 

Party to resreate the coalition destroyed by Toledano were particularly 

successful® The left was still unable to agree on either a single p resi

dential candidate or a common group of legislative nominees0 Without 

the cohesion to achieve even these primary goals, it would seem uh* 

likely that Po L® A® M® 's hope of continuing the coalition after the

222New York Times, January 28, 1946, p0 9®
2 2 3 Hispanic - American Report, April 1951, p® 18®
224 -

Hispanic -American Report, August 1952, p® 9®
225 H ispan ic^A m erican  R ep o rt, O ctober 1952, p® 8®
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elections and establishing through its efforts a democratic national
*5 "J)

government of all partie s$ would be realizedo

Another example of self-destruction was found in the Con-

federacidh de Profesionistas.- Hniversitario's which was formed for the
227purpose of re-electing Aleman0 Starting with a premise untenable 

under existing Mexican law, it abandoned even the potential force of 

an irritant to the P 0 R0 h with the decision to abstain from participa

tion in the election in order to permit members to vote for the candi-
228

date of their choice#

The right as well as the left suffered under its own inability 

to function as a unite Instead of political action committees within 

the framework of a  single party such as those maintained by the 

Po Ro L ? the right's tendency, seems to be a fragmentation which 

creates many small.independent parties each with one issue at heart# 

That of the Par tide Nacional de Mexico (Mexican Nationalist Party) 3 

officially registered in 1951 as another pro-Catholic group# was 

protesting Communist activity in the field of education# In by

passing Po A# No fs well known educational program as an avenue for 

expressing this objection* effort, which could and should have been

^  ̂ Hispanic ̂ American Report* July 1952* p# 8#

^ ^Hispanic-American Report, October 1951, p# 10#

228IMdo ' ‘ ' ' ' ■ ' -
229Hispanic-American Repo r t , August 1951, p0 14#

23QMew Y ork T im e s , P e b ru a ry  20* 1953, p 0 6 P



expended in fighting communism in education, if that was their goal a 

was diverted to the problems inherent in the creation of a new party. 

Wasted, effort is not the way to increase Catholic influ.ence in educa

tion in a nation whose Constitution prohibits direct action on the part 

of the Church in that field. As, S results instead of guiding public 

thinkings by April 1953, the party had become a mere echo of the 

popular protest against Communist inspired textbooks in the public

. sch o o ls , ^ 1  .

More recently, the Partldo Autentico de la Revolucidn (Authen^

tic Revolutionary Party) was launched by General Jacinto de Trevino, 
232in March 1954, Composed mainly of veterans, it had until June 13

. 233 ■
to get the 75, 000 members necessary for official registration.

It was perhaps because most of these members were former Prljstas

merely expressing a strong dissatisfaction with intra-party operation

that they were unable to agree sufficiently on party objectives to adopt 
234

a constitution. Certainly this more favored position was active
p O E

in the government’s decision to register the party officially in 1957, 

Although such a decision might seem to indicate a weakening 

in the P, R, I, grip on the reins of national government, it is much more 

likely to cause a reincorporation of the rebellious generals within the

Hi s panic - Americ an Report, Aprjl 1953, p, 10,

23ZN(5W York Times, Ma?rch 2, 1954, p, 10,

233Ib

234Hi

id,

.spanic-^American R<sport, March 1954, p, 8,
23 BHispanic^American Report, September 1957, p, 401,



parent group* With one gtrokea the goYernmeat and. therefore the 

Po Ro 1<d silerLced criticism  of its electoral policy3 ©pened the way for • 

reconciliations and liquidated another minor party's issne in its



POLITICAL ACTION

The key to understanding the operation of Mexican politics 

lies in the constitutional concepts adopted by the men responsible, for 

framing that instrument of government. Trying to incorporate the 

best in democratic political philosophy from the United States and 

French Constitutions with the. social legislation, demanded by con

temporary Mexican thoughts the authors compiled a  document which 

theoretically left little or nothing to be desired.

It provided the. Revolution^ which had previously lacked any 

political philosophy except that embodied in the opportunistic goal of 

defeating Diaz and establishing an acceptable system of presidential 

succession, with a program that could be called into action to justify 

public policy and political expediency. Under its auspices the meager 

social program sponsored by Madero mushroomed into a full-scale 

revolution not only demanded by the people, but now in addition 

sanctioned by the newly written law Of the land.

The primary point of departure, resulting in today's tangen

tial deviation from the nation’s expressed ideal of political democ

racy, was the unchecked powers granted to the president. Holmes 

has said, the Constitution of 1917 simply "puts the paper system of 

government more completely in accord with the dictatorial genius of

i: ' ' 179



the country« " Where a constitution wag and is W'hat the executive 

makes it, control of that Office does become the only means of ef

fective political expression. .

Begun as a necessity to combat the tendency of state govern-*

ors to serve as nuclei for revolts directed against the central govern-* 
2ment, the presidential power to remove such elective officials at 

will posed earfier and still poses a constant threat to opposition hopes 

of infiltrating* by that route, the sphere of national power. Such 

federal interference in state government is  based on the constitu

tional requirements that: democratic state, governments must be 

maintained! the Constitution and federal laws must be enforced; in

dividual liberties guaranteed by the Constitution must not be' denied;
3

and peace must be maintained. Unfortunately, official party inter

pretation has permitted these political guides to degenerate into the 

means for the permissive perpetuation of its own power, .

A secondary point of departure was the internal ideological 

conflict -expressed by the document itself. Mow was the nation to 

reconcile the ideal of democratic freedom with the reality of govern

ment suppression of the Church and the hacendados ? This Seemingly 

irrefutable criticism,, however^, surrendered, locally at least, to

Holmes, p. 15,
2 • Duggan* p. 97 o .
3 Tannenbaum. Struggles , ,  p, 88.



the Latin logic which, reinforced the formally expressed executive, 

power. Since the Constitution p r obably could never be enforced in its  

entirety, the answer must be a shifting of stress to Whichever part of 

the reform program was currently most expedient. What did it mat* 

te r if different administrations followed varying courses, so long as 

they all functioned within the framework of the Constitution? The 

important thing was that the ideals of the political and social revolu- . 

tions were written into the fundamental law of the land. The fallacy 

of limitations placed on that law by an official elected under its  aegis 

must either have been Unnoted, ignored, or accepted as a necessary 

evil.

By '1945, the constitutional electoral processes which had de-t 

y el oped under the guidance of the P. ft. I. controlled government, were 

being seriously challenged. Padilla1 s statement that, "The p resen t. 

law safeguards the fraud perpetrated against the people's sovereign

ty, pointed up the fact that reform of the electoral law was regarded 

as the most vital issue of that campaign. The focal point of opposition 

unhappiness was the authority granted to the P. B,. 1. contr oiled "Cham

ber of Deputies to count the votes. Their assumption that free, 

democratic elections were impossible under such conditions hardly 

seemed unreasonable. >Teither did the reform they sought, which ' 

consisted of the establishment of a non-political electoral board to

^New Y ork T im es , N o v em b er 11, 1945, p . 22.
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count the vote with Congress retaining its voice in the authority to 
5

ratify that count, seem an excessively extreme measure.

Early official p a r ty  reaction, a s  might have been anticipated, 

was not in favor of any change. Reportedly they felt that the present

electoral law satisfied in p rinciple the needs Of the. voters, and ther e -
■ £ 

fore, did not require any • substantial reforms. However, in defer*-*

ence to the extensive public demand, several gestures were made

with the express purpose of recreating a  sympathetic picture of the

P. R. X. as the bulwark of democracy in Mexico.

F irst, a  reform bill which would create an Electoral Board

.composed of two cabinet ministers, two Supreme Court judges, two

members of.C o n g re ss  and two r e p re s e n ta t iv e s  of national political 
7

parties was sent to the Chamber of Deputies. Then the P. R. I. 

S p o n so red  a  new E le c to ra l  Code which was ado p ted  December 19, 

1945. Under its provisions, all males of eighteen if married or 

twenty-one if u n m a r r ie d  were to  r e g i s t e r  in  May 1946, for election 

purposes. A t that time they would be given a card bearing their sig

nature, address, fingerprints,, and coded  p e r fo ra t io n s .  A  duplicate
/

5Ibid. .

6Xbid.
7 '

New Y ork  T im e s , D ecem b er 13, 1945, p . 10.
Q

New Y ork  T im es , June 30, 1946, p . 7=
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card would be retained by polling authorities in order on election day

to; guarantee each citizen one vote, prevent voting more than once,
, . . 9

and prevent voting outside the legal district.

Teeth for the code were provided in three degrees of inten-

1. Imprisonment for one month to one year and/or sus
pension of political rights for two to six years for: 
a. Anyone preventing registration balloting, or 

performance of electoral duties by any person, 
ho Illegal inscription or cancellation of a  name on 

an electoral list.
Co. Anyone who votes twice. .
do Anyone forcing others to vote for a  specific can

didate. •
S. Anyone who falsifies,, alters,., or destroys in any 

way a voter 's credentials, 
fo Anyone who buys or sells a vote or presents a 

false ticket.
Z. A fine or 300-1200 pesos and/or imprisonment for six 

; months to two years for prevention of or interference 
with the installation, opening, functioning, or closing of 
the polls.

3. A fine of 10-300 pesos and/or imprisonment for three 
days to six months and/or suspension of political
rights for;
a. Anyone refusing to register, vote, or discharge 

electoral duties.
b. Anyone giving false information to a reg istrar

or attempting to register twice.
c. Campaigning within 200 meters of the polls.
d. Bearing arms to the polls.

I t  was hoped that the new code would minimize bossism and 

encourage: th e  formation of la r g e ,  national, p e rm a n e n t  p o lit ic a l

'9Ibid.

idW hetten, p . 557.



parties with definite ideologies. Goals such as these became feasible

with the establishment of detailed criteria  for the mihimum numbers

compositions program, and procedure for registratibn of national

political parties! and the transfer of control of the electoral me chan-
11ism from municipal and state officials to a national organization.

Previously:, the first three arrivals at the polls opened, them 

and served as the functionaries for the election. Ihider the new law, 

officials were appointed by a national committee and were required 

to open the polls at BtM a. m. If they failed to perform this duty 

promptly, alternate officials who had been appointed by the same 

committee assumed the responsibility for its performance at 8; 15. 

Should both the official and alternate fail to appear, party represen

tatives in the presence of a notary or judge could open the polls at 

8:30. 12

Franchise rights exercised at these polling places elected 

directly the president and senators for six year terms, and the dep

uties for a  three year term. Eligibility to participate as electors had 

been established by the constitutional prevision for universal male 

Suffrage at age eighteen if married or twenty-one if single with no 

literacy requirement. To this was added, in 1946, the provision for 

female suffrage in municipal elections, and in 1954, it  was again ex-

 ̂ Cline, "Mexico a Maturing . . .  ", p. 139.
12

H ispan ic-A m erican  R ep o rt, Ju ly  .1952,. p. 7.
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13paneled to include women in elections on the national level.

Two electoral elements were of great concern to the govern.^ 

ment prior to the 1955 elections. One was the possibility that Church 

influence in government would escperience an upsurge due to the in

clusion for the first time of women voters* whom it was felt were 

more sympathetic toward that institution than men. The Other was 

the necessity.to maintain a curb* however subtle^ on communist in** 

fLuence in national politics.

In the firs t case* if  a facade of democracy were to be main

tained,, overt activities would be possible only So the political parties* 

all of whom made strenuous efforts to enlist the newly eligible voters 

within their ranks. By contrast* the only avenue of official action, 

was prayer based on the hope that male family members would have 

some influence On their female relatives of voting age.

The Communist party* on the other hand* occupied no such 

favored position in the national mind* and therefore found itself 

strangling in the coils .of official restraint.. For example? a ll reg>*

1 stored political parties, were required to insert in their constitutions* 

before they could take p a rt in elections* a "prohibition against ac

ceptance of a  pact or agreement which, would oblige them to be sub

ordinate to an international organization or to belong to or be affili

ated with a foreign political party. " In addition* a new electoral

^Tucker* pp. 64-65.

"^Edward Tomlinson, Battle.for the Hemisphere (New York?
Scharles. Scribner's Sons, 1947), pp. 191-192. '
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law was passed which required a party to have a  membership of 

75, 000 in order to receive official recognition and a  place on the bal

lot.. There was little point in being legally recognized in the nation
4 • JL5.if  a membership of 30, 000 were to leave the party ineffective in

the political arena. Other provisions of the same law required voter s

to carry their own credentials, to the polls, and restricted the right of
t A

Communists to assemble during, elections.

Non-Communist opposition was not too much better off.'

True, they were still recognized and accorded a place on the ballot

since they could meet the membership qualifications. However, their

frustra tion  m ust have been, in m easure, greater, since government

suppression could not be blamed for their failure to achieve a  more

meaningful place in national politics. The sum of their accomplish-*

ments after years Of agitation was P. R»I. % voluntary .establishment

of a six man Federal Electoral Commlsion to adjuge complaints with

regard to any violation of constitutional rights perpetrated by any in**

dividual or party. The commission was composed of four P. JR.. I.
17members and two opposition members. Others were permitted to 

sit in, on its sessions, but were not permitted to vote.

* ̂ New York Times, December 28, 1953, p. 6.

 ̂̂ Hispanic.-American .Report, January 1954, p. 8. 

Tucker,, p. 67.
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Remembering the accepted piecemeal enforcement of Mexico’s

Constitutions an interesting possibility occurs in the presence Of the
18following section in that document, "All Mexican citiz;ens5 ir re 

spective of literacy? must vote or be Subject to corporal punishment 

or fine. " To dates little serious effort has been made to enforce ob

ligatory voting; and the phenomena of Mexican political life acknowl

edge the distorted reflection of a  democracy3 where a relatively 

small percentage of the total eligible population actually is capable of 

or interested In participating in their own government. Nor would a 

forcible increase in the number of active voters serve to correct the 

refraction completely, since the misshapen image is  not a  function of 

the m irror alone. Such a malignant growth might, however, per

suade the subject to perceive the gross ugliness of its real self so ' 

that an inner desire to improve would perm it the necessarily thera

peutic tr eatment indicated. '

Modern advertising has substituted a frequent repetition of 

the small unit as quantitatively more successful a method than an in

crement in the size of a single unit. The application of this principle 

may yet prove to be a  source of inspiration to the opposition parties 

in Mexico. . If they can learn to grow in internal strength and stabil

ity, content to essay political tests which do not overtax their youth

ful stamina, survival Is- assured.. To utilize the principle of repeti

tion fully,, a  party must be capable of returning to the arena, and

r"""r....1 ' I 6"” !
H isp a n ic -A m e ric a n  R eport, M arch  1958, p . 74.



faiuhare to aaivivo would certainly nullify that possibility„ In essence; 

then* long life must precede hope of real political success; particularly 

in a nation whose- government has for so many years been as nearly 

scMzophrenic as an inanimate entity can be.

Haying, evaluated the effect of the constitutional philosophy 

prevailing in Mexico* the next step involves an examination of its ap« 

plication to actual election conditions, Early procedure included the 

publication*, thirty days prior to the election* of a  list of eligible vot

ers, Subject to amendment# the listw as based on a general census 

taken by the electoral council every two years. The lis t contained the

name* address* ate, m artial status* occupation* and literacy of the
19 'individual in question,, ■ Then three days before the election* the 

eligible voters were notified of the date, purpose of the election* and 

location of the voting booth to which they were assigned, ^

Federal elections were customarily held on the firs t Sunday in . 

July from 8:00 a<> m, to 5:00 p, m. The ballots * Australian in form* were 

distinguished according f# party by color* including a blank to permit 

votes for write-in candidates,. Although this might- seem to nullify the 

private expression of Opinion desirable in a democratic election* it 

did provide f#r the needs of illiterate voters. The only persons ex

cluded from participation were inebriates and those bearing arms,

Donald B, Brand and Jose C, Nunez, Qujroga a  Mexican 
Mwicipio, (Washington: United States Government Printing Office*
19W* p, 103,



On the third Sunday in July the district electoral committee 

counts the votes and sends the results ior president and deputies to 

the.Chamber of Deputies for verification. . Votes for senators a re . 

sent to the state electoral committee for tabulating and to the state .. 

legislature for verification. Ultimately5, Congress announces offi

cially the decisions On both its membership and the presidency.

In 1945, President Camacho pledged that, . ,

Under no circumstance will, my government employ its 
resources to falsify or sway the popular will. Regardless 
of wh# they are, all those who» within the law, aspire to 
participate in the neat presidential elections will enjoy the 
guarantees that the executive is in duty bound to give to the 
citizens for a clear manifestation of their will.

One of the essentials for ensuring the fulfillment of this promise had 

already been completed in July. Through legislative action, the army 

had been thoroughly reorganized into a non-political, purely profes

sional corps at the service of the State,. By prohibitihg military lead

ers with active commands from participating in politics, the admin

istration not only reduced the threat of control by a praetorian oli

garchy, but also declared itself an earnest believer in  civilian con

trolled government. Such an affirmation might seem unimportant if 

history had not revealed so often the appeal a caudillo. had for the av

erage Mexican voter. The power of centuries of paternalism is diffi

cult to offset in a  balance against m ere decades of representative 

government. ,

■ •' New York, T im e s , S e p te m b e r 3 , 1945, p . 10.
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By November inuch of the substance of. President Camacho's 

good intentions, had been diluted by the political opportunism of those 

party members currently bolding Corgres sionai and gubernatorial po

sitions in MexicOo Embarrassed, the president sharply criticized 

governors, senators^ and deputies who in their official capacity had 

placed a t the. disposal of P. R» candidates the financial and political 

resources of their states. It was acts Such as these which robbed 

the administration of its shield of righteousness,: and left.it: defense

less before the public pressure which was demanding consideration 

of an additional electoral reform in the form of the creation of an 

electoral board composed of all political parties. Concessions once 

made are difficult to r e c a l l  with dignity^ even such compromise ones 

as the composition of the Commission of .Federal Elections which was

to include representatives of the three major parties, two members
u \  23 "

of Congress,, and the Secretary of Interior.

N evertheless, registration under Dr. J o se  Saenz p ro c ee d e d

apace, so that On the basis of the total as of May 29 he could state

that approximately three million, or more than three-fifths of the
24estimated number of voters would register before the election.

The army prepared itself for police duty at the polling places, which 

were to he established in the streets with guards at either end. The

New York Times, November 29, 1945,. p. 15.
23

Cline, U nited  S ta te s  an d  Mexico, P» 327.
24

New Y ork  T im e s , June 7, 1946, p . 13. ’



Voting booths were prepared in a ratio Of one to every two thousand

voters with rep re sentative s of the two major parties in the locality
' 25of their placement serving as the Staff foh the polling place. . The 

number of booths might seem excessive were it not for the fact that ft 

was not possible to  Vote a straight ticket with one mark, nor were, 

machines available. Further preparations included the closing of • 

bars two days before the .election, the limiting of automobile traffic, 

within two blocks of the voting; places, an arms search of all those 

who came to vote, and authorisation of army guards for the ballot 

boxes until their delivery to the electoral control board for count

ing. 26

The primary goal for political, progress in Mexico would be 

the achievement of a  truly free, democratic election. And, surpris

ingly enough. In spite of yearb of .fraud, bribery, and trickery, her 

people have still not. given up hope of reaching that height. The re 

vised electoral laws provided the nation with an opportunity to con

duct a reasonably honest vote. The thing which could not be taken for 

granted was the people^s. ability to obey their own laws.

Violations of the electoral laws were punishable, under the 

jurisdiction of the federal courts. Yet the Supreme Court decided 

there were no constitutional grounds for the federal government to 

intervene in Monterey.. The P. R. M. candidate for mayor there, was

2.H •New York Times, June 30, 1946, p.. 7.

2^"A lem dn  V in sn , In te r -A m e r ic a n , A u g u st 1946, p . 5.
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probably coRSide.red by them to be the better man# since he was .the 

brother-in^law of the state governor^ and had already been sworn in

despite the fact that the majority of the townspeople had voted in favor
■Z7 '''' - /

of an independent candidate. A sintilar imposition attempt, in Ta-

pachula# Chiapas# caused a  riot. Then Luis Guizars} whonhad been

Supported by State Governor Juan Maria Esponda# was placed under 
28

federal guard; and elected independent# Ernesto A. Cordoba, su r

rendered his post to a council pending the naming of a new mayor by 

the state or federal government, or the holding of a new election.

The net result; of the Tapachula. riot was three-fold. - Cover-
3 Qnor Espohda Was removed from office, a chain reaction of sim ilar"

'  . . .  ' 31 
disturbances in fifty communities in six states was reported, and

party leaders were ordered to select local candidates with greater

care. It very definitely reflected the fact that many state governors.

were aligned with the official party for personal gain only, and not

from any sense of belief in or loyalty to the political principles rep*

resented by that group.

The national election results which reflected no evidence of '

27 zNew York Times, January 23, 1946, p. 15.

^New York Tilnes,. January 4, 1947, j>. 6.

2%>id»

New York. Tiines, January 11, 1947# p. 6.

31 New York Tilnes, January 19$ 1947$ p. 31.
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beiiig affected by the local disturbances were reported as follows,,

Miguel Aleman 1^786^901
Ebiequiel Radilla ' 443,357 ; .
Jo Augustin Castro 28,537 ■
Carlos lo Calderon 1, 181

' The tremendous plurality1 polled by the F„ Ro I» candidate^ Aleman, 

was influenced by several factors, o t h e r  than the obvious ones of 

nation-wide party Organization, and control of the electoral machinery. 

Five of these were: (1) The conviction by all groups that Aleman was

.a liberal but not an extremist, which made him a very popular candm 

datej (2) The tacit acceptance of him by the Church evidenced by its 

abstinence from election activity, the illegality of which did not nor^ 

mally disturb its conscience! (3) the increasing strength of the Co T«M, 

labor section of the Po R» I .:% ■ (4) the fact that his nearest opponent was 

viewed askance by many Mexicans for a  known pro-United States at

titude 5 and (5) the attempts made by many small parties to gain Con

gressional seats for their candidates by supporting the P, R„ 1„ pro si- 
3 3

dential nominee o .

Three years later, the government for the firs t time made a  

distinct effort to compel citinens to perform  their civic duties0 Fines 

were imposed on eligible males who did not register by June 11, and 

as a  result 2, 550,. 00G persons were added to the roster of potential

Q 2
Cline, United States and Mexico  ̂p.. 4l'7o 

^^New York Times, May 6, 1946, p, 9.



participants for the coming election., For the seats open to contest 

Po A- N» presented sixty-nine nominees, P»P„ sixty-seven, and
; ■ 3 5

Po R. X= one hundred forty-‘Seveno The official re.sults announced by

the National Electoral College for the forty-first Congress awarded
36P. Ro I. 137 seats, P, Ao No four, and P„ P„ one° With three years 

left in the term  of a  president whose personal popularity was so wide

spread,. the issue of an election to choose a legislative body which 

would carry out his program was never really in doubto Yet even the 

Po Ro lo must have realized that a sustaining membership of five oppo

sition legislators would not always be effective as a  pacifier of frus

tration from within and criticism  from without.

Revolution as a tradition in Mexico obviously persists be

cause of the continuing ineffectiveness of any other form of political 

opposition. Theref ore, in preparing for the 1952 election. President 

Aleman felt if necessary to order the army, which had undergone mul

tiple command changes, to search for and confiscate hidden, arm s,
■ 3*7

and to call upon the people to surrender illegally held weapons. "

The possibility of a Gusman led revolution including the establishment 

of a rump Congress in  Vera C ruz^ , though only a rumor, had to be

 ̂ New York Times, May 6, 1946, p. %

35Ibid.
36BispaniOnAmerican Report, September 1949, p. 6.
37 ■N ew  Y ork  T im es , June 5 , 1952, p . 12.



countered if a peaceful election hung in the balance.

On the positive side, the administration worked to get out the 

vote by again invoking the law which provided for levying a fine from 

$1, 35 to $35, 00, or a jail Sentence of three days to six months and 

the loss of political rights for one year against those, citizens who 

failed to perform their civic duties, So that by July 6, 1952,

4S 924, 293 were qualified through proper registration to elect a p res

ident, fifty weight senators, and 161 deputies, ^  Nominees for these

offices were presented by five major parties, except for the p resi-
■ 41

dency' which was sought by only four of them.

Election day found each polling place policed by a  squad of

seven soldiers whose job it was to res tric t occupation of the area
42within 200 meters to registered voters only. As a  result, six years 

after the nation had achieved the firs t •bloodless presidential election 

since its creation as a republic, a second one was recorded.

Another firs t was the vigorous campaign conducted by three 

well-organized opposition parties against the incumbent regime,
■ - y .

They were P, A, N» whose standard bearer was Efrain Gonzalez Luna, 

P, P, sponsoring the candidacy of Vincente Lombardo Toledsno* and 

F, P, P, with General Miguel Henriquez Guzman- as its nominee. The

^N ew  York Times, July 6, 195% p. 7, .

Cline, "Mexico a  Maturing , . ,  ", p, 136,

41lb ld ,
42 H isp a n ic -A m e rlc a n  R ep o rts  A ugust 1952, p , 8,



first two we re important as evidence that opposition parties could ex

tend their life cycles beyond a single presidential campaign. Also, 

because of this, age, their platforms tended to consist of a presenta- 

tion of real and permanent issues rather than the manufactured or 

temporary ones ao often found in the campaign machine efforts' of 

one shot parties. The political value of the lay in its  fast

growth and considerable.popular supports. All the candidates toured 

the country in pers on; and all th# parties made use of pampHLets, 

broadsides, rallies^ and newspaper and magazine ads. As usual, 

the .Strength of the opposition so far as the fh R= 1. was. concerned 

weakened itself hy disagreeing on such basic issues as education, re 

ligion, and government in business. In fact, the only tenet common 

to all was dissatisfaction with perpetual P» R, I, control.

Since disunity has never been, known to win over singleness of

purpose, the following results for the presidential election certified

by Congress sitting as an electoral college were not too surprising,

P» I, Adolf oRuiz Cor tines. 2, 713,419 74. 3°/o
F. P. P. Miguel Henriquez Guzman 579$ 745 15, 8 /o
P. A. N, Efrain Gonzdlez Luna . 285, 555 7. 9 fo
P. P. Vincente Lombardo ToledanO; 72, 482 2, 0 Vo

Unregistered Candidates 282 .0 /o
.3, 651, 483 .

What was Unexpected was that with 74, 15°/q Of: fheaiegistered yotersac - 

tually casting a  ballot, the P., R. I. should make so complete a  sweep 

of Congress as well. It won all the senatorial seats and as of Septem

43 ,
Tucker, p. 64.

44Cline, "Mexico a  Maturing . . .  p. 141.



ber 2? all but twenty of the c h a m b e r  seats with twelve of that number 

Still undecided contests. ^  Both the opposition and official parties 

had hoped that a  strong opposition would develop in Congress a s  a 

step toward a true parliamentary system, but the above results sim

ply meant that democratic tradition in Mexico had still not gone be

yond that which forbade a  president to succeed himself=

Just as strong in Mexico is the tradition which demands that non

government candidates must refuse to admit defeat. Official, tabula

tions can always be labeled fraudulent* and violent protests may trig

ger a successful coup* or attract the support of other desperate and

frustrated politicians for future efforts. . Following the pattern of this 

tradition* Gusman followers instigated a  post-election riot which* in 

Spreading from Alameda Park on Juarez Avenue to the Zdcolo* left 

four dead and fifty hurt in its wake, ^  Police action to control the 

rioters was Supported by the army in accord with the administration's

policy of merely standing by its current ban on all public meetings*
47demonstrations* and agitations concerned with the elections. Guz

man did little to ease the tension when he disclaimed all responsibility

for inciting the riot, but at the same, time stated that, "1 am ready to
48comply with the people's will 1 will do what the people order. "

Mew York Times* September 2, 1$B2, p. 4.

New York. Times, July 8, 1952* p. 1.



Therefore, tentative precautionary measures such as arresting his 

subordinates and supporters including Ignacio Ramos Praslow* P res

ident of the Constitutionalist Party, and General Candido Aguilar, 

head of the Revolutionary Party, were taken. The la tte r  had attempt^ 

ed to incite a pro-^Guzrnan rebellion in his native Vera Cruz, ^  and 

the fear that his personal popularity there might feasibly make such 

an action successfiil undoubtedly prompted• the government’s action.

Despite these punitive actions, Guzman still felt strong enough to 

reiterate his politically inflammatory statement that he was at the 

will of the people. This time Congress acted directly by adopting a 

resolution condemning his post-election political activities as sub-* 

versive, and calling for an investigation and punishment for those: who 

pretended to alter the peace and working rhythm of the country, ^  

Typical of the Mexican attitude toward opposition was the gradual in* 

crease in the strength of its repressive measures. If indirect or 

partially indirect control was sufficient it was much to be preferred. 

However, direct attack would be resorted to if it became necessary. 

The administration could also depend on the talents as apologists of 

former presidents such as Lazaro Cardenas.. His timely statement 

that, "It is not with pistols and uprisings that national problems are 

overcome. Negative situations are only overcome by confidence and

4^New York Times, July % 1952, p. 8 . 

5^New York Times.,, October 3, 1952, p. 5.
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hard work, " effectively squelched any possibility of a 1952 pro-

j ,

Guzman revolution.

That United States politics are equally astonishing to the citizens 

of our neighbor to the South was evidenced by ah evaluation of the 

Mexican political slthatlon offered by ah anonymous "educator”,

If you are the official candidate you win. You cannot run 
again because the Constitution forbids reelection. Jf you are 
not the official candidate you do not expect to win and you do 
not win. The only hope your Supporters, can have is that 
after election you will overthrow the government and take 
power by force.

There is  not much point for a defeated opposition candidate 
who has: Once failed to lead a revolt to go through the whole 
process again. The next time the opposition will group around 
someone, else in another try. '

That is why Our Mexican newspapers show such amazement 
when your rival candidates shake hands after one has lost and 
the other has won. And that is why it is useless in Mexico to 
be a candidate twice. 52

As preparations for the 1955 Interim election got under way,

the Minister of Interior announced that only P. R. I. , P. A. N. * and
- ' 53

P. P. had met the requirements for official registration. Since the

admission of women to suffrage*, and the consequent rise in party

membership requirements to 75, 000, neither the Sinarquistas, nor

the Communists, had been able to make the grade. It was probably

the registration of Communists as P. P. members which enabled that

party to win official recognition. At the same time, such action

£ I
Cline, ''Mexico a Maturing . ,  „ ", p. 142. 

^New York Times, July .14, 1952, p. 3.

^ New Y ork  T im e s , O c to b er 17, 1954, p . 16.
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would prevent the Communists from being disenfrancMsed by the im~ 

potency of their own party„ They may also have p r o v i d e d  the militant 

cy necessary for the P0 P« to voice an official protest over the elec

toral commission’s- awarding 142 out of the 162 seats in the. Chamber
54 'of Deputies to the P» R» 1.

This protest like others of its kind did not prevent President

Cor tines from promising in 1957 thaty "The elections 'rent July will
• -  - 5 5' be the genuine expression of the majority of the Mexican people,, "

. Nor did if prevent the people from believing him as he spoke of his

"full confidence in the intelligence, and integrity of the nation's., worn-,
5 6em who will vote for the. first time in a presidential election. "

’ - - - - g7
The administration set up 13 430 booths to register voters

with March IB Originally established as the last day to register. • By
5 8the next to the last days 6> 466S 214 voters had done just that. : When,

however, the closure date was changed to April 30, the number of 

registrants increased to 9, 657, 891 of which 4, 191, 815 were women. ^  

These figures published by the National Registry of Electors did not 

include returns from the. more inaccessible mountain districts which

5 4 Hispanic*-American Report, September 195.5, p.. 353.
55 •' ■ ' ' .' .New""York tim es  ̂ September 2, 1957, p. 7.

57New York Times, ©ctober 27, ■ 19-57, p. 120. 
5 ftNew York Times, March 15, 1958, p. 10. 

^New Yprk TimCSg. May 4, .195,8,. p. %
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were: jiot yet.

I t  seems difficult to believe that the number of voters could 

almost triple in six years even, remembering that these figures in« 

elude women voters for the firs t timeo Two other factors which must 

be kept in  mind to balance possible thoughts of yet another fraud were:

' (1) . Mexico^s. three per cent annual increase in the birth rate; and (2) 

the focusing of the government campaign to get out the vote on civil 

service personnel^ organized labor, arid sm all farm  owners apd 

workers* The force behind this effort can doubtlessly be attribu

ted to the strength demonstrated by Guzman and ^huna when they ran 

against Cortinas* Pessimistically, if fraud were under consideration . 

by Po R* L leaders^ i t  had to be clothed in the respectability of math

ematical possibility* Optimistically, a superiority of numbers meant 

a  legitimate, guiltle ss contiriuatiori of party cantrol«.

On July .6, 1958, .a total of h27 candidates representing five 

parties contested the 162 seats in  the Chamber of Deputies and the . 

sixty seats in the Senate. ^  For the presideney,. an interesting change 

was forecast last year. It was anticipated then that with the possible 

exception of P. A. N. and U. S. N. , all the opposition parties would 

either endorse P. R= J. % Lopez Mateos for president, or abstain from 

contesting that office at all. ^  Three opponents finally did enter the

Z  ■»

New Y ork  T im e s , June 22, 1953, p . 26.

^ N a w  Y ork  T im es , N ovem ber 17, 1957?. p= ,36.
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race0 As anticipated; one was .P. A» No % nominee Luis Ho Alvarez.

The ethers w e r e  Leonard# Garcia P^nea of the National Democratic 
. . ■ • ■ ' ■

Alliance, and Miguel Mendoza Lopez of the Mexican Communist
6,3Party, Interestingly enough, the latter, who for past efforts of his 

party to support the P. P, might have anticipated a return of the favor, 

was disapp ointed, Under Toledano ' s leadership, P, P, % support was 

pledged to Mateos,

The campaign ended one week prior to the election for a  Is-' 

gaily required cooling-off period. Election day found the army as is  

traditional confined to its barracks except for the 50> 000 troops who
64

were to be used to guard the polling places. Assisted by fifteen
65poll watchers per booth, of which there were 24, 300, these troops 

as the representatives of the administration perpared to insure a 

clean and legal election.

With the final count of registered voters set at 10, 422,122, ^  

the large majority of whom were P riistas, the official party found it^ 

self in a  position of being able to count the votes honestly and still 

win by a  large margin- In addition?- the calmness of this presidential 

election might be. attributed to one or more of the following three pos

sibilities, F irst, there were women in  the voting lines. Second,.

^3New York Times, July 6, 1958, p. 22. -

64Ibid. • ' .

New York Times, June 22, 1958, p„ 26,
— :------  —      '

^^Hispanic-American Peport, September 1958, p. 303,
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. either opposition exhaustion was generating a political apathy more 

dshilitating than any official suppressions or third#, the nation might 

be developing a sense of political maturity.

The result#, as might have been anticipated# was another 

, P, Ro I, landslide from which P» A, N, salvaged five seats in the lower

house# Po P, got one# and P,'K» (Parfido Nacional de Mexico) also
67 -got one. P. Ao No !s candidates refused to accept the seats awarded

to them because of their contention that the results of the entire 

election were fraudulent. Tjieugd dhis was a violation of Article 5 of 

the Constitution 'which states that# ‘'elected candidates may not re

nounce their posts# tr̂  it was typical of opposition procedure during 

the interregnum between the election of a new president and the time 

when he actually assumes the duties and responsibilities Of that of

fice. Effective .expressions of discontent with the retiring adminis

tration become possible only during that period# since the strength of 

the demonstrations made by disaffected groups frequently determines 

their influence in the new regime, parsonaliSm is so strong an ele

ment in Mexican politics that to influence the man is to influence the 

government. And a president elect is much more susceptible to in-* 

lection than One officially installed.

The only alternative to this accession by default# granted to 

the opposition by the P= R, 1# candidate only if he feels i t  is  necessary

^ Ib id o  # p .  425.
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to achieve the goals he has 1% mind ten his administrations would be 

coalition efforts designed to give power directly to the opposition . • 

through success at the polls. It: has -been done locally. San Luis. 

Potosf elecie d a coalition candidate^ Salvador ITavas as mayor. In 

doing so3 they not only ousted a hated political bosSj Gonzalo No 

Santos, ^  but also took a  great step toward the municipio libre , one 

of the ideals of the Revolutiono A recurring rash of such minor suc

cesses is unlikely to kill the patient outright, and it might, cause the. 

Mexican body politic to tolerate the healthful antibodies of a loyal op

position. Nations who voluntarily expose themselves to the potent 

forces of democracy must sooner or later obtain a positiye; take from 

such an innoculation Or run the risk of succumbing to the virulent 

fever of revolution.

A psychologist can find in the childhood experiences of any 

Individual the guide lines fo r the p attern  of his. adult behavior. Sim

ilarly, the student of Mexican politics need only turn to the early his** 

tory of that nation for a, clearer vision into the causes of the problems 

facing its contemporary development in  the direction of democracy.

,1. . .. Goveinment before the arrival of Cortes and the control by

Spain which he represented had been paternalistic. Therefore., the 

nature of his Successful conquest meant that the European feudalism 

imposed during the colonial period seemed to the people merely a 

continuation of the earlier system. True,, the establishment of a

69N lsp an ic-A m erican  R ep o rt, January  1959, p . 658.
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check on the personal .authority of an appointed official through the 

:aynntumiento which weighed the merits and flaws of his udministra~ 

tion upon its conclusion might seem to hold a spark of hope. Yet 

realistically^ Mexicans of that period were as incapable of appre

ciating the delicate filament of democracy represented by that pro

cedure as its authors were innocent of intent to accomplish that end.

Absolute monarchy could not be expected to serve, as a  pre

ceptor for self rule. In fact, the incompatibility of the: two concepts 

would preclude the probability of studying its theory as well as the 

possibility of attempting its- practice. . Thus? when Spain was forced 

to submit to Napoleonic control? the specter of government by vio

lence clothed in the garb of success entrenched itself in  the Mexi

can mind. Neither Hidalgo nor Morelos were able to utilise the po

litical ferment of conservative versus liberal to achieve the social 

gains they really sought by driving Spain out. Yet Itttrbide? who did 

just that? only reinforced by his methods the pattern of political suc

cess for an individual regardless of the, needs or general welfare of 

the country. Treason? puppet democracy? mob demonstrations? and 

armed force all became acceptable because they were successful. 

Therefore? in the eyes of contemporary political opposition? they 

have retained a luster long since tarnished in the eyes of the general 

populace weary of civil strife  and its concomitant suffering.

Elective p e r s o n a lis tic government was. to prove no better than 

the hereditary kind had been as far as progress in  democratic learn



ing was concernedo The swing from conserva.tive to liberal and back 

again scored the. nation’s soul with the names of Santa Ana, Juar.ea, 

Maximilian, Dfaz, and Madero„ The path of that penduLnm persists 

to this day, with changes only in  speed, force,: and ignition. Such 

changes do, however, indicate some progress toward political ma

turation, As opposition forces come to repognize the futility of de- : 

manding Instantaneous results the probability of which lies only in 

revolution, they will surely redirect their wasted energies toward . 

more realistic goals«

Where the entire, life of a  nation is  in a  state of flux, lasting 

gains,: political or otherwise, must develop slowly«, Understandably, 

patience has never been a virtue of the "outs" in Mexico, but then 

neither has success been the reward of their impatience^ The. P„ R„ .I„ 

has coped with the: fluid state of national politics by using the con

servative-liberal Struggle within its pwn ranks as a  gauge of the. 

pulse and temper of the people,, A roll call of presidential programs 

from Gallos to Mateos reflects the accuracy of that gauge. It is. the 

means by which the party has been able to stand with the. people, their 

needs and desires, forcing the Opposition to become either the enemy 

of the people. Or an insipid "me(too" group incapable of attracting 

support.

Another face of the same problem lay with the national liter

acy level. Not only were the people politically immature, but they 

were also incapable of using two of democracy’s  basic tools, reading 

and writings to help them grow. By 1821, the high price of inde-
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pe;ride;nce from Spain had been paid* and in the joy of that success few

recognized the weight of the shackles still binding them to political

failure. Democracy was to them S, means as well as an end. What if

300 years of calculated effort had left them with a population which
70was eighty-fiye per cent illiterate ? They would accept an oligarchy 

of intelligence until such time as they could understand.the institu

tions of democracy as well as use therm And if the few thus destined 

to rule should fail in  their trust? there was always —* revolution,

Mexicohs difficulties cried out for a widely accepted pattern 

of sound political principles? and* to u s e  them? men whose integrity 

would not permit any deviation from that pattem„ Such men? however? 

had not been nurteredlby the stubborn non- compliance with the: law 

which pervaded the colonial period. When the aims of Church? state? 

and conquistador were at odds, the law became a  bludgeon to be 

wielded or avoided. The resultant frustration of the sp irit of the law 

served to accentuate the differences already present between the vision 

and reality of Mexican political? economic* and s o c ia l  life.

Even now? the personalism so prevalent in the nation would be 

far less inhibiting on political growth if custom and tradition did not 

represent stronger forces in that field than the legal forms designed 

to govern its operation, Voluntary control is imposed only by the 

exercise of natural, skepticism  stretched to the limit. As Anita 

Br enner puts it*

Scholes? p , 130,



Anybody circulating any story orally or in print, which in 
any way reflects honorably on anybody in. the least official in 
ipao facto counted out as either a fool on a  paid propagandist, 71

Unfortunately^, this skepticism o p e r a te d , all too infrequently<, As; a  

results the domestic exploitation of the people by their politicians 

has done far more to restrain  the growth of democracy than the 

foreign exploitation of their economic resources.

More recently# an awareness: of political and/or economic 

exploitation has often been the key that opened a  nation's doors: to 

the antithesis of democracy communism,. In Mexico, such has not 

been the case mostly because of the factor of time. Their Revolution 

created an internal government which has strive# to eradicate the in

equities present in the country's social# economic# and political life. 

As it expanded opportunity and encouraged native initiative# an earlie r 

drift toward the goals of communism was halted# and even the per

sistent fear of United States economic imperialism abated.

President Aleman's statement that# "economic and social 

progress cannot be separated from agricultural development, since

the majority of Mexicans will continue earn their living through
/ ' ' 1Z ' ' • • ' . . . 

agriculture# " ' was indlsputable. He might well have added political

progress as well. The land tenure system which for centuries had

perpetuated a  low average living standard was no friend to democracy.

Deep poverty and its unfailing companion#, illiteracy, tended rathef to

' 7 1  • ,Anita Brenner# "Mexico's New Deal Two Years After, " New
York Times Magazine, November 28# 1948# p. 19. ■

P an  A m erican  Union Bulletin? LXXXl, May 1947# p . 343.
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foster political oligarchy under which the privilege of questioning the 

right or justice of decisions or actions taken by that authority had to 

be abandoned. -

Efforts to correct the. injustices of this traditional economy 

brought to the political stage for the firs t tune the ru ral mestizo and 

Indian, whose combined numerical Strength gave them whether they 

recognized it  or not the balance of power in national politics. Now, 

if the rapid population growth experienced by this group does not o v e r 

strain the economic resources of the government in trying to provide 

them with a higher standard of living, they may someday help Mexico 

to develop truly democratic institutions. The basis for such a prem^ 

ise stems from the positive correlation between better than subsist 

fence living and increased literacy. In addition, a  decrease in the 

effort necessary to ensure survival coupled with literate ability and 

complemented by an increase in the leisure to enjoy that survival 

hold part, if not all, of the answer to MexicoTs p oli.fieal p r  oblems. 

Democracy has always relied on the le isu re of literate men to produce 

leaders willing to accept the responsibility for the political guidance 

of their society.

With truly democratic leadership^ there would no longer be a 

necessity to either register candidates illegally, or practice boy

cott tactics such as those used against Guzman. His campaign was

7 3
H isp an ic ^ A m e rica n  Report,. Ju ly  1949, p. 7,
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frequently stifled by loyal P rllstarmerchants who financed the follow-^

ing advertfs ement in their local paper So

On the day of yaur visit we have agreed to shut down all 
transport, restaurants, hotels and everything else. Placing 
gratitude to the regime of Miguel Alem^i above oUr private 
interests,, we repudiate a g i t a t i o n .  ^4

This type of passive resistance could be construed as evidence to

support the claim made for Alemanls administration that it had finally.

pacified the country. However, the attitude also demonstrated the

truth of the belief that although the gun barrel had been virtually

eliminated from Mexican politics, the power of the pork barrel Still
75 ' 

remained In the ascendent. Opposition parties could form, cam

paign, and be reasonably sure that votes for their candidates would 

b# counted, what they could not do was match the power in patronage 

of P. R. X. % long established machine. This reality made vain the 

critic 's search for an increase in the number of opposition members 

in Congress which should be the firs t indication of growing political 

maturity.

The problem of opposition expansion was not lessened by the 

acumen of the official party. Success has not made it a complacent 

monolith; in  fact quite the contrary. The challenge of maintaining the 

"in" position in the face of the inclusion of women voters caused the 

P, R. 1. to set twenty p e r cent of the total electorate, as its member-

^-"Shutdown Treatment", Time,, JLVHI, September 10,  1951,
p. 44.

^^New Y ork  Tim es., N o v em b er 25, 195%, p . 18.



76Ship goalo In Spit# of the fact that Cortinesr reputation for integrity 

had won them, eighty p e r cent of the yote in  19523 the demonstration, 

of opposition -Strength at that times based on the lagging industrial
77boomj inflations grafts unfinished public works-, and unpaid debts* 

was sufficient to warrant extensive fence mending prior to the 1955 

election.

Cortines had dedicated his administration to a program of.

hard work and honesty from which he exempted no one, least of all

himself. The following list included the major points of that pro-?
T8gram.

1. Few Aleman intimates were appointed,
2. Public works were halted pending resurveying and accounting.
3. Officials published certified personal assets upon inaugura

tion and resignation.
4. . President Cortines as an example to others lives on his 

• salary of $1083 per month.
5. The transportation trust was broken and the building ma

terials black market wiped out. /
6. Government agency food selling stopped price gouging.

•7. Tourist accomodations were standardised.
8. Food inspection was inaugurated.
9. The police force was revamped to lower the crime rate.

10. Salary raises for civil employees were used to attack la 
mordida.

11. Female suffrage was accomplished.

Hispanic -  Ameri can Report* March 1954, p. 9.

Michael Scully-, ,rRuiz Gortines: New Hope for Old Mexico, " 
Reader's Digest-, LXV, July 1.954, p6 122.
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Three years of this regime left the P0 Ho L campaign, committee
' • 79

with these verities to account for in its planning,

1, The nation’s population was expanding at a phenomenal 
rate due to better health facilities,

2, Communal farms to the number of 17» 600 covering fifty-* 
five per cent of Mexico’s arable land were failing to meet 
the rising demand for foocL Few produced efficiently! 
most barely provided subsistence! and many were being 
deserted,

3, The development of industry was causing a growth in the 
urban population geared to a rising standard of living,

4, The greaf necessity was to bring ancient agriculture into 
balance with modern industry.

The party had to devise, a program which, in the eyes of the elector-* 

ate, the: great bulk of whom were farm ers, would solve these prob

lems, Success meant these same farm ers must learn the value of 

using efficiency as a  tool to produce not only enough for themselves* - 

but also enough for the employees of industry. Rapid industrial 

growth was a  better answer to the problem of abs orbing the growing 

labor force than subsistence farming® However,, if the comfort and 

buying power of the urban employee were permitted to far outstrip 

those of the rural workman, the latter.would not: hesitate to protect 

personal rather than national interest. If the Sale of surplus farm 

products meant a better living for the city buyer only* let him starve. 

The alternatives implied in this philosophy were: national • re g re s s io n  

to a  primitive agricultural economy, or a mutual exchange of value 

for value in which the true worth of the farm er waS- not overlooked.

To expect M exico,. a  budding democracy, to achieve this goal without

% b id ,  ,  p ,  1.23,
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some evidence of socialism was to expect our neighbor to cast out 

the mote from his eye while we, a  full grown, democracy, retained the 

beamim our own.

I t might Seem that Mexico's socialism in dealing with her 

economic problems would make the arms of the political octopus so 

dependent upon the head that rebellion or opposition would mean dis

solution, Lewis1 findings were that in practice municipal politics
. S O  supported that belief,

1, The municipio rather than being free is  an administrative 
dependency of the state governor,

2, Buying votes is a w ell-established custom and requires _; 
financial resources of the successful candidate,

3, Political parties exist in name only and are. in reality 
loose combinations of friends or kin devoted to a particular 
man.

By centering the loyalty of friends, relatives, patrons, and depend* 

ents on an individual rather than a  body of doctrine, the absolute ne

cessity for patronage was established, Further* the dependence of 

• those thus engaged in politics upon patronage, forced them always to 

choose the winning side. Yet despite these facts, it was. locally that 

the P, R, L was being successfully challenged.

For example, consider the case of San Luis PotosC There 

’ Gonzalo Natividad Santos., one of the three major caciques left in

Mexico, the other two are Leobardo Renoso of Zacatecas and Mar-
81gafito Ramirez of Quintana Reo, had ruled for eighteen years,

^^Oacar Lewis, Life in a  Mexican Village: Tepoztlan Re- 
studied (Urbana: #hiversity of Illinois P ress, 1951), p, 251,

^ jSfew Y ork  T im e s , O c to b er 26, 1958, p , 19,



Objection to Santos * control had become strong enough to create three 

opposition groups: the Potosina Civil Alliance, the Revindicating 

Front of Potosina Citizenry, and the Profegsional^lntellectual Front 

of San Luis Potosju It was interesting to note that although all

three sponsored Dr. Salvador JSTava for mayor against the Santos
83 '■ nominee Francisco Quite rrez Cast ell anos3' they felt sufficiently ' ■

' incompatible to form a  unified party.

This failure was a  practical demonstration of the existence 

in Mexican p olitical life of a second pendulum* swinging from the 

weakness of no independence to the excessive fragmentation of un

governed freedom. Potential opposition groups reflected the force of 

that pendulum in the way that they over -es timated the • imp ortance of 

their particular Solution, and under-estimated the power of internal 

compromise as represented by the unbroken facade the conflicting 

factors of the P, R, 1, showed to the world. Even their seeming defeat 

at San Luis Potosf was turned into at least a partial victory. Al

though public opinion forced the P, R» L controlled Chamber of Dep

uties to examine election fraud charges against the Santos regime, 

it also provided the party with an opportunity to attack, blamelessly 

so far as their membership was concerned, the caciquismo he repre

sented, Political regionalism such as. that embodied in Santos was no 

more desired by the official party than by the local opposition. It has
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too often been coupled with revolution to make a  truly welcome ally in 

the Mesdean political arena,

. Actually, the success of independent coalitions at the local 

level carries far greater importance than just the winning of an elec

tion, It could establish the concept of a successful candidate repre

senting the people responsible for his election! contrary to the case 

of current national politics wherein the electee represents his party 

and/or the president.

.Since the all^powerful president usually sweeps many political 

unknowns into Gongress: on the party ticket^ they willingly buttress 

Hs power by neither adopting, bills he opposes, nor opposing bills he 

wants adopted, The net result is a  political Frankenstein which did 

not learn the a rt of compromise in its formative stage. Today, not 

only has it still not learned the value of that Skill, but i ts  l ong tenure 

of authority makes accepting it  now both difficult and doubtful. Even 

the redfstriciihg and added representation called for following the 

' 1950 census held little hope for the "outs". The amending of Article

52 to read one deputy for ew ry  170, 000 people with the total of dis-
84trie is  and seats raised to 161 simply meant more PrliS-tas in the

Chamber of Deputies! as did the addition of Baja California del Norte
85as the twenty-ninth state January 16, 1982, mean two more P, R, I, 

senators in the 1955 election,

84Cline, United States and Mexico, p, 323,

85lb id .
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The CQjistitutional principles of Mexico and the United States 

are not terribly dissimilar, bnt single party rule a.ndparty dominance 

by the president there have caused the roles of the two documents to 

be very different,, Me.xico,s problem is. finding methods of ensuring 

that those who exercise leadership under her Constitution should rep

resent the interests of the mass, of the people, and make no effort to 

perpetuate their authority. Realization of the latter goal seems un

likely without the development of a schism in the P„ R„l„ great enough 

to provide room for the inclusion of minority views within the frame

work of government*

Silva Herzog has said that, "politics is  the easiest and most
86lucrative profession in Mexico, " V If that statement is  truly under

stood, if scream s of a  devastating exploitation which will only be 

eliminated when political education includes indoctrination in the ob

ligations of the individual as well as his rights. Such training be

comes. doubly important as wer.remember the psychological depend

ency upon personaiistic leadership which ignorance and passivism 

have fostered in Mexico, Although it is beginning to be tempered by 

by the power bf opinions expressed by past presidents and the voice 

of public opinion, the elimination of personalism in politics is the un

solved riddle for the second half—century of republican government in

; Jesus Silva Herzog, La Revolucion mexicana en crisis 
(Mexico: Ediciones.’Cuademos Americanos, 1944), p, 33,
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Mexico to mull over,,

The lack of adequate legislative opposition, and the vesting 

of all power fn. the Office of the president must certainly lim it 

Mexico’s claim to being a  democracy.' The very fact that the govern

ment still uses a single officially supported political party to put its 

own candidates in office is evidence of continued political instability. 

On the positive side, although they are no substitute for free ele.c- 

■ tions, ground swells of popular feeling are making themselves felt 

as tentative checks on the president and Congress. Presently, the 

sector basis of P. K. l. membersMp absorbs the cresting force of 

these waves, In tra- and inter-sector strife  form the breakwater that 

protects the beach of single party ru le. Under the circumstances, it  

is a  better basis of counter organisation than none at all. However,, 

the nation really needs in order to develop a vigorous democratic 

government resting on a  broad popular bases (I) improved standards

of public morality; (2) a healthy opposition party; (3 ) a  generally
87higher level of disagreement in  political contests.; ' and (4) a re

direction of income from faxes so that towns, municipalities, and 

states can enjoy financial independence. ^  '

Ultimately, frue democracy will lie not in a  pattern adopted 

in. its entirety from another nation, but rather in one worked out

07
William Li. Schurz, 1' Government", The Evolution of Latin 

American Government |Hew York: Henry Holt and Company, 1951), 
p . 48.

88 Tannenbaum, Struggle . , . ,  p. 100.



through the trial and erro r .experience of coping with the problems 

characteristic of Mexico, The opposition should already know that 

true native revolutionaries will reject parties rep res enting only one 

interest® Only .another permanent center party built around an eco

nomic, politicals,, and social coalition similar: to the .P„ R» lo will

really test the defenses of the political fortress that is  - the official 

party® As .Sierra says.

On the day on which a  political party succeeds in organ
izing itself around a program rather than around a man,, the 
political evolution of Mexico, which has been sacrificed tp 
other phases of the social revolution, will go forward again,

/  Tnsto Sierra, Evolucidn politlca del pueblo mexjcano 
(Mexico-: La Casa de Espaha’en Mbxico, 1940), p0 '4'55.



GOVERNMENT

The governm.ent as it exists in  Mexice today does not meet 

our definition of democracy, even though in a  certain sense i t  i s  a  

popular one. fn fact, Mexican republicanism escape s . the stigma of 

tyranny only by permitting extra^party domestic criticism  to sig^ 

nificantly influence its  program. The nature of this fLexibiLify has 

meant so far as administration is  concerned a shifting policy within 

the framework of the Constitution, As difficult as this concept is  for 

the United States eltixen to comprehend, it has probably protected the 

economic and political balance of Mexico, the Republic.

Francisco Bulnes Said, ."Latins se t themselves up to be the 

great a rtists  of politics, and the result is that a republic becomes 

for them a  perfectly impossible' system of government* n ' • Thus i t  is  ■ 

that current administrative forms there are not novel departures., . 

but rather typical Mexicanisms derived from centuries of habit. ‘ By 

examining the sources of that habit, we can gain greater insight into 

the meaning of Mexican history, and from that insight develop a  more 

sympathetic understanding of the nation, its  problems, and the a t

tempts made to solve them.

Instead of the representative, democratic, federal republic

1John A, Crow, Mexico Today {New* York: Harper, 1957),
p . 327=
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Mexico purports to he3 the reality of her official life is a, centralist ■' 

republic ruled from the capital. It is .there that military, administra^ 

$iveg and political power coalesce in the person of the president, lh  

the beginnings a centralist regime was required to safeguard the po

litical and Social gains of Mexico's unsophisticated electorates but by

1824; federalism was considered to be a  more appropriate protector 

for democracy. The ensuing twenty-five year struggle for power be

tween centralist and federalist was resolved as federalism came to be 

identified with liberalism* and centralism lost all popular appeal, 

Typicallys however; lack of political maturity produced a  centralist 

reality in -spite of the legal requirement for fe derails tic government. 

Under the Secretaria de Gobcrnaclon.; Chief cabinet officer; 

functioning in  a capacity sim ilar to the United States Vice .president; 

an office which Mexico does not possess; the national election ma

chinery gives official Support to the government party, A president 

is elected for six years and cannot run for a Successive term,: Sim

ilarly; the .Senates although its members are eligible for reelectioU, 

is  also completely renewed once every six years; as is the Chamber 

of Deputies once every three years, m  addition, both houses act as 

the final judge of the election of their own members. The third 

branch of national authority; Supreme Court judges.; were formerly 

. appointed for a  term  concurrent with the presidertis* but since Ale- 

m^a's administration they may earn life tenure of the bench. ^

2
Cline;- United States and Mexico; p, 322,
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The development of gome type of pe rpetuative force was "in** 

he rent JLn the structure of these electoral laws ® The fear that without 

self- re gene rative power government could become a transitory benef

icence led to the formation of an official party. Through this party* • 

presidential control reaches Congress, state administrations, and . 

even local government.

In .Congress, enactment of national legislation can more easily 

be made to assume- the guise: of democratic procedure than that ac

tivated by the simple power of executive decree. The same method of 

disguise shields the party power chain of command when the Senate 

finds that all the constitutional powers, of a state have disappeared so

that a provisional governor, selected from a lis t presented by the
■ ' 3president. Should be appointed to replace the incumbent officer.

Since such pressure is considered by the Supreme Court to be a po-
4

litLcal rather than judicial influence, no court action has been taken. 

Undoubtedly, the president's power to appoint and remove judges at 

will explains in part the tendency of the courts to support the execu

tive also. They interpret the law in conformity with his. policies, 

rationalising their position on the basis that ultimate enforcing power 

also lies within his control as Commander-in-Chief of the armed 

forces. -

A somewhat more subtle control is exercised over state and

3
Tucker, p. 79. 

^Ibid.
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local governments by national control of finance. The pre-empting of

taxing power has made state and local governments impotent without

federal aid. This is especially true in poor areas where the only

taxable wealth is real estate. When this tax base is removed from

the jurisdiction of local agencies they have nothing left to tap, and
5

thus become dependent upon small state grants just as the state is 

dependent upon federal ones. ,

Where does the answer lie ? President of the Supreme Court, 

Hilario Medina, told the Uational Bar Association Convention that its

members were equally responsible with the courts for the incorrupt**
6 . .' ibility of justice and the speeding of legal processes. Their advo

cacy of bringing the government more rigidly within the constitutional 

limitations will not be opposed on the moral grounds of what is right, 

but rather on the practical one of what will work. ' Kneller put it very 

well when he said;

The centralism which prevails in Mexic an:p Mi tics 
may, in a larger sense, be regarded as a triumph of 
practical circumstance over political philosophy «« of 
national necessity over imported custom , ?

Responsibility for the ambivalence exposed in that statement lies with 

Mexic0% undemocratic social order. Without social democracy, po

litical democracy will necessarily be only a perverted muiajEoti«n£ of

Whettenj p. 555.
Z
New York Times, March 17, 1951, p. 2.

George F. Knellor, The. Education of the Mexican Nation 
(New York: Columbia University P ress, 1951), p. 77.
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its true self.

Experience has made the people cynical about who will win the 

presidential election, Howevers a general conviction of the validity 

of P. R, I, !s choice of nominee frequently causes split ticket voting, ' 

with an acceptance of the official party’s presidential candidate, but 

a rejection of its Congressional ones, A good example of such a can

didate was Ruiz Cortines, The reason behind that favorable concen

sus was the belief that his personal integrity and administrative ability 

would guarantee the success of his announced reform program. Two 

major points of that program dealt specifically with a long established 

pair of barriers to democratic government <*** la mordida, and free

dom of the press.

Child of the Revolution, la mordida was nurtured in the agar 

of ignorance. Peasant leaders with no moral, psychological, political 

or admi.nistrative.preparation had neither the philosophy, faith,, nor

system of values with which to gauge the effect of personal corruption
8in: term s of its effect on the government. The problem of eliminating 

it now is complicated by the existence of the official party system of 

government, and the lack of a civil service founded on pride in per

sonal efficiency.

Attempts at correction were inaugurated in 1946, when a 

Congressional committee appointed to investigate the high cost of 

living decided that la  mordida must go. Representing money paid to

8Tannenbaum, Struggle . , ,  , p» 70,
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get a civil employee to do work he was already being paid to dos its

perseverance demonstrated more than adequately the insufficient
■ 9amount of the following monthly salaries,,

Government clerk $21= 00
Head clerk 45= 00
Department head 145= 00
Policement (gross $37= 20)^net 21= 60

Complaints to the Chamber of Deputies which required the mordelone 

to account for his illegal charge were hardly a solution to the obvi

ous: low salary problem, which was aggravated by the anti-re election 

laws that offered no civil service protection. One revenue source 

which could provide funds for increasing civil salaries would be more 

effective use of laws providing for income tax0 Under existing legis

lation such taxeSy when they can be collected at ally which is made 

difficult by weaknesses in the law itself, amount to 1=3 /o on salaries 

from $33= 45 to $1800, and 7. 6°/o on salaries above $1800,

Cortines used a different method to meet his campaign obli

gations, Calling for a ten per cent raise in civil employees1 salaries, 

his proposed financing added teeth to a different law — the. 1929 Law 

of Responsibility, As amended,, the law required of elective officials 

an affidavit of personal wealth held in Mexico and abroad; permitted 

investigation Of an official at any time rather than only if he were de-* 

nounced o r involved in a crifninal action) left the onus on the official 

to prove his wealth did not exceed his economic possibilities; and pro-
i

^New Y ork  T im es , O c to b er 6 ,  1946, p , 47,
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vided penalties, for those convicted of offering a bribe.  ̂̂  This would

seem to indicate that Cor tines felt corruption, in high places was a

sufficient drain on the treasury to meet the new expense if i t  were

stopped. POliticallys, it was also more popular than a move to

strengthen the income tax law.

Another Cor tines campaign pledge had been freedom of

thought, press# religion], economic and spiritual liberty; and freedom
• i 2 •

to criticize the government. For the firs t time, not only could the

press criticise the government, its officials, and politics, but those
13

privileges were extended also to radio and television stations. The

question of how free a press is which must be granted these rights by

presidential decree, remains unanswered as do questions regarding

the indirect restraint made possible by the government newsprint 
1-4monopoly; and the practice of reporters supplementing their in

come by accepting official payment for favorably slanted stories about 

the admini s tration. .

The one party system in the past has indubitably produced ' 

corruption and. abuses of power, but the efforts to cleanse the gov- ' 

ernment from within,added to a present tendency toward liberal poli“

" —— —’ ' .

New York Times, December .29, 1952, p. 9.

12  • . ’ ’ ■New York Times, December 2, 1952, p. 1.

N ew  Y ork  T im e s , J a n u a ry  9, 1953, p . 6 .

l 4 Ibid .
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ciess seems to put a damper on the creation of strong popular opposi**

tiono The measure of success attained by the official party in creating

this. atmosphere is reflected in the opposition’s inability to ferre t out

any real incubating medium or appeal. Call's is an accurate, state—.
15ment of the case, '

The Po Ro I, machine wins elections because .of the support 
of the mass of Mexicans who have witnessed the progress of 
the last three administrations„ .

Only failure of the party program or an .equal split within 
its ranks will create a  bbparty or multi-party system a t this 
time.

So long as internal compromise and progress in Mexico • 
continues so will the party. Otherwises only a  broadening 
and deepening of education will terminate the one party 
tutelage in Mexican democracy.

According to Article 115 of the Constitutions state and local 

governments are  to be republican in forms representative^ and popu

lar. In reality^ just as the state government is  a small copy of. the

federal one* so the municiplos libres within its jurisdiction are small
16copie a Of their state’s administrative organisation. The federal

organizational chart accorded each state two senators and for every
17 '100, 000 or fraction over 50, 000 inhabitants one deputy. State 

electoral districts were required to be so arranged that they con

tained about 100, 000 inhabitants each. The division into local dis-

1 jr
Tomme C, Call, The Mexican Venture (New York: Oxford

University Press* 1953), p. 188, ’

^■^Lucio Mendieta y NuKeZ, La adminlstraclcm pu&*lica en
Mexico (Mexico, 1942), p, 77.

17B o sq u e s , p , 19.
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tricts for election of state..legislatures which must contain a t least
18seven members,, however^ varies in different states. At the bottom

of the organizational scheme is the mUnicjpio, administered under a

council elected for a two year term by direct popular vote, with ■
. , /  

nothing similar to the United States county system between it and the
19

state government.

Improvement in  the whole scheme of government must begin 

at the level of these municipalitie:s, The attitude of the peasants to

ward government is not based on experience with or evaluation of the 

efficiency of federal authority. R a th e th e i r  opinion is formed at 

the local level, on local issues., with regard only for the local bosses 

installed by the P„ R, L machine. Successful opposition at that level, 

through extensive participation of the citizens concerned, should ul-» 

limately mean an increased participation on the part of those same 

citizens in state and national politics.

The tactics employed in San Luis Potosjf were an interesting 

example of Mexican thinking along this line. A state wide strike in-* 

creasing one hour each day was directed by the Potosina Civic Union 

to call national attention to their demand that State Governor Manuel 

Alvarez be removed. Gustavo Diaz Ordaz, new Minister of the

18 Ibid.

19Call, p, 181.

New York Times, December 4, 19 58, p. 14.
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Interior,, ordered General Jose Sandoval Negrete3. military cotn- 

mander of the zone including San Luis Polosi*’to use troops to end the 

strike. ^  Although martial law was not declared.* twenty-three truck-*

loads of federal troops from the Twentieth Infantry Battalion of Mex-
f " . . 22 , ico City were policing the State capitalj and Major General Alberto

' ■ • . X
Zuno Hernandez was put in charge of all armed personnel In the .

- Civic agitation, which had included non-payment of taxes,

was not quelled even by the economic sanction threatened by PE MEX

. which proposed to withdraw franchises from gasoline, stations re- .
24maining closed in Support of the strike. They remained closed; 

and the state government approached bankruptcy as a result of citi-*
25

ze.ns refusing to pay local, state, or federal taxes.

The goal of these agitators was not a s  high as legal election

of their candidate whose name had been stricken from the ballot by
26a political maneuver. Even with stickers printed with his name to 

paste over the P. R. I. candidate’s on the ballot* rather than a de*t - 

dared  win for their man* they really hoped for a declaration that the

a i ibido /

New York Times, December 6* 1958, p. 13.
23 ' . ,

New York Times* December ?, 1958, p. 36.

2^Ibid. '

2^New Y ork  T im e s , D ecem b er 8* 1958, p . 18.

26Ib id .
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election was: invalid^ and government of the city by an impartial com-
27mittee until a new election could be held. That goal to an American 

mind would aeem to offer too tenuous a  foothold on the precipitous 

climb to political democracy. However, fa r one municipality to 

force arbitration on the single party regime that is Mexico was an 

outstanding achievement. The federal government finally requested 

an eight day respite in the strike to give a  commission in Mexico City
2l8time to discuss the problem. Perhaps more significant than SeSor 

Nava's election, which he voluntarily abjured, was the resignation of 

State Treasurer Nicolas Perea Carillo and San Luis. Potosf" Vice- 

Treasurer Vincente Toledo, The former was replaced by PedrO 

Sierras general accountant for the Banco del Centro de San Luis Po

tosf; and the latter by Julio Aguirre. Franco., a C, P. A. with no po

litical affiliations, ^

27Ibid, •

2%few York Times, December 9, 1958, p, 18,

2^N.ew York Times, January 7, 1959, p, 11,



DEMOCRACY

The greatest problem, still involved in fostering democracy 

in Mexieo is? best expressed by a  favorite story of the politicans of 

that nationo It is centered around the arrival in an interior city of 

a newly elected presidents, and a conversation between two Indians . 

witnessing that eyento Hearing the shouts of Viva el presidentea 

and Viva la democracia9 one Indian turned, to the other and saids 

"Compadrea quien es data* digOa la democracia?" The answer pre

ceded by a typically Latin shrug was3 '̂PueSs debe de ser la mujer 

que le acompana0 M

If to the general populace democracy is  the woman accompany

ing the presidents, it is no wonder that personalism  still rules the 

roost in Mexicpo Separation of the man from the ideal becomes vital 

to an examination of the philosophy embodied in that,.word® La ski 

has defined its evolution in four steps® (1) The essence of the idea 

is equality® (2) Nineteenth century democrats made liberty their 

first goal in the belief that equality would follow® (3) Twentieth century

Cerwin9 p® 3 04®

Arthur P® Whitaker9 8A Historian’s Point of Views 8 ^Path
ology of Democracy in Latin Americas81 American, Political Science 
Reviews XLIVs March 1950 9 p® 101®.
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democxats shifted the emphasis back to equality and sought to achieve 

it<evenat the expense of liberty0 (4.) The median solution will be a 

broadening of the political idea to include economic and social reform 

a lso o

#r#ating an authentic democracy in Mexico is a task to dismay 

ah organizational gianto Bolivar's genius recognized the improba

bility of its success and suggested as a  more reasonable alternative 

any form of government which would produce the greatest degree of 

social security:, and the greatest amount of political stability*

What chance had democracy to meet these challenges when 

Spain's colonial policy had left the people in ignorance of the re 

sponsibilities of government? They were completely unsuited by 

characterg habits and education to cope with the problems of racial 

heterogeneity$ nation wide povertys and individual ambition^ Free 

and liberal-institutions though good in  themselves may be come 9 under 

such conditions^ more of a curse than a blessing0 People, incapable 

of appreciating their potential can only create a society which, . 

rather than recognizing and punishing an inherent evil a either re 

mains indifferent or even worse applauds that evil* Mexico's ten

dency to import the past truths of Other nations rather than to look 

for those peculiar to her own situation, caused her to come perilously 

close to the loss, typical of sucha society, of her autonomous entity*

"^Russell He Fits gibbon, 'A Political Scientist's Point of Tisw, ! 
jbido S P e  120o
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Tucker has listed nine handicaps facing the development q£
4 ■ ■

democracy in Mexico0 '

lo Geo graphic 9 social^ and cultural isolation,
20 A heritage of social stratification, "
3, hack of educational facilities,
4, The one party system, '
50 Personalized leadership^ ,
6q Centralized control,
70, Mepotism, ■ •
80 Corruption,
9= The power of the military force.

To.these must be added the effect of the ecclesiastical organization 

of the Church, .Combined with the tradition of autocratic rule in

herited from Spain, it had a tremendous influence in producing a 

carry over of unquestioning acceptance from the spiritual field into 

the social, political, and economic ones as well.

Despite these drawbacks, the original ideology of the French 

revolution was combined with the machinery, of American republican

ism to form the framework of a.Mexican government. Completely 

ignoring the absence of a stabilizing middle class and the presence 

of a mass of'politically.inert Indians ? the early leaders of that 

goyernment were more concerned with technical forms than with the 

economiczand social readjustment that would have made them a logical 

conclusion.

Founded in the desire to accelerate artificially the slow pro

gress of the education of the people for democracy, this government 

as it functioned increased the difficulty of that education by frequently

4 T u ck er, p , 420,
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changing the concepts of what should be faaghto Since, even under 

ideal circumstances, ignorance, does not disappear over hight, the 

development of political charlatanism which says one thing and does 

the egcacf opposite was not anfores eeablep M fact, confusion and 

chaos should have been anticipated^ The only good thing which grew 

from attempts to breed democracy under these conditions was the 

realisation that cultural, economic, and social growth would have 

to be accomplished first,

©ut of this realization grew the paradox that Is Mexico today: 

a democratic country ruled by a single party; and that party run by 

the man it sponsored for election as presidents whose power is so 

great that he comes close to being the whole government by himselfo 

Heither fascist nor totalitarian® MexicOs dominated by a single man 

representing a party which manages to perpetuate itself, is still not 

a true democracy, Political realities have never corresponded to 

legal forms, but rather have been shaped by individual interpretations 

of the Constitution based on the expediency established, by the current 

needs of the people.. However, the only alternative to such a govern

ment, given like .circumstancesa is anarchye Nevertheless, the per

sonalis tic centralism essential to nineteenth and early twentieth 

century survival should have been out grown by the mid-point of the 

latter a At least tentative steps toward the maturity of federalism 

should have been madeo Yet ten years beyond that point, Mexico still 

is a nation which has so expanded the power of the president at the 

expense of weakening the states that no one can be elected a t any level
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without his express sanction0 For example it is a. presidentially

selected permanent committee of the Senate which exercises the
. . .  ‘ '  " -5resppnsibility e£ deciding contested state elections for state officialso

The difficulty stems from the fact that without an effectives

independent political conscience^ the people do not provide a secure

basis upon which the government can rest its hopes of continued life*

Insteads the administration must build its own political saeuritys the

'meat.efficient'method for which is the creation of.an official party0 .

Where the government is expected to be patriarchal in nature$ with

its authority Vested in the person of the president, officials whom he

cannot control represent a threat to be dealt with by the legal means

afforded by the Gonstitutiono

In labeling the Mexican regime it is difficult to avoid the term

dictatorship^, ■ The gloss of "popular" election and limited tenure help,

but the need for knowing the president and abiding by his desires

tarnish that shine a little0 Normally, in a democracy, the national

legislature would function as ■ critic and censer of the executive", in

addition to expressing public ©piniono However, in Mexico, not only

Congress but the courts as well are suhordinate to rather than equal

with the presidento Thus, lacking his consents the will, of the majority

cannot be enforced without armed force0 Until Mexicans grow up to

the ideals already expressed by their Constitution, sufficiently to expel

even this benevolent descendent of caudillismo, progress toward .

Tannenbaums "Personal Government^ , 0 , " pe 480



democracy will be at best halting; a t  worst completely non - exi s t a n to  

Many of the social and economic problems of rural munici

palities, the solution of which even Mexico has realized must precede 

political democracy, stem from the fact that the population is far too 

small and spread out to serve as an adequate tax basis for the support 

of democrati# in s ti tu tio n s , Lazaro Cardenas expressed the funda- ■ 

mental relationship between economic and political progress.

The foundations of democracy rest upon a better distribution 
of wealth, the general raising of living standards, an equality 
of opportunity as regards culture, and an equal chance for the, 
working people, who constitute the majority, to attain power.

Certainly no one could contest the view that an effective working
“  "■■■ j

democracy requires that.m o re  than fifteen to twenty per cen t of the 

people live in decent c o m fo rt and security.

Still, the perspective gained.by reviewing the improvement 

made in the last twenty years permits a hopeful prognostication for 

the eventual development of the personal economic independence 

necessary to the operation of a democratic ggyernmeato In fact, . . 

Mexico is to be congratulated in that she has been able to couple both 

economic and educational progress. It 1# the success of that program 

which will create the general rise in cultural level. At the same time, 

the inbred stamina characteristic of the people will permit them to 

practice each new skill as they learn it while still continuing to move 

toward the high plateau which is their goal. There, intelligent dis-

6 “Townsend, p, 212,
7 : _
Her ring, "Mexico Today, n p, 223,
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cuss ion of proposed platforms and quiet participation in honestly con

ducted elections will be their rewardo

•Two features of economic life weigh heavily in the balance of 

the maturing political scale0 Ones industrialization, has added new 

interest groups to those already concerned with government activity«. 

The other, land tenure, remains vital to the development of demo- •

cracyo To paraphrase Cardenas, when the land belongs to the people,
8

the government will alsoo. '

Under Diaz, free competition with no state intervention was 

the economic rule; but since the Revolution, economic nationalism 

in relation, to foreign countries, and state intervention in the domestic - 

economy have prevailed. If the benefits to the people were the only 

measure of concern, a socialist state rather than a democratic one 

would seem the ideal goal for Mexico politically, Actually,' socialism 

probably represents the other end of the arc from authoritarianism 

with true success located nearer the mid-point and bearing the name 

democracy, Gasta%eda said of Mexico that, "in full economic de

velopment (she was yet) socially unintegrated and scarcely institu

tionalized politically, but "abandonment of internal political con

vulsions was one of the first phases in the life of an independent 
10state, "

8 .

Tannenbaum, ''Personal Government, a, g H pp, 4-5,
Q
Jorge Garstaneda, Mexico and the United Nations, (Hew York: 

Manhattan Publishing Gompany, 1958), p0 63, "

10Ibido



D em ocraG y ia  any state, m u st r e s t  on an  in fo rm ed  and educated  

p u b lic , and th er e in  l i e s  another o f M exico*s prehlem So With a sp a r se  

and freq u en tly  i l l i t e r a te  population  iso la te d  by geograp hy  and la ck  of 

adequate co m m u n ica tio n  f a c i l i t ie s ,  the opportunity to p a rtic ip a te  in  

government i s  a lm o s t  a s  r a re  a s  the tra in in g  to do so  e f fe c t iy e ly .i f  

the Opportunity e x is te d , P u b lic  opin ion  a s  a  d em o cra tic  co n tro llin g  

fo r c e  is a ls o  r e s tr ic te d  by th e inadequacy Of p e r so n a l com m u n ication . 

With c ircu la tio n  s t i l l  reach in g  on ly  the s m a ll litera tes  group, g o v ern 

m en t control of the press through i t s  n ew sp rin t m on opoly  d oes not 

s e e m  n e a r ly  so  im p ortan t a s  its  r e s tr ic t io n s  on ra d io . In 1940,

even that seemed superfluous^' Of that year ’ s total population the
11fo llow in g  s ta t is t ic s  w e re  reported^

6, 809,241 ; could, read and write Spanish
8, 956,8 1 2  were illiterate in Spanish
1,237, 000 could not even speak Spanish

It was interesting to note with respect to educational improvement, 

however, that as more people learned the national language, and 

communication techniques Improved, the restrictions, instead of 

tightening, relaxed. Now, except for priests who may not express 

political opinions, freedom of both speech and press are  approaching 

true realisation.

Concern with legality and the publicity attendant on its abridge

ment have also exerted a restraining influence on the arbitrary use of 

political power in Mexico, Such a stabilizing and democratizing force

^ T o m lin so n , p , 19 7,



would, be impossible of exertion, in an authoritarian stated Therefore^ 

eritios. must concede that although Mexico fs concept of a  functioning 

democracy is as yet imperfect, the effort to improve is being made0 

When the .government is willing to meet the demand for free elections] 

and that demand is expressed by intellectually awakened people who 

have become interested in their own welfare and future, democracy 

for Mexico will have arrived,

. If a multiparty system had developed early in  the life of the 

republic, cleaner more efficient government might have been the re 

sult, However, at the time, the only party with a chance of clearly
1 2

winning an election seemed to be an official ones Although there 

was considerable mobility and flexibility within the organization of 

that party in Mexico, Changes of personnel and/or policy could only 

be effected from within its ranks. Therefore, official party primaries 

have always been regarded as more important than general elections. 

The condition of ostracism in which opposition groups are held 

by the official party has remained unchanged except for the degree of 

its intensity, and the substitution of fraud, for force, For this reason 

the function'Of the. opposition has changed in degree also. Instead 

of trying to create moral justification for a revolution, it need only 

Stir up enough public feeling to affect P, R, I, policy. Admittedly this 

is unsatisfactory to the parties concerned, but it is one step further 

from political barbarism than the nation had managed previously.

12 J, Fred hippy, Latin America, a Modern History, (Ann 
Arbors Shiversity of Michigan P ress, 1958), p, 417,
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Opposition campaigning even if unsvtcc.es sful will help Mexico 

evolve further in the di rection of politipal democracyo The greatest 

advance will be made by increasing through their efforts the per

centage of people participating in the political and civic life of the
13• country., Between 1946 and 1952, the number of votes east doubled.

Of that number, the opposition votes increased from twenty?-one to
14twenty-five per cent, 'However, considering the fact that in 1940

15they had tallied only seven per cent, it would seem that progress 

had simply steadied to a more measured pace.

Another difficulty facing the formation of strong opposition 

iS the relative increase in prosperity being enjoyed by much of the 

nation. The success represented by that prosperity is the very

thing that makes personalism difficult for both:"InS1 ■ and 11 outs11
' 16 to discard, Villegas wrote the following analysis, -

. The best of Mexico is the individual person^, not the social 
being. Therefore in his public life and in his government the 

. ' Mexican is often chaotic, even corrupt, while Ms private life 
may be honest, humble, exemplary.

Thus, supported by a cult founded on the virtue of family loyalty,

candidates too often add the burden of filhittsmo or nepotism to the

criticism already being born by Mexico's personalistic democracy.

■jo

- Hew York Times, •February 1952, p® 4, 

■^Tucker, p, 64,

15lbido

S ro w , p , 32 5,
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Votes are still east for the man rather than the party or platform^ 

and wherever loyalty to family or class supersedes the common 

loyalty to the nation, democracy must suffer correspondingly0

The United States has a responsibility in both the creation 

and solution of Mexico's democratic growing painso Histerieally, 

we have been all too prone to forget our own revolutionary back

ground, and look askance at other governments who are just enter

ing^ or still operating in that stage of developmento Concern with 

maintaining the status quo provided an adequate stage for the demon

stration of our superiority in that respect so long as the audience 

ignored asides about the lack of correlation between the status quo 

aind the ideals of democracy^ Also, we are fond of ignoring the 

. fact that not everything that works north of the Rip Grande will 

function efficiently south of it. True, popular sovereignty does not 

really exist under a'one party system.} but how could Mexico begin

with anything else without th# vigorous local autonomy, consent in
17niajority rule, and respect for the elementary rules of justice 

that played so large a part at the Inception of our own republic ?

Bdeques evaluation expressed the strengths and weaknesses 

of democracy in Mexico in one sentence when he wrote, "The force 

to uphold the government will be the people unfettered by an economic
i o

cally strong church, or a politically strong land monopolizing class,"

^H erbert I, Priestley, The Mexican Nation, ([Mew Yorks ■
The Macmillan Company, 1923), p0 xiih



only a responsible olectorate to adi, the strong sinews for binding 

together the baBieally eound bones of Mexico's political skeletOno' 

Though weakness, in some areas and oyer development in others 

may have cmated a caricature of democracy^ those are faults which 

can be corrected with balanced exercise as the people learn to flex 

the proper musclesP

Some growth is already being experienced in the expansion 

of the free public education programs and the communication indus

tries ; radios televisions and motion pictureso In a nation where 

illiteracy has been such a stunting factor, the healthful vitality in-* 

he rent in this growth is measureless^ To these can be added the 

relativeiy recent efforts made to diversify the national economy?

A projection of the possibilities to be derived from success 

in those endeavors mus t include the emancipation of the states from 

federal economic control as new sources of wealth become available 

for the use of the national government? "Know thyselfn and "The 

truth shall set you free® might be the double motto attached to the 

forge where fhe first link, in the chain of the centralist economy was 

Shattered? The hammer which struck the first blow was the increase 

in government employees1 salaries, and its victim- -la. merdtda?,

Early gains-.‘were limited to no re-election, the development, 

of labor unions and agrarian communities, and the decrease in army 

influence? In the process of democratization few things are more 

important than that last item? A real credit to Mexico is the fact that



. the t-raiisfer from military to civilian rule was made under the auspices 

of the one party system responsible for so much of the internal and 

external criticism  of its gowsnmenta ■

The gains mentioned above might not seem limited unless 

the reader were aware of the large percentage of Mexicans unaffiliated 

With labor unions s agrarian communities;, or the army a More recent 

advances have been sufficiently general to affect the whole populaceo . 

Specifically they were freedom of speech^ presSs and assembly; a 

decline in official anti-clericalismj and freedom of worship for all 

religionso ' Political growth has been sp extensive that it requires 

individual enume ration.

..lb ©pposition parties free to farm and act have increased 
the amount of minority opinion expressed openly,

2o The peaceful atmosphere of electionss: increased by the 
presence of women voterss use of a Sunday dates and 
absence of open liquor stores on that dates indicates 
progress toward a- ballot which really expresses the will 
of the peopleo

3, Alsos as wartime extremisms have declined,, the initio- 
tion of electoral reforms, including the activation of 
existing laws for compulsory voting, which have made 
elections more meaningful were p0ssibleo Only a sin
cere desire on the part of the official party to achieve 
democracy could have instigated such a voluntary modifi
cation of it self o ■ ’

4p The conciliatory attitude of the executive in post election 
efforts to secure the support of the minority groups for 
the administration program-cannot be ignoredo 

So Heither can critics refuse to note the reduction in futurismo 
on the part of the presidents particularly with regard to 
members of Congresso This places the burden of choosing 
candidates on the partys and reduces to some extent the 
importance of patronage as the basis for nomination^

Compared with the democratic ideal» Mexico does leave much to be

desiredo Howevers a comparison with the conditions of twenty years





CONCLUSION

In the final analysis of political progress in Mexico3 criti

cism. must be tempered by remembering such questions as;

lo What was democracy in the Mexican view?

2p Were the people ready for even partial democracy?

3e How great has been the extent of progress toward, their 
goals ?

4p Should the benevolence of the single party dictatorship ■ 
be completely ignored?

S» Would a determined oligarchy have labored as hard to 
free the electorate from the bonds qf illiteracy?

60 Should criticism  be made with only overt political action 
in mind?

The essence of judgement must lie in the transition expressed 

by two words - -peon and proprietor^ To expect a nation wide change 

from one to the other to occur either rapidly or smoothly would be 

unrealistic,, An illiterate population accustomed to servile obedience 

could not hope to develop initiative? self reliance? and sound judge

ment overnighto However? the im perfection of their political knowledge 

did not conceal the fact that the Revolution which gave them the per

sonal freedom they had been unable to enjoy under pre-1910 feudalism . 

spelled progresso
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Bemocracy9 the meanss had been placed, in. the nation's scale

of hope to counter balance the weight: of historical precedent, Be-

mocracy, the ends found the task of stabilizing that balance difficult

in the absence of racial unity» a middle class of small property

owners3 good communication facilities3 experience in self governments,
Xand education. These provided the basis for Silva Herzog's reminders

We do not ignore the difficulties of the problem nor are we un
aware of the fact that it is not an easy task to provides within the 
space of a  few years 3 an abundant life for a people long hungry, 
ragged, and exploitedo The level of living of the skilled worker 
employed in large industries has been raised somewhatj the 
economy of the peasant has also been improved in a few agricul
tural regions; but a considerable number of inhabitants in the 
cities and in the country districts who perhaps make Up the 
majority have not had their incomes increased and they have not 
participated in the benefits of the devolutions hi some isolated 
regions there are people who live now just as their ancestors 
lived fiftys one hundred, or three hundred years ago without 
adequate nutrition, without educations and without any faith in 
government official So ..

Today's m o re  optimistic 'view is b a se d  on the a n s w e r s , partial 

though they m ay s e e m , w hich  M ex ico  has found in  a ttem p tin g  to so lv e  

th e s e  v e r y  p r o b le m so

le Schools are becoming more readily available to the rural 
population0

20 . A  land distribution p ro g ra m  has been undertaken0
So A gricultural production has been increased through the use 

of irrigation , more fe rtilize r , and better seeds«
4e The growth of native industry means' the end of colonial 

economy,
5o Political control though far short of the democratic ideal 

is  slowly passing into the hands ©t the peoplep

1Siiva Herzog, La revolucldhe o o , po 260 

Herring, A History of Latin America, p0 393c
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The increasing fraction of the vote going to opposition parties in recent 

elections and the relative peace prevailing during those same election 

would tend to support the belief that the strength of democracy is 

growing in Mexico© It has really become more of a question of what 

type3 American or English; will evolve rather than simply'will it 

succeed at all©

Between the jP© B© I© and England's Gonservatiye Party there 

is one point of very close resemblence© Both have always absorbed 

the good points of opposition policy in the long run© The tw# differ 

just as sharply3 however9 in that Bnglish" voters have the opportunity 

to switch away from party line allegiance in expressing their feelings 

and Mexicans do not© In England this switch causes the Conservative 

Party to reevaluate its program and adopt the best of the opposition's 

Viewpoint© In Mexico the formation of an opposition machine has the 

same effect© Yet the political climate of England permits the opposi

tion there to survive the loss of its issue, where that of Mexico does 

not© The latter must learn  to tolerate a strong legislative opposition 

before the end in sight will come truly closer to realization©

Throughout the research done for this thesis9 it has been 

interesting to note that other authors have been as unable as I to 

eliminate conclusively from their minds the belief that in spite of all 

the evidence of failure, the possibility of success for a democratic 

Mexican government has endured t# become a virtual probability for 

the future© Although belief is too indefinable to be acceptable ob

jective evidence, a recent discussion of democracy with a psychologist
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of my acquaintancje made if possible to crystalize the optimism pre- 

vading such thinking, into these wordso Democracy will succeed in 

the long run because it is geared to the basic internal organization 

of the human mindo

He who has ears to hears le t him hear*
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